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ABSTRACT

Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP) is an inherited form of progressive retinal degeneration
and is one of the commonest causes of blindness in middle age. Clinically, X-linked
RP is considered one of the most severe forms of RP and accounts for 14-25 % of
families. This study is concerned with the physical and genetic mapping of RP3, one of
the X-linked loci localised to the short arm of the X chromosome. There are no

candidate genes in the RP3 region consequently, the positional cloning approach is
being used to identify the RP3 gene.

Deletion patients define the proximal and distal limits of the RP3 gene to a region
of less than 200 kb. A DNA fragment of this size can be cloned easily in a yeast
artificial chromosome (YAC). Prior to this study a 360 kb YAC was isolated, Y263,
which was found to contain the proximal and distal limits of the RP3 region and,
therefore, should contain at least part of the gene. In this study, Y263 was used to
improve the physical and genetic characterisation of the RP3 region.

A detailed pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) map of Y263 has been
constructed using rare-cutting restriction enzyme digests. Y263 contains three clusters
of rare cutting restriction enzyme sites which probably represent 'CpG islands' often
found in association with the 5' end of genes. Cosmids isolated from Y263 were
screened using different combinations of rare cutting restriction enzyme sites and
other probes from the region. Several key cosmids identified in this way were therefore
candidates for cDNA library screening and were mapped back to specific Y263
restriction fragments. One cosmid from a CG cluster was used to screen a 'zoo blot'
which showed that it contains evolutionarily conserved sequences and, therefore,
should contain a gene. This cosmid has been used to screen a retinal cDNA library but
no positive clones were identified.

Y263 was successfully targeted, with a vector containing a neomycin resistance
gene, into the CYBB gene which defines the distal limit of RP3. The neomycin
resistance gene provides the selection required to insert the YAC into a mammalian cell
line. This derivative YAC has also been been mapped using rare cutting restriction
enzymes and PFGE. Insertion of the vector increased the size of Y263 and thus
enabled it to be separated from yeast chromosome III by PFGE. The ability to isolate
Y263 by PFGE is useful for many applications.

Y263 has also facilitated genetic mapping of the RP3 region. A novel technique
using biotin and streptavidin selection has been used to clone a new microsatellite
repeat (JL152) from the YAC. JL152 is highly polymorphic, 8 alleles having been
identified to date, and it has a heterozygosity value of 0.76. Sequence analysis has
shown that JL152 is located in intron 5 of the CYBB gene. JL152 was shown to be
tightly linked to RP3 giving a maximum likelihood lod score of 7.8 at a recombination
fraction of zero. This new marker provides additional information for presymptomatic
diagnosis and has proved useful in classifying X-linked RP families as RP3 or RP2 (the
other X-linked RP locus localised to the short arm of the X chromosome).
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ABBREVIATIONS

A - adenine

adRP - autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa
ALF - automated laser fluorescent sequencer (Pharmacia)
arRP - autosomal recessive retinitis pigmentosa
bp - base pairs
C - cytosine
cDNA - complementary DNA
cen - centromere

CGD - chronic granulomatous disease
cM - centiMorgan
CYBB - cytochrome b-245, beta polypeptide (defective in chronic

granulomatous disease)
DMD - Duchenne muscular dystrophy
DNA - deoxyribonucleic acid
EDTA - ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid
ERG - electroretinogram
G - guanine
HAT - hypoxanthine-aminopterin-thymidine
hn - heterogeneous nuclear
ELPRT - hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyl transferase
JBB - the proximal breakpoint of the deletion patient BB
kb - kilobase pairs
LMP - low melting point
Mb - megabase pairs
neo - neomycin resistance gene

OAT - ornithine aminotransferase

OTC - ornithine transcarbamylase

p - short arm of a chromosome
PCR - polymerase chain reaction
PFG - pulsed field gel
PFGE - pulsed field gel electrophoresis
PNS - positive-negative selection

q - long arm of a chromosome
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RFLP - restriction fragment length polymorphism
RNA - ribonucleic acid

RP - retinitis pigmentosa
RP2 - the X-linked retinitis pigmentosa 2 locus
RP3 - the X-linked retinitis pigmentosa 3 locus
SDS - sodium dodecyl sulphate
T - thymine
6-TG - 6-thioguanine
tel - telomere

TIMP - tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase
xlRP - X-linked retinitis pigmentosa
xlRP6 - X-linked retinitis pigmentosa 6 locus
YAC - yeast artificial chromosome
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 - RETINITIS PIGMENTOSA

Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP) is a group of hereditary diseases characterised by
pigmentary changes and progressive degeneration of the retina. This degeneration
causes night blindness, constriction of the visual field and, in many cases, blindness. As
no effective treatment is available, the patient must come to terms with unrelenting
visual loss.

RP is genetically and clinically heterogeneous and exhibits three types of
inheritance pattern: autosomal dominant (adRP), autosomal recessive (arRP) and
X-linked (xlRP), with more than one gene being responsible for each type. Clinically,
intra-familial variation is found, particularly in adRP and X-linked heterozygotes. In
addition, xlRP exhibits intra-familial variation in its rate of progression (Wright, 1990).
Inter-familial clinical variation is also found, for example in adRP, where there are two

subtypes, type I and type II (type I is generally more severe, with early onset and
diffuse retinal degeneration: type II shows later onset and regional degeneration -

Pagon, 1988).
This study is concerned with xlRP, which is one of the most severe forms of the

disease, and the genetic and physical localisation of RP3, one of the loci localised to

the short arm of the X chromosome.

1.2 - PREVALENCE OF xlRP

RP is one of the major causes of blindness in middle age. A study of uncomplicated
retinitis pigmentosa among adults attending an outpatient diabetic clinic found the

prevalence to be between 1 in 1333 and 1 in 1666 (Bundey and Crews, 1984a).
Estimates of the proportion of xlRP patients in the population have varied. As the

inheritance pattern is X-linked, sufferers are hemizygous affected males and less

severely affected carrier females. Most early studies probably under-estimated the

proportion of X-linked patients, primarily because of the difficulties in assessing
carrier females. Evidence in support of this theory is found in some early surveys

which had an excess of affected RP males, compared with females, in the sporadic and
multiple affected sibs groups (Nettleship, 1908; Bell, 1922; Sorsby, 1966; Fine, 1968).
An accurate assessment of the number of xlRP males relies on the clinician carrying
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out thorough genealogical and clinical investigations, including the clinically
demanding task of assessing carrier females.

Two studies carried out in London and Birmingham found that xlRP accounted for
33% to 35% of all RP cases attending genetic and electrodiagnostic clinics (Jay, 1982;

Bundey and Crews, 1984b). A comparable study carried out in North America found
that only 11.9% of RP cases were X-linked; illustrating a variation in prevalence which
is often observed in different communities or countries and could be due to a founder

effect (Boughman and Fishman, 1983).

Approximately 14-25% of all RP families in the UK are X-linked. If xlRP accounts
for approximately 34% of all RP cases, and the overall prevalence is about 1 in 1500
(Bundey and Crews, 1984a), then there are about 13,000 cases of xlRP in the United

Kingdom.

1.3 - PHENOTYPIC CHARACTERISTICS OF X-LINKED RP

The nature of an X-linked recessive disorder gives rise to severely affected males
and mildly affected, or asymptomatic, carrier females.

1.3.1 - xlRP Males

Of all the inherited forms of RP, xlRP males have the most consistently severe

clinical course, with loss of dark adaptation in the first decade, constriction of visual
fields ("tunnel vision") in the second decade, loss of visual acuity by the age of 20, and
severe visual loss by the age of 40 (Mahtani and Willard, 1988; Bird, 1975). Although
some cases of asymmetrical RP have been described, the 1982 International

Symposium of Ophthalmology defined RP as bilateral (Marmor et al., 1983).
The average age of onset for xlRP is 7.2 (± 1.7) years (Maumenee et al., 1975),

with more than half of all xlRP males exhibiting symptoms by the age of ten (Bundey
and Crews, 1984b). By the age of 40 only 16% of affected males retain some degree
of useful vision (Bundey and Crews, 1984b).

When diagnosing RP an electroretinogram (ERG) is used to measure the electrical
activity of the retina in response to flashes of light. In xlRP males there is usually a

very flat scotopic ERG response from an early age (Wright, 1990).

1.3.2 - xlRP Carrier Females

The phenotypic characteristics of carrier females cover the complete spectrum from
absence of symptoms to a severity comparable with that seen in affected males (Bird,
1975; Fishman et al., 1986). This spectrum of symptoms is consistent with the Lyon
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hypothesis of independent X chromosome inactivation in early embryogenesis and is
typical of X-linked recessive inheritance (Lyon, 1961; Lyon, 1972). However, the vast

majority of such females have comparatively mild retinal degeneration which is of late
onset and presents minimal clinical symptoms.

Some carriers exhibit an abnormal fundus reflex, or "tapetal reflex", which
resembles the iridescent choroidal layer (tapetum lucidum) observed in some mammals

(Wright, 1990). Such changes are often subtle. There has been some controversy as to

whether or not families in which carriers exhibit a tapetal reflex indicate a particular
xlRP locus or allele (Jacobsen et al., 1992; Musarella et al., 1988; Nussbaum et al.,

1985) - see section 1.4 below. Although the presence of the tapetal reflex is useful for
determining carrier status in some females, evidence for the classification of an xlRP

subtype on the basis of a tapetal reflex alone is inconclusive.
Abnormal dark adaptation, visual field defects, reduced ERG amplitudes and

abnormal cone flicker tests are indications of carrier status in females. However, the
number of carrier females showing, for example, an abnormal ERG is as low as 50% in
some studies, so there is always a proportion of female carriers for whom diagnosis is
difficult or impossible (Arden et al. 1983). The most common finding in xlRP carriers
is a mild pigmentary retinopathy (or degeneration). Carrier diagnosis becomes easier
with increasing age (due to the deterioration of cells in which the affected X
chromosome is active) and carriers over the age of 40 years commonly show

pigmentary abnormalities. In essence, the detection of carrier status depends on the

subjective skill of the clinical observer at fundoscopy and electrodiagnostic testing
(Clayton et al. 1986).

1JJ - xlRP Disease Progression
The initial development of night blindness (nyctalopia) in RP is generally thought

to be due to the progressive death of rod photoreceptor cells which are responsible for
contrast sensitivity and vision at low levels of light (Humphries et al., 1992; Wright,
1992). The fact that the rods are also essential for peripheral vision accounts for the
"tunnel vision" suffered by RP patients. RP is a degenerative disease and rod cell death
may hasten further tissue degeneration in which cone cells die and there is attenuation
of retinal blood vessels. As the disease progresses, pigment epithelial cells degenerate,
and fundus examination shows a "bone-spicule" pigmentation, which is due to

pigment-containing cells aggregating in the outer retina (Humphries et al., 1992; Bird,
1975). An example of an RP fundus is shown in figure 1.1.

Although the foregoing sequence of degenerative changes is generally accepted for
autosomal forms of RP, Jacobson et al. (1992) have proposed the following sequence
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Figure 1.1 - The "bone spicule" pigmentation observed in RP patients when pigment-
containing cells aggregate in the outer retina.



of changes for the X-linked RP2 form. In the early stages of the disease, hemizygotes
have cone dysfunction in the mid-peripheral retina; there is an abnormal cone ERG,
but the rod ERG is within normal limits. As the disease progresses, there is rod and
cone dysfunction in the mid-periphery and the peripheral retina begins to show cone

dysfunction. Eventually, there is rod and cone dysfunction in the central retina and

only a very reduced central cone function can be measured. As Jacobson et al. (1992)
point out this sequence of events gives the impression that the disease is more like a

cone-rod dystrophy. However, when the regional retinal variation is considered, the
xlRP males show mid-peripheral funduscopic and functional changes before
peripheral or central changes.

1.3.4 - Eye problems which can develop during the clinical course of RP

Myopia, which is associated with 75% of all forms of RP, is found in 90% of xlRP
cases and is generally more severe (Sieving and Fishman, 1978). When present in
association with xlRP, myopia exhibits inter-familial variation as it is prominent in the
affected males of some xlRP families, yet mild or absent in others (Kobayashi, 1960;
Hoare, 1965). As described in section 1.4 below, there is strong evidence for xlRP

being heterogeneous. Although myopia has not yet been correlated with a specific
genetic form of xlRP, myopia is genetically complex and its expression in xlRP will
probably be an inconsistent indicator of which xlRP gene is mutated in a family

(Wright, 1990).
Cataracts (opacity of the lens) develops in approximately 40% of xlRP patients

(Heckenlively, 1988). There is also a higher incidence of astigmatism (where the
image of an object is distorted in the horizontal or vertical axis) in RP patients than is
found in the general population (Sieving and Fishman, 1978).

1.3.5 - The future

Potential sufferers and carriers would be helped by an accurate presymptomatic test
which would allow them to make informed choices when planning their future careers

and personal lives. More accurate and informative genetic counselling can be offered
by isolating tightly linked, highly informative markers as well as by trying to isolate
the genes responsible for xlRP.
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1.4 - LINKAGE ANALYSIS AND THE EVIDENCE FOR GENETIC

HETEROGENEITY IN xlRP

The discovery of restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) enabled
genetic linkage to be established between xlRP and probes on the short arm of the X-
chromosome. In 1984, Bhattacharya et al. reported the first example of such linkage
in RP when an X chromosome specific probe, LI.28 (DXS7), was shown to be tightly
linked to xlRP in five families. A maximum lod score of 7.9 was obtained at a distance

of 3 cM. DXS7 was assigned to between Xpl 1.23 and Xpl 1.4 using a hybrid cell line

containing a human X chromosome with a deletion in the short arm (Ingle et al.,
1985). A table showing the assignment of all loci used for the genetic mapping of
xlRP is presented in figure 1.2.

In 1985, Nussbaum et al. analysed a large Latin American family using DXS7 and
two other markers from the short arm of the X chromosome: DXS43, and a marker

from the ornithine transcarbamylase (OTC) gene. The carrier females in this pedigree
all exhibited a tapetal reflex so this family was thought to represent the variant form of
xlRP defined by McKusick in 1983 (catalogue number 30320). Although it was

impossible to determine whether xlRP was proximal or distal to OTC from this data,
the analysis of four phase-known meioses supported the gene order:

Telomere < > xlRP < 12.5 cM » DXS7 < > Centromere

The recombination distance was therefore four times that found by Bhattacharya et

al. (1984); a discrepancy which could have been due to sampling error or genetic

heterogeneity at the xlRP locus. Analysis of meioses informative for xlRP, OTC and
DXS7, together with the maximum likelihood distances estimated with DXS43,
suggested that xlRP with tapetal reflex was distal to DXS7, at Xpl 1, and was closer to

OTC, at Xp21, than to DXS7 (Nussbaum et al., 1985). In contrast, Friedrich et al.

(1985) analysed a large Danish pedigree with DXS7 and a C-banding heteromorphism
which supported a position for xlRP proximal to DXS7.

In genetic linkage analysis, informative recombinants between the probe and the
disease locus are a prerequisite for positioning the gene with respect to the probe.
Obviously, such recombinants are relatively rare and the more closely linked a probe
is, the less likely it is that such recombinants will occur. However, the physical position
of a locus can often be ascertained more accurately by identifying patients with
chromosomal rearrangements in association with the disease.

Evidence supporting the position of an xlRP gene at Xp21 was provided by the
report of a particular male RP patient, BB, who had a large cytogenetically visible
deletion in Xp21 (Francke et al., 1985). Unfortunately, family studies were impossible
as BB was adopted when he was 10 days old. In addition to RP, BB suffered from

6



ASSIGNMENT LOCUS LOCUS/CLONED SEQUENCE NAME
SYMBOL

Xp22.32-p22.2 DXS 85 pTAKlOB
Xp22.1 DXS41 p99-6
Xp21.3 DXS28 C7

DXS68 pLl
Xp21.3-p21.2 DXS268 probe J66 (within DMD gene)

xlRP6 retinitis pigmentosa 6 (X-linked recessive)
Xp21.3-21.1 DMD dystrophin (muscular dystrophy, Duchenne and

Becker types)
Xp21.2 DXS 164 p87 (within DMD)

DXS270 J-Bir (within DMD)
Xp21.1 DXS206 XJ1.1 (within DMD)

DXS 142 pERT84 (within DMD)
DXS84 L754

DXS 196 pERT 469
DXS 148 cX5.4
DXS 141 pERT145
DXS307 p378-40-l

XK Kell blood group precursor (McLeod
phenotype)

CYBB cytochrome b-245, beta polypeptide (chronic
granulomatous disease)

DXS 140 pERT 55
RP3 retinitis pigmentosa 3 (X-linked recessive)
OTC ornithine carbamoyltransferase

Xpl 1.4-pl 1.3 DXS228 plAa6
DXS7 L1.28

MAOA monoamine oxidase A
RP2 retinitis pigmentosa 2 (X-linked recessive)

SYN1 synapsin I
DXS426 pXL91B10, 863/864
TIMP1 tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase
OATL1 ornithine aminotransferase-like 1

Xp 11.22 DXS255 M27Beta
DXS 146 pTAK8B, PTAK8

Xpl 1.22-pl 1.21 OATL2 ornithine aminotransferase-like 2

Xpl 1.21 DXS 14 p58-l
Xcen DXZ1 pBAMX9

Xql 1.2-q 12 DXS1 p8
Xq21.31 DXYS1X pDP34

Xq24-q26 DXS8 RB6

Figure 1.2 - Location of genes and marker loci used for mapping xlRP.



chronic granulomatous disease (CGD), McLeod red cell phenotype and Duchenne
muscular dystrophy (DMD). Southern blot analysis with twenty single copy probes
from the short arm of the X chromosome revealed that only one probe, 754 (DXS84),
was missing from BB's DNA. This result confirmed the presence of an Xp21 deletion
and ruled out a balanced translocation. In situ hybridisation analysis, using a probe
from the OTC gene, ruled out any intrachromosomal rearrangement of the X
chromosome. Distally, the deletion did not extend as far as the probe C7 (DXS28), at

Xp21.3. Probe 754 confirmed that the deletion extended proximal to the DMD gene

at Xp2I.l-21.3 but it was not found to extend as far as the gene for OTC at Xp21.1. It
was suggested that BB did not exhibit clinically typical xlRJP as found in the families
used for linkage analysis, but this has been refuted by other workers (Clayton et al.,
1986; Musarella et al., 1988), who cite as evidence the undetectable ERG response and
the total absence of rod photoreceptors when his retinas were examined 3 hours after
death (Hurwitz et al., 1985). Such ultrastructural findings are also in agreement with
those of an xlRP patient of similar age (Szamier et al., 1976). Unless there is a single
defect that indirectly causes the different disease phenotypes (for example, involving a

cell membrane component) or a position effect due to the size of the deletion, BB

provides important physical information on the diseases involved (Francke et al.,
1985).

An xlRP locus within the BB deletion is supported by another deletion patient, SB,
described by de Saint-Basile et al. in 1988. SB had CGD, McLeod syndrome and

clinically typical xlRP. An X-linked inheritance pattern for the RP was supported by
the fact that his mother had some bilateral disseminated pigment clumping, indicating
that she was a carrier of RP, while his father was opthalmologically normal. The cDNA

probe cyt b, which is from the gene responsible for CGD (CYBB), was found to be
deleted in SB. Distally, the SB deletion did not extend as far as DXS84; proximally, it
did not extend as far as OTC. Unless the xlRP was due to a complex rearrangement, a

position effect, or a single defect giving rise to all three of the diseases observed, then
SB also points towards an xlRP locus at Xp21.1. A theory of heterogeneity in xlRP
reconciles the genetic analysis of BB and SB with the DXS7 linkage data presented by
Bhattacharya et al. (1984) and Friedrich et al. (1985).

In 1986 Clayton et al. presented further evidence in support of linkage to DXS7
and re-evaluated previously published data. No evidence was found to support

heterogeneity in the 13 families analysed and with a maximum lod score of 14.0 the
xlRP gene was assumed to lie within 4-17 cM of DXS7. However, this analysis was

based solely on two-point data (DXS7 - xlRP) and not on multipoint linkage data.
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Further evidence in support of an xlRP locus proximal to DXS7 was presented by
Wright et al. (1987). Linkage analysis was carried out in twenty xlRP families using
nine short arm markers. Six of these markers were known to be distal to DXS7. Two-

point linkage analysis was carried out between xlRP and each of the nine markers. The

only significant lod score was obtained with DXS7, and the maximum likelihood was

obtained with xlRP being proximal to DXS7. OTC gave a positive lod score of 2.8 and
a mean estimate of 24 cM between OTC and xlRP. The more distal markers showed no

evidence of linkage. An eight-point analysis was also undertaken to define the position
of xlRP with respect to the various probes. These results are summarised below:
Tel OTC<— 24 cM —»xlRP 28 cM—(Cen.) ->DXSl(p8)

and

Tel DXS7 (L1.28)< 9 cM■•••-> xlRP <- 19 cM >DXS14 (58-1) Cen-
Obviously, it was impossible to reconcile these results with an xlRP position at

Xp21, as suggested by the deletion patients and linkage data presented by Nussbaum
et al. (1985). It seemed increasingly likely that xlRP was heterogeneous.

In 1988, independent studies by Musarella et al. (1988) and Denton et al. (1988)

provided further evidence in support of an RP locus at Xp21. Musarella et al. found
tight linkage to OTC and DXS84 in four families. Informative crossovers, which were

observed in three families, placed the disease locus between DXS7 and DXS84 (a
marker in Xp21.2 which is distal to CYBB). Interestingly, tapetal reflex in carrier
females was observed in only one family, which seems to rule out the assignment of
the Xp21 locus on the basis of clinical observations in carrier females. In the three
families examined by Denton et al. (1988) the tightest linkage was found with OTC.

Linkage and recombinational evidence led them to propose a gene order that was in
agreement with that of Musarella et al. (1988) which placed xlRP distal to DXS7:

Telomere <— —» DXS84 < > xlRP/OTC < »DXS7< > Centromere

In a collaborative study undertaken by Ott et al. (1990) multilocus analysis was

carried out on data from 62 families, most of which had been published previously.
The multilocus heterogeneity tests gave a likelihood ratio of 6.4 x 10^ in favour of
two xlRP loci. These loci were defined as RP2 (linked to DXS7) and RP3 (linked to

OTC). A dearth of informative recombinant meioses often makes it impossible to

classify a family as having the RP2 or RP3 subtype. In this study, it was estimated that
60-75% of families had the RP3 subtype and 25-40% had the RP2 subtype. The RP3
locus was estimated to be 1 cM distal to OTC. RP2 was located halfway between
DXS14 and DXZ1 at the centromere.

This collaborative study also looked at evidence in favour of a third xlRP locus.
The possibility of a third xlRP locus, RP6, distal to the DMD locus, was first raised by
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Musarella et al. (1988). Evidence for this was found in one family which had four
affected males. One of these males revealed a crossover between xlRP and all markers

proximal to DXS28 and another affected male had a crossover between xlRP and
DXS28. This study did find evidence to support a third locus, proximal to DXS28 and
distal to DXS164, with a likelihood ratio of 293. Although such a ratio is in favour of
a third locus, the likelihood is by no means as great as that for the other two loci.
Furthermore, there have been reports of males who do not have RP, but have deletions

spanning this region (Clarke et al., 1986; van Ommen et al., 1986). Unless the
estimated map position is inaccurate, such observations raise doubts as to the existence
of a third xlRP locus. However, as Farrar et al. (1991) identified an adRP locus at 6pl2
(see figure 1.4) which is also called RP6 the Human Genome Mapping Committee
have removed the X-linked RP6 locus from the X chromosome map. Therefore, for
the purposes of this thesis, the X-linked locus will be referred to as xlRP6.

RP2 and RP3 are now generally accepted as being the two xlRP loci and the genetic
mapping of these loci has not only been aided by the large number of probes which
have become available, but also by using highly informative microsatellite repeat

probes isolated from the region. Since it is impossible to make a clinical subdivision
between RP2 and RP3, tightly linked and informative probes are essential for genetic

counselling and diagnosis (Bergen et al., 1991).
No cytogenetic abnormalities have been reported in the RP2 region and it has

therefore been mapped by linkage analysis alone. Evidence to date suggests the
following gene order (Coleman et al., 1990; Aldred et al., 1991; Friedrich et al.,
1992):

Telomere 4— —> DXS7 4— RP2 —> DXS426/TIMP 4 > Centromere

(10-15 cM)

In contrast to RP2, the proximal and distal limits of the RP3 locus can be defined
using linkage analysis and deletion patients (Bertelson et al., 1988). The proximal
deletion breakpoint of BB (JBB), between CYBB and OTC, defines the proximal limits
of RP3. Patient NF, described by Baehner et al. in 1986, had a cytogenetically visible
interstitial Xp21 deletion in association with CGD and DMD. The NF deletion extends

proximally to Xp21.1 and includes DXS140 (pERT55). Distally, NF was deleted for
DXS164 (pERT87) within the DMD gene at Xp21.2. Therefore, the NF deletion spans

part of the DMD region and extends proximal to CGD, including the region from
which the McLeod gene was cloned once it had been localised on the basis of deletion
patients (Ho et al., 1994; de Saint-Basile et al., 1988; Frey et al., 1988; van Ommen et

al., 1986; Bertelson et al., 1988 and Ho et al., 1992). It is not known whether NF had
the McLeod phenotype (Kousseff, 1981) although since he suffered from CGD and
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DMD it is quite possible that the comparatively mild clinical characteristics of the
McLeod phenotype were overlooked. Although NF was only 3 years of age when

diagnosed it is less likely that symptoms of RP would be overlooked. Assuming that
NF did not have RP, his deletion defines the distal limits of RP3, as it extends

proximally from DXS140 (which is proximal to CYBB). This distal limit for RP3 is
confirmed by another deletion patient, OM, who had a deletion in association with
CGD and McLeod syndrome (Bertelson et al., 1988). OM was 12 years of age when
he was examined and no evidence of RP was reported. The OM deletion includes
DXS140 and extends distally to include the McLeod and CYBB loci. It is not known
how far the NF and OM deletions extend proximally beyond DXS140, but both are

presumed to terminate distal to JBB and therefore exclude RP3. As neither the NF nor

the OM proximal breakpoints have been precisely defined, RP3 is said to be flanked
by the CYBB gene and JBB. A diagram outlining the relative positions of loci at Xp21
and the deletions in the patients described is shown in figure 1.3.

This physical localisation was recently refined by Roux et al., (1994) who found an

informative crossover in an RP3 family with the new probe DXS1110 (Roux et al.,

1993). DXS1110 is tightly linked to RP3 and was isolated from an RP3 candidate gene

which is distal to JBB and proximal to CYBB (see section 1.6 below). This crossover

redefines the distal limits of RP3 as being proximal to intron 4 of this candidate gene.

These results support the evidence from deletion patients and the linkage analysis
by Ott et al. (1990), which placed RP3 1 cM distal to OTC. However, physical
mapping will provide a more accurate assessment of the distances involved. For the
whole X chromosome 1.2 cM corresponds on average to 1 Mb, but the DMD/BMD
gene at Xp21.1 appears to have a much higher recombination frequency, with 6 cM
corresponding to 1 Mb (Drayna and White 1985; Abbs et al., 1990). As Chen et al.
(1989) suggested, this may be due to the presence of "hot spots" for recombination
within the DMD/BMD gene; evidence in support of which was provided by a report of
5% recombination within the DXS164 locus at Xp21.2 (Grimm et al., 1989). The RP3
region could be described as a deletion prone region in view of the deletion patients
that have been observed and deletion-prone regions such as that for RP3 are likely
candidates for recombination hot spots (Abbs et al., 1990).

More tightly linked informative probes, such as the relatively new microsatellite
repeats described in section 1.4.1.2 below, are important for further defining the
region of interest and for providing an accurate, informative service for patients.

Finally, isolation of more tightly linked probes increases the possibility of finding
linkage disequilibrium, i.e. the non-random association of alleles at two loci. This
would further localise the region of search for either of the xlRP genes.
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Figure 1.3 - The relative positions of DNA markers together with the following genes:

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), McLeod phenotype (XK), cytochrome b-245
beta polypeptide (CYBB) with is responsible for chronic granulomatous disease, X-
linked retinitis pigmentosa 3 (RP3) and the ornithine transcarbamylase gene (OTC).
The chromosomal deletion patients BB, OM, SB and NF are described in the text.
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1.4.1 - A new generation of polymorphic markers for use in linkage analysis

Detecting DNA polymorphisms allows genetic diseases to be localised using linkage
analysis. An example of this is the localisation of the RP2 gene - described in section
1.4 above.

1.4.1.1 - Minisatellite repeats

The polymorphic markers originally used in linkage analysis were single copy

probes which detected restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs). RFLPs are

the result of small scale changes in DNA that create or destroy a restriction enzyme

recognition sequence. This means that the heterozygosity of any one RFLP, which is
determined by allele frequency, cannot exceed 50% and most RFLPs have
heterozygosity values of less than 50%. Consequently, when used in pedigree analysis
there is only a 50% chance of a critical individual being heterozygous, and therefore
informative, for any particular RFLP (Jeffreys et al., 1985).

Realising the need for a source of more highly polymorphic markers, Jeffreys et al.

(1985) noticed that several hypervariable regions of DNA had been published which
showed multiallelic variation (Wyman and White, 1980; Higgs et al., 1981; Bell et al.,
1982; Proudfoot et al., 1982; Goodbourn et al., 1983; Capon et al., 1983; Weller et

al., 1984). In each case the variable region consisted of a short sequence which was

tandemly repeated. These tandemly repeated units were named "minisatellites"
(Jeffreys et al., 1985). Minisatellites are polymorphic because allelic differences result
in a variation in the number of tandem repeats (VNTRs). The number of repeats in a

minisatellite, which is reflected in its length, can be detected using any restriction
endonuclease which does not cleave the repeat unit. The minisatellite previously
described by Jeffreys' group (Weller et al., 1984) had a 33 bp repeat which showed
some sequence similarities to three previously characterised repeats. The 33 bp repeat
was capable of detecting other human minisatellites that share the common short
"core" sequences in each repeat unit. Minisatellites are so informative that a pattern of
fragment sizes unique to any individual can be produced (a DNA "fingerprint").

The wide variation in repeat length of minisatellites is indicative of a very high rate
of unequal exchange which suggests that they may be hotspots for meiotic
recombination, or that most exchanges are between sister chromatids at mitosis in the

germline (Jeffreys et al., 1985). A detailed study of three minisatellite loci showed
that the mutations generally occurred at one end of the tandem repeat array (i.e. they
are polar) and that they are germline specific, so that mutations occur at a constant rate

irrespective of allele size (Jeffreys et al., 1994). In addition, as there was a lack of
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exchange of flanking markers, complex conversion-like events are thought to be
involved in the generation of the mutant/variable alleles (Jeffreys et al., 1994).

Although minisatellites are highly informative markers, their usefulness in linkage
studies is limited by the fact that they are unevenly distributed in the genome; tending
to be clustered at the tips of chromosome arms (Weissenbach et al., 1992).

1.4.1.2 - Microsatellite repeats

Noting that minisatellites were highly polymorphic, two groups turned their
attention to the simple dinucleotide repeats that had been described in the literature
(Weber and May, 1989; Litt and Luty, 1989). The most common of these are the
simple (CA)n repeats and the human genome contains -50,000 of these where n =

-10-60 (Miesfeld et al., 1981; Hamada et al., 1982). By 1989 several of these simple

repeats had been described, for example in the B-globingene cluster (Miesfeld et al.,
1981). Both Weber and May (1989) and Litt and Luty (1989) demonstrated that these

simple dinucleotide repeats are polymorphic as a result of differences in length of the
repeated unit. Mindful of their similarities to minisatellites Litt and Luty (1989) named
these simple dinucleotide repeats "microsatellites". By designing unique PCR primers
that flank a (CA)n repeat, a specific microsatellite can be amplified and the length of
the product, which is the source of the polymorphism, can be visualised on an agarose

or polyacrylamide gel.

Unique PCR primers which amplify polymorphic microsatellite repeats have
revolutionised linkage analysis. The informativeness of such repeat sequences

increases with an increase in the average number of repeats (Weber, 1990).
Microsatellites with 10 repeats or less are generally uninformative. Sequences with 16
or more repeats are moderately to highly informative and the informativeness levels
out when the repeats are 21 or more (Weber, 1990). Some microsatellite repeats are

interrupted by up to 3 consecutive bases and are less informative as a result (Weber,
1990).

As there is wide variation in the lengths of microsatellites the polymorphisms are

thought to be determined by mutation rate rather than by selection (Jeffreys et al.,
1988; Kimura, 1989). Several different mechanisms have been proposed to account

for mutations in microsatellites, most of which involve strand slippage during

replication, repair or recombination (Streisinger and Owen, 1985; Levinson and
Gutman, 1987; Wolff et al., 1989; Coggins and O'Prey, 1989). Levinson and Gutman
(1987) found that strand slippage increases with increasing lengths of (CA)n blocks in
Ml3, which is consistent with the fact that their informativeness increases with an

increase in size (Weber, 1990). It has also been proposed that microsatellites are
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recombinational hotspots (Pardue et al., 1987). This theory is supported by the large
number of unequal crossovers that must occur to produce the variations in length
observed (Stallings et al., 1991). However, there is no correlation between an increase
in the size of microsatellites and increased recombination (Stallings et al., 1991). It
was therefore suggested that microsatellites are necessary, but are not in themselves
sufficient, for such recombinational hotspots to occur (Stallings et al., 1991).

Microsatellites occur in all eukaryotic genomes which might suggest that they have
some function. Stallings et al. (1991) have suggested that because microsatellites are

not found in prokaryotes (Gross and Garrard, 1986) they may be involved in the
packaging and condensing of DNA in eukaryotic chromosomes. Furthermore, as

microsatellites are found more frequently in euchromatin that in heterochromatin, it is
proposed that they may provide a conformation that allows DNA to be condensed and
decondensed during different parts of the cell cycle (Stallings et al., 1991).

On the basis of previously reported data (Miesfeld et al., 1981; Hamada and

Kakunage, 1982; Hamada et al., 1982; Sun et al., 1984; Litt and Luty, 1989) Weber
(1990) estimated that there are about 35,000 (CA)n repeats of 12 units or more in the
human genome. On the basis of a conservative estimate that 25% of these would be
uninformative, because more than one copy was present in the genome, Weber
calculated that in the human genome there should be about 12,000 microsatellites with
a heterozygosity of 50% and about 7,000 with a heterozygosity of 70%. Assuming a

total human genomic length of 3,300 cM (White and Lalouel, 1988) genetic maps with

average resolutions of approximately 0.3-0.5 cM could be constructed (Weber, 1990).
Microsatellite repeats are now firmly established as polymorphic markers
(Weissenbach et al., 1992) and large scale projects are producing high resolution
linkage maps in man, mouse and other organisms (Weissenbach et al., 1992; Dietrich
et al., 1992; Serikawa et al., 1992; Roher et al., 1994). In addition, microsatellites are

invaluable for fine genetic mapping of genes and various strategies for identifying
such repeats from a region of interest have been described (e.g. Cornelis et al., 1992).

1.5 - RETINITIS PIGMENTOSA GENES CLONED TO DATE

Although no xlRP genes have been cloned to date, several genes responsible for
retinal degeneration have been identified in adRP and, more recently, in arRP - see

figure 1.4.
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1.5.1 - Cloning of a gene responsible for RP using a linkage analysis/candidate gene

approach
The first RP gene to be identified was the result of linkage analysis, which pointed

to a candidate gene. The linkage was carried out on a large Irish pedigree and showed
that the defective adRP gene was on the long arm of chromosome 3 (Farrar et al.,

1990). Dryja et al. (1990) realised that there were a number of candidate genes in this

region, including rhodopsin, which had been cloned and sequenced by Nathans and

Hogness in 1984. Further investigation revealed a transversion in the rhodopsin gene

in 22 out of 168 adRP patients (Dryja et al., 1990). The transversion was in codon 23
and changed a highly conserved proline to a histidine residue. As this proline residue
is conserved in invertebrate and vertebrate opsins such a change would probably
produce a change in function. Since the discovery of this transversion over seventy

different rhodopsin mutations have been found, most of which are family specific.
Collectively, rhodopsin mutations account for 20-30% of adRP patients (Dryja, 1992)
and a null mutation in rhodopsin has also been found to be responsible for arRP in
one patient (Rosenfeld et al., 1992).

Rhodopsin is a member of the G protein coupled receptor superfamily and, as such,
has the characteristic seven transmembrane domains, together with cytoplasmic and
intradiscal domains. Generally speaking, mutations in rhodopsin are not found to be
clustered although intradiscal mutations do tend to cluster near the cysteine residues

required for intradiscal loop disulphide bridge formation. Mutations are also found in
the motif required for N-linked glycosylation and the retinal attachment site, and these
mutations are thought to abolish light activation of transducin (Keen et al., 1991).

Thirteen mutant rhodopsins found in adRP patients were transfected into a human
embryonic kidney cell line to see if they could regenerate with 11-cis retinal and be
transported into the plasma membrane (Sung et al,. 1991). Four mutations in the
intradiscal domain accumulated in the endoplasmic reticulum and could not be
detected in the plasma membrane. This suggested a problem with their insertion into
discs which may be due to a mechanism within the endoplasmic reticulum producing
incompletely assembled or folded proteins (Sung et al., 1991). There is a very high
turnover of rhodopsin in the photoreceptor cells and it is thought that it is difficult to

dispose of any molecules retained in the endoplasmic reticulum which could result in
cell death (Dryja., 1992).

1.5.1.1 - The visual transduction pathway
The photoreceptor is the primary neuron in the visual pathway. RP is thought to be

a disorder of the rod photoreceptor system, the outer segment of which is stacked with
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discs. These discs have a rate of turnover estimated at 90 per day (Young, 1976). The
visual pigments contained in these discs are opsin apoproteins covalently coupled to

11 -cw-retinal (which is derived from vitamin A). The rod photoreceptors contain
rhodopsin and the cone photoreceptors contain long, medium or short wavelength
opsins, each covalently coupled to 1l-c/'s-retinal. The mechanism for converting light
into the electrical impulses which we perceive as sight is now well understood. In rods,
there is light-mediated isomerisation of 11 -c/s-retinal to all-rra/is-retinal. This process

activates transducin and releases its GTP-bound -subunit. This activated form of

transducin stimulates cyclic GMP-phosphodiesterase (cGMP-PDE). The cGMP-PDE
molecule consists of an , and two subunits and stimulation of cGMP-PDE results in
the two subunits being displaced (Humphries et al., 1992). The activated PDE

hydrolyses cGMP, which is bound to the rod photoreceptor cGMP-gated channel

protein. The cGMP-gated channel protein allows monovalent cations to move across

the cell membrane and hydrolysis of cGMP by activated PDE closes these ion channels

(Yau and Baylor, 1989). Closure of the gated ion channels leads to hyperpolarisation
of the rod cell plasma membrane and the visual transduction signal is sent through the
bipolar and tertiary neurons into the optic nerve. The key stages in the visual
transduction pathway are shown in figure 1.5.

Light stimulated hydrolysis of cGMP causes Na+ and Ca^"1" to be pumped out of
the photoreceptor cells by a cation exchanger (Yau, 1991). Conversely, there is no

hydrolysis of cGMP in the dark and the gated ion channels allow Na+ and Ca^+ into
the cell. Ca?+ is a regulator of some phosphotransduction enzymes. A decrease in
Ca^+ concentration in light stimulated cells gives rise to activation of the protein
recoverin which, in turn, activates cGMP synthesis (by the photoreceptor guanylate
cyclase) and the cGMP gated ion channels are reopened (Koch and Stryer, 1988). A
low concentration of Ca^+ accelerates deactivation of cGMP-PDE, which reduces light
sensitivity (Kawamura and Murakami, 1991). The effects of low Ca^+ concentration in
the cell are mediated by Ca^+'binding proteins, e.g. calmodulin.

Ca^+, through calmodulin, plays a central role in photorecovery and light
adaptation by modulating the cGMP-gated ion channel (Hsu and Molday, 1993). The

relationship between calmodulin, the phosphorylation state and the cGMP-dependent
channel is complex, but Hsu and Molday (1993) have proposed that a photoreceptor
channel with Ca^"1" dependent affinity for cyclic nucleotides promotes recovery

following photoexcitation. Light-stimulated hydrolysis of cGMP decreases the
concentration of calmodulin and Ca2+ is released. The release of Ca^+ strengthens the
affinity of the channel for cGMP, which promotes cell recovery. It is interesting to

note that the involvement of Ca^+ in the photoreceptor response is also found in
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Drosophila. Hardie et. al. (1993) found that during the development of

photoreceptors in Drosophila a response to light could only be elicited from whole-
cells when micromolar concentrations of Ca^+ were present. This suggests that Ca^+ in
intracellular stores is an absolute requirement for phototransduction in Drosophila.

Rhodopsin is deactivated as a result of phosphorylation of its carboxyl terminus by
the joint action of rhodopsin kinase and the 48-kilodalton protein arrestin (Humphries
et al., 1992). In 1993, Murakami et al. identified a retinal arrestin that maps to the

proximal long arm of the X chromosome. More recently, Craft et al.(1994) identified
a cone arrestin gene from a human retinal library that is also X-linked. PCR
chromosomal mapping confirms that this locus is not associated with the
choroideraemia locus at Xq21.1-q22.1. However, this gene has not yet been mapped
to a specific region of the X chromosome and is therefore a candidate gene for any of
the other X-linked retinal diseases, including RP2 and RP3.

Mutated versions of arrestin and any other proteins involved in the visual
transduction cycle are RP candidate genes. In fact, as described in section 1.5.2 below,
the /3-subunit of retinal cGMP-PDE is now known to be responsible for one form of
arRP.

1.5.2 - Cloning of human genes responsible for RP with the aid of animal models
Instead of using the positional cloning strategy adopted by most laboratories

pursuing xlRP genes, one adRP gene (peripherin) and one arRP gene (jS-PDE, the (3-
subunit of rod cyclic GMP phosphodiesterase) were first cloned in laboratory mice
exhibiting analogous phenotypes. A number of mouse retinal degeneration mutants
have been studied - see figure 1.6. However, only a few of the genes responsible for
these mutations have been identified. Cross-species conservation of visual mechanisms
means that a human homologue can often be identified, thus providing a candidate
gene for retinal degeneration in humans, a strategy which enabled adRP and arRP
genes to be cloned. The main advantages of cloning a disease gene from a laboratory
animal are that the biochemical pathways in which the gene is involved are elucidated
more easily and there are better opportunities for experimenting with treatments.

Two mouse homologues of human RP were identified using the following mutants:
retinal degeneration (rd) and retinal degeneration slow (rds). A subtractive
hybridisation strategy was utilised - retinal cDNA from phenotypically normal rd/+
mice was hybridised with cDNA from rd/rd mutant mice which did not have any

photoreceptor cells. Subtractive clones were then mapped back to the region of
interest: rds maps to mouse chromosome 17 and rd to mouse chromosome 5. A retinal
cDNA which mapped back to chromosome 17 identified a mRNA product in rds/+
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Mouse mutant Chromosome Phenotype S
retinal degeneration,
rd

chromosome 5

(P-subunit rod cGMP
phospho-diesterase)

onset at 7-8 days, complete
rod photoreceptor loss by
day 20, more widespread
changes later

retinal degeneration,
rd-3

chromosome 1

(homologous to
human lq)

rod photoreceptors develop
normally; degeneration has
started by 3 weeks postnatally
and is complete by 5 weeks;
cones degenerate more slowly

Retinal degeneration,
Rd-4

chromosome 4 reduced ERG at three weeks in

heterozygotes; homozygous lethal
rodless, r (extinct) (chromosome 5) As rd, probably identical
retinal degeneration slow,
rds

chromosome 17

(rds peripheral)
failure of normal rod outer segment
formation, gradual degeneration of
photoreceptor cells over 7-12
months

purkinje cell degeneration,
pcd

chromosome 13 moderate ataxia at 3-4 weeks, males
sterile, slow degeneration of retinal
photoreceptors (complete by 1 year)

cribriform degeneration, cri chromosome 4 small, weak, anaemic, ataxic,
usually lethal before 3 months;
severe degeneration of brain stem,
spinal cord and inner nuclear layer
of retina

nervous, nr chromosome 8 small, hyperactive, ataxic;
photoreceptor degeneration
with loss of outer segments
(starts at ~2 weeks)

vitiligo, mivlt chromosome 6 progressive depigmentation disorder
affecting hair, skin and eye
associated with abnormal

melanocytes; slow progressive
degeneration of photoreceptor cells

Figure 1.6 - Mouse retinal degeneration mutants shown with their corresponding mouse
chromosomal locations and phenotypes (after Wright, 1994).
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retinas which was not present in retinas from rds/rds mice (Travis et al., 1989). The rds

gene was found to code for rds/peripherin, the bovine homologue of which had been
identified and studied by Connell and Molday (1990). The rod photoreceptor cyclic

GMP-phosphodiesterase (PDE) was a candidate rd gene because this enzyme was

found to be present at a reduced activity in rd retinas (Faber et al., 1988). A cDNA
clone which mapped back to chromosome 5 was found to be a murine homologue of
bovine /3-PDE. This candidate cDNA identified a mRNA product in retinas from wild-
type and phenotypically normal rd/+ mice. As no product was detected in rd/rd mice it
was concluded that rd codes for the cGMP phosphodiesterase subunit (Bowes et al.,
1990).

Peripherin is found in rod and cone outer segment disc membranes. Travis et al.
(1992a) found that the gene had an insertion of a repetitive element, which resulted in
a truncated product, and predicted that the insertion lay within a highly conserved

loop which contained a conserved N-linked glycosylation site. It is thought that the

wild-type protein maintains disc shape by an oligosaccharide interaction with the same

or a similar protein on the opposite side of the disc (Travis et al., 1992a). Rescue of
the rds phenotype in transgenic mice containing the wild-type rds gene driven by an

opsin promoter proved that this was the gene responsible for retinal degeneration.
Further study of the rds gene in mutant mice revealed that it was a null allele, which is
consistent with a truncated protein product; 50% of the wild type protein being
insufficient for normal disc and outer segment development in heterozygotes (Travis
et al., 1992b).

In humans, rds maps to the short arm of chromosome 6 and genetic linkage to this
region was found in an adRP family (Farrar et al., 1991). Subsequently, mutations
have been found in the RDS/peripherin gene of adRP patients and also in patients with
an uncommon form of retinal degeneration, retinitis punctata albescens (Kajiwara et

al., 1993). This milder form of retinal degeneration is analogous to the heterozygous
rds/+ state found in mice. The rds/+ mice exhibit subtle abnormalities of rod outer

segment formation and slow degeneration of photoreceptors (Kajiwara et al., 1993).
Following the discovery that the rd gene codes for the catalytic /)-subunit of retinal

cGMP-PDE, arRP patients were identified with mutations in this subunit (McLaughlin
et al., 1993). Furthermore, two siblings were found to be compound heterozygotes for
two different nonsense mutations, suggesting an absence of cGMP-PDE activity.
Absence of cGMP-PDE activity could lead to persistently elevated cGMP
concentrations, which are seen before photoreceptor damage and have been shown to
be toxic to cells in tissue culture (Lolley et al., 1977).
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1.5.3 - Choroideraemia - An example of a defective protein which is responsible for
retinal degeneration

It is difficult to predict what type(s) of protein(s) may be defective in X-linked
forms of RP and this point is illustrated perfectly by the defective protein responsible
for choroideraemia.

Choroideraemia is an X-linked chorioretinal disorder that gives rise to a progressive
form of retinal degeneration that can be classified under the broad umbrella of retinitis
pigmentosa (Heckenlively, 1988). Histological examination reveals degeneration of
the retinal pigment epithelium and the two adjacent cell layers: the choroid and the
photoreceptor cells (Seabra et al., 1993). In 1990 Cremers et al. used positional
cloning to identify the gene responsible for choroideraemia, CHM, which is located in
Xq21. CHM codes for a protein which was of unknown function and resembled the
bovine protein swgp25/Rab3A (Fodor et al., 1991; Cremers et al., 1992). This protein
can inhibit the exchange of guanosine triphosphate (GTP) for guanosine diphosphate
(GDP) when GDP is bound to the small G protein Rab A. CHM is thought to be a Rab
escort protein (REP) and is referred to as REP-1 (Cremers et al., 1994). Rab proteins
are bound to the cytoplasmic surfaces of membrane organelles in eukaryotic cells

(Balch, 1990; Bourne et al., 1991; Takai et al., 1992; Fischer von Mollard et. al.,

1991). In order to bind membranes, the Rab protein must contain a covalently bound

hydrophobic prenyl group, usually the 20 carbon isoprenoid geranylgeranyl (GG)
(Farnsworth et al., 1991; Kinsella and Maltese, 1992). REPs bind to newly synthesised
Rab proteins and remain bound even after the attachment of GG by the catalytic
component of Rab GG transferase (Cremers et al., 1994). Until 1994, when the REP-1
like gene REP-2 was cloned, it was unclear how defective REP-1 gives rise to

degeneration which is confined to retinal cells (Cremers et al., 1994). Both REP-1 and
REP-2 are equally efficient at attaching GG groups to several Rab proteins. However,
REP-2 is only 25% as active as REP-1 in facilitating the attachment of GG to Rab3A
and Rab3D. It is thought that REP-2 substitutes for absent REP-1 in non-retinal cells
of choroideraemia patients and thereby prevents cellular dysfunction throughout the
body. In addition, it is suggested that the progressive phenotype of choroideraemia
can be correlated with REP-2 being only partially effective in the retina (Cremers et

al, 1994).

1.5.4 - Conclusion

The complex nature of retinal degeneration is illustrated in the work described
above and it is noteworthy that adRP and arRP are highly heterogeneous. Retinal

degeneration can be the result of many types of mutation in any one of many genes
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affecting many biochemical pathways, some of which have yet to be elucidated.
Identifying such genes is a huge task and needs to be approached from every possible

angle.

Generally speaking, animal models can be used to increase the speed with which

genes, and the biochemical pathways in which they are involved, are identified.
However, as the rhodopsin "story" illustrates, any candidate gene in a region must be
examined carefully.

1.6 - CLONING AN xlRP GENE FROM THE RP3 REGION

This thesis has concentrated on the identification of the RP3 gene. Cloning this
gene could potentially lead to an effective treatment for this form of xlRP once the
biochemical pathways in which it is involved are elucidated.

It is not possible to clone RP using the classical approach of identifying the
defective protein product, because any number of biochemical defects could be

responsible and it would be difficult to obtain enough retinal tissue in the early stages

of the disease for biochemical characterisation. One possible route is to make use of

comparative mapping information from the mouse. There is a large region of

homology on the short arm of the X chromosome between mouse and humans. Figure
1.7 shows the partial inversion of the gene order in this region. The GATA1 IGf-1 locus
lies between TIMP and DXS255 in humans and between Cybb and the centromere in
mouse (Laval and Boyd, 1993). An increased knowledge of the homology in the

region may make it possible to use mouse clones to bridge gaps in the human map.

The RP3 locus at Xp21.1 is very close to the gene for ornithine transcarbamylase

(OTC), which is in the region of homology shown in figure 1.7. Sparse-fur (spf) mice
and the phenotypically identical abnormal skin and hair mice (ash) are models for the
X-linked OTC deficiency found in humans (Green, 1966; Hulbert and Doolittle, 1971;
Cavard et al., 1988). In addition to reduced OTC activity, the phenotype of spf and
ash mice includes small body size, an absence or paucity of fur, and wrinkled skin
(Green, 1966; Hulbert and Doolittle, 1971; Dubois et al., 1988; DeMars et al., 1976).

Although it would be interesting to see if spfor ash mice exhibit any evidence of
retinal degeneration (e.g. by using an ERG) there have not been any reports of eye

defects, nor do there appear to be any reports of ophthalmic examinations having been
carried out on these mice (Green, 1966; Halberd and Doolittle, 1971). Combining

linkage analysis and positional cloning in humans with the study of retinal
degeneration genes in other species should hasten the cloning of human retinal
degeneration genes.
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Figure 1.7 - Comparative maps of the Xp21.1-Xpl 1.1 region in humans and mouse (after
Laval and Boyd, 1992). The trypsin-Giemsa banding pattern for this region of the human
X-chromosome is shown on the far left. The CYBB, OTC, MAOA and TIMP genes and their
respective homologues appear in the same order in man and mouse. However, in man, the
GATA1 gene lies proximal to the "block" which contains the CYBB to TIMP genes inclusive;
whereas in mouse the Gf-1 gene lies distal to the homologues of these genes. It should also be
noted that in man the DMD gene lies distal to CYBB; whereas in mouse the Dmd gene lies
proximal to the Timp gene.
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Alternatively, a positional cloning approach (Collins, 1992) could be applied. With

positional cloning, a gene is localised to as small a region as possible using linkage
analysis and/or by analysing cytogenetic abnormalities found in association with the
disease. Reduced cell hybrids can be used to help determine the order of probes. Once
defined, the region of interest is subcloned to facilitate the identification of candidate
cDNAs.

Positional cloning has been used to clone a number of genes in the RP3 region.
CYBB, the defective gene in CGD, was cloned by Royer-Pokora et al. (1986) and the
DMD gene was cloned by Monaco et al. (1986). As described in section 1.4 above,
deletion patient analysis has showed that the proximal limits of the CYBB gene define
the distal limits of RP3. Probing restriction enzyme digests of patients with deletions at

Xp21 in association with various diseases enabled a number of loci and probes to be
ordered with respect to each other (Francke et al., 1985; van Ommen et al., 1986;
Bertelson et al., 1988) - see figure 1.3 above.

Depending on the information and resources available, various strategies can be
used to construct a detailed physical map of a region and to isolate candidate genes.

Musarella et al. (1991) produced a detailed physical map of the RP3 region by

obtaining clones from the region around JBB (the proximal breakpoint of the
deletion patient BB). A clone containing JBB was then used to obtain more distal
clones for identifying candidate cDNAs.

A cDNA probe from the DMD gene, 5b-7, had been isolated from a fetal skeletal
muscle library by Koenig et al. in 1987. This cDNA probe, which contains exons from
the distal BB breakpoint region, was used as a probe against Hind III digests of BB and
normal DNA. Although an 18 kb fragment was detected in the normal sample, the BB
DNA produced a fragment of only 10 kb. The 10 kb fragment, BBJ-1, was cloned and
used as a probe against Hind III digested normal DNA. In addition to the 18 kb
fragment a new 5 kb fragment was detected, which suggested that BBJ-1 spanned JBB
and that the 5 kb fragment extends centromeric to JBB in normal individuals.
Confirmation of this was obtained by probing two somatic cell hybrids and a normal
cell line with the BBJ-1 fragment. The hybrid cell lines contained derivative
chromosomes from a balanced (X;21) translocation. The X chromosome breakpoint
in the X derivative cell line was deleted in BB. Consequently, the probe which spanned
JBB only hybridised to the 5 kb band in Hind III digests of the X derivative cell line
and to the 18 kb band in the chromosome 21 derivative cell line (and to both the 5 kb
and 18 kb bands in the normal cell line). A non-repetitive 600 bp fragment, BBJR.6,
was sub-cloned from the BBJ-1 phage and used to isolate adjacent clones from a 49,
XXXXY genomic phage library. The inserts of these clones spanned 25 kb and
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included JBB. These clones were ordered relative to each other by restriction enzyme

mapping. Two new probes were subcloned from the ends of the total DNA region
cloned: XI.8, a 1.8 kb Xba I fragment that maps 10 kb centromeric to JBB; and
XH1.4, a 1.4 kb Xba UHind III fragment that maps 15 kb telomeric to JBB. XH1.4
and a clone from CYBB were used as probes to construct a detailed physical map of
the RP3 region (Musarella et ai, 1991).

The RP3 region was also physically characterised by Ho et al. (1992) in order to
define the XK locus, which lies distal to CYBB - see figure 1.8. The physical map

revealed a single cluster of rare-cutting restriction enzyme sites between CYBB and
JBB. The majority of enzymes in this cluster have methylation sensitive CpG rich
recognition sequences and will not cleave genomic DNA at the specified site if the

CpG is methylated. In vertebrates, most CpG sites are methylated; non-methylated
sequences being reduced to short CpG islands, many of which include the 5' end of

genes (Bird, 1987). Consequently, the discovery of a CpG island in the RP3 region was

highly significant.
In 1994, Roux et al. presented details of an RP3 candidate gene which lies just

telomeric to the CpG island described in the preceding paragraph. A 2.9 kb genomic

fragment from a phage clone in the RP3 region was used to screen human retinal and
retinal pigment epithelium cDNA libraries. Four unique clones were identified; all of
which, on sequence analysis, showed some degree of overlap. The two longest clones
were used for RNA hybridisation analysis and one was found to hybridise to a 2.1 kb
band in RNA from several tissues, including fetal and adult retina. The complete

genomic structure of this RP3 candidate gene was obtained by sequencing and
subcloning fragments from the RP3 region that hybridised with the two longest cDNA
clones. The cDNA sequence showed that the gene had a putative open reading frame
of 116 amino acids and a genomic structure spanning 9 kb and encompassing five
exons. The murine tctex-1 gene from the mouse T complex, on mouse chromosome
17, showed 73.4% similarity to the predicted amino acid sequence of this candidate
RP3 gene. There is no known homology between human Xp and mouse chromosome
17 (Himmelbauer et al., 1993). In mice there are several semi-dominant and recessive

haplotypes in this complex which affect male sterility and abnormal segregation ratios
are observed in the heterozygous males. The main phenotypic characteristics are short
tails or the absence of tails. No eye defects have been reported in these mice.

To assess the tctex-1 like gene as a candidate for RP3 PCR primers were designed to
each exon (including 143 bases 5' of the putative ATG initiation codon). Each exon

was amplified and sequenced in five patients whose families had shown linkage to the
RP3 region. RNA from blood or tissue could not be analysed directly as there are
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processed copies of the gene on autosomes. Single stranded conformational
polymorphism (SSCP) analysis was carried out for the first four exons in 20 patients.
No disease associated changes were found; only one change was observed, which
corresponded to a Hind III polymorphism in exon 3. Consequently, for mutations in
this gene to be responsible for RP3, the vast majority of them would need to be within
introns, thereby affecting RNA processing; or within regulatory elements located some

way upstream or downstream of the gene. Both regulatory and splice site mutations
within introns are found, for example, in a thalassaemia patients (Treisman et al.,
1982). The enhancers controlling the a globin gene cluster are an example of well
characterised regulatory elements in man. In addition to each gene in the complex
having its own enhancer element, which gives specific expression, the whole complex
requires a set of enhancers that lie 50-65 kb upstream and 20 kb downstream of the

gene (Tuan et al., 1985). Thalassaemia patients possessing intact copies of both

B-globin alleles, but who are heterozygous for deletions in upstream regions have been
described (Kioussis et al., 1983). Analysis of the DNA from one such patient
suggested that inactivation of the B-globingene was the result of a long-range cis effect
involving the deletion of regulatory sequences, or the addition of actively suppressing
sequences, upstream from theB-globingene (Kioussis et al., 1983).

It seems highly unlikely that all RP3 patients analysed by Roux et al. (1993) had
either mutations in intronic splice sites (e.g. lariat) or an undetected enhancer element.
However, it is possible that, as a result of alternate splicing in producing the cDNA, an

exon was missing from the cloned gene. It may be that mutations within such a

missing exon are necessary to produce the RP3 phenotype. Therefore, the tctex-1 like
gene is still a possible, if unlikely, candidate RP3 gene.

Roux et al. (1993) identified a new microsatellite repeat in intron 4 of the tctex-1
like gene; DXS1110. Identification of two recombinants with this polymorphism in an

RP3 family localises RP3 mutations in these patients proximal to intron 4 of the tctex-

1 like gene. However, as outlined in the paragraph above, this does not mean that part

of the RP3 gene, or an enhancer element of RP3, does not extend distally from intron
4 of the tctex-1 like gene. Consequently, the region which contains at least part of the
RP3 gene is still best defined as being between the proximal end of CYBB and JBB -

see section 1.4 above. The maximum size of the region from the 5' end of CYBB to

JBB, including the region containing the tctex-1 like gene, is no larger than 170 kb -

see figure 1.8. This DNA fragment could easily be cloned in a yeast artificial
chromosome (YAC), from which it would be possible to obtain candidate cDNAs and
new probes. Such a YAC would also provide the opportunity for independently
isolating and assessing the tctex-1 like gene.
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1.7 - AIMS OF THIS STUDY

During the initial part of this study, a 360 kb YAC, Y263, was isolated by Dr. K.

Dry from the CEPH YAC library using unique PCR primers to intron 9 of CYBB.
Y263 therefore contains CYBB which defines the distal limits of RP3. In situ

hybridisation showed that Y263 was non-chimeric and mapped to Xp21. When Y263
was digested with Hind III and probed with a JBB clone, a 5 kb band was visible, which
indicates that it spans JBB (Musarella et al., 1991). As Y263 contains both the
proximal and distal limits of the RP3 region it should contain at least part of the RP3

gene.

The first aim of this study was to construct a detailed physical map of Y263 using
rare-cutting restriction enzymes. Although the tctex-1 like gene is associated with the

only CpG island between CYBB and JBB, the possibility that more than one gene was

associated with this island remained. Consequently, any cosmids which were isolated
from Y263 were to be screened using rare-cutting restriction enzymes to identify
CpG-rich sites that lie in the RP3 region. Such cosmids could then be mapped back to

the YAC and would be useful for cDNA isolation.

Secondly, the CYBB locus within Y263 was to be targeted, using a vector containing
a neomycin resistance gene, which would provide selection for inserting the YAC into
a mammalian cell line of retinal origin. Physical mapping would prove that the correct
derivative YAC had been constructed.

Thirdly, it was hoped that new, tightly linked and highly informative genetic
markers would be isolated from Y263 to improve the genetic mapping of RP3, to

provide additional information for presymptomatic diagnosis and to help classify
families as RP3 or RP2.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 - STRAINS AND PLASMIDS

Escherichia coli DH5 a - A strain commonly used for plasmid transformations.
This strain of E. coli was obtained commercially from BRL (UK) Ltd as frozen

competent cells.
Yeast strain AB1380 - A strain used in YAC cloning which is: MATa if/+, ura3-52,

trpl, ade2-l, canl-100, lys2-l, his5.
Yeast strain YPH857 - The yeast strain used as a host for the targeted Y263 construct
which is: MAT a y/~, ura3-52, trpl-A63, lys2-801, ade2-101, his-A200, Ieu2-A 1, cyh2^.
Plasmid X-CGD - A 12 kb genomic fragment of the CYBB gene containing exons

6,7,8,9 and 10 cloned into pUC19 (Messing, 1983) X-CGD was a kind gift from Dr. S.
Orkin, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Children's Hospital, Boston.

pHR-PNSjjpRT - A positive-negative selection (PNS) targeting vector constructed by
Dr. A. Brookes (Medical Research Council, Human Genetics Unit). This construct

contains a neo gene as a positive selectable marker, hprt as a negative selectable marker
and the yeast gene LEU2 which allows a successfully targeted clone to be selected for
in a leu2 yeast strain (e.g. in a YAC).

pK18 - This is a kanamycin-resistance plasmid, containing the pUC lacZa-

complementation peptide and the pUC18 multiple cloning site (Pridmore, 1987).

pBR322 - A ColEl derived plasmid (Bolivar et ai, 1977).

pBluescriptTM jj XS+ - An ampicillin resistant phagemid derived from pUC19 and
obtained commercially from Stratagene.

pCR™1000 - A commercially available vector (from Invitrogen) that allows PCR

amplified DNA to be cloned directly by utilising the single 3' deoxyadenylate

overhangs left by Taq polymerase. This vector contains the Ml3 universal primer
sequences and therefore can be directly sequenced.

2.2 - CHEMICALS

Chemicals were purchased either from BDH Chemicals Ltd. or from Sigma
Chemical Co. Ltd. unless otherwise stated. Media constituents were obtained from

Difco Laboratories.
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2.3 - GROWTH MEDIA AND BUFFERS

L-broth/L-agar/L-agarose

Bacto-tryptone 10 g

Bacto-yeast extract 5 g

NaCl 10 g

(Bacto-agar 20 g)

(Agarose 7 g)
Made up to 1 litre with deionised water, pH adjusted to 7.0 with 5M NaOH.

Sterilised by autoclaving 15 lb/sq. in. for 20 minutes.

Supplements for lambda phage
Maltose: A 20% (w/v) stock solution was filter-sterilised. This was added to the

autoclaved media immediately before use to give a final concentration of 0.2%.
MgS04: A 1M stock solution was autoclaved at 15 lb/sq. in. for 20 minutes. This

was added to the media immediately before use to give a final concentration of 10
mM.

SOC medium

Bacto-tryptone 20 g

Bacto-yeast extract 5 g

NaCl 0.5 g

950 ml of deionised water was added to this mix and it was stirred until it dissolved.

10 ml of 250 mM KC1 were then added and the pH adjusted to 7.0 and the volume
made up to 1 litre. The solution was sterilised by autoclaving for 20 minutes at 15

lb/sq. in.. After autoclaving 9 ml of 40% sterile D-glucose was added. Just before use 5
ml of sterile 2 M MgCl2 was added.

Casamino broth/agar (-Ura, -Trp)
Yeast nitrogen base without amino acids 1.7 g

Casamino acids 5 g

Adenine hemisulphate 8 mg

(Bacto-agar 15 g)
Made up to 1 litre with deionised water, pH adjusted to 5.8 and sterilised by

autoclaving at 15 lb/sq. in. for 20 minutes. After autoclaving, 50 ml of sterile 40%
D-glucose was added.
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STC

Sorbitol 182.2 g

CaCl2 1.5 g

Tris HC1 (pH 7.5) 2 M stock 5 ml
Made up to 1 litre and filter sterilised using a 0.2 m filter. Stored in 50 ml aliquots
at 4°C.

SOS

Sorbitol 2 M stock

YPD

CaCl2 1 M stock
1% Uracil or amino acid to be selected

Distilled H20
Filter sterilised using a 0.2 m filter.

SORB -Ura

Sorbitol (1 M)
Casamino acids (without tryptophan)
Yeast nitrogen base
[without amino acids or (NH^SO^]
Ammonium sulphate
Adenine hemisulphate
Bacto-agar

(25 g of bacto-agar for Top agar)
Made up to 1 litre with distilled water and autoclaved for 30 minutes at 15 lb/sq- in-

After autoclaving 50 ml of sterile 40% glucose and 2 ml of sterile 1% tryptophan (pH
5.8) were added.

YPD broth/agar

Bacto-yeast extract 10 g

Bacto-peptone 20 g

(Bacto-agar 20 g)
Made up to 1 litre with deionised water, pH adjusted to 5.8 and sterilised by

autoclaving at 15 Ib/sq. in. for 20 minutes. After autoclaving, 50 ml sterile 40%

D-glucose was added.

10 ml

4.5 ml

0.13 ml

27 pi
3.17 ml

182.2 g

5 g

1-7 g

5 g

8 mg

20 g
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SD agar with sorbitol

Bacto-yeast nitrogen base without amino acids 6.7 g

Dextrose 20 g

Bacto-agar 20 g

Sorbitol 182.2 g

Made up to 1 litre with deionised water and sterilised by autoclaving at 15 lb/sq. in.
for 20 minutes.

To select for leu+ colonies, the following constituents were added to the SD
medium:

Constituent mg/1
adenine sulphate 20

uracil 20

L-histidine-HCL 20

L-tryptophan 20

L-arginine -HC1 20

L- methionine 20

L-tyrosine 30

L-isoleucine 30

L-lysine-HCl 30

L-phenylalanine 50

L-glutamic acid 100

L-aspartic acid 100

L-valine 150

L-threonine 200

L-serine 400

100X stocks of threonine, aspartic acid were made and filter sterilised. These were

then added to the SD -leu medium (which had been made up to 980 ml and autoclaved
for 20 minutes at 15 lb/sq in.) to give final concentrations of 200 mg/1, 100 mg/1

respectively. The volume of the medium was then made up to 1 litre.

2.4 - PREPARATION OF DNA

2.4.1 - Preparation of yeast DNA blocks
Solutions - All solutions were autoclaved (at 15 lb/sq. in. for 20 minutes) before use,

except where stated.
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CPES: 40 mM Citric acid, 120 mM Na2HPC>4 pH 6.0, and 1.2 M sorbitol were

dissolved together, the pH adjusted to 6.0, made up to volume and autoclaved. Then
EDTA pH7.5 from an autoclaved stock was added to a final concentration of 20 mM.
Just before use, dithiothreitol (DTT) was added to a final concentration of 5 mM (from
a 1 M stock stored at -20 °C).
CPE: Made up like CPES but without sorbitol or DTT.
Solution 3: 0.45 M EDTA pH 9.0, 10 mM Tris HC1 pH 8.0, 1% sodium lauryl
sarcosyl, 1 mg/ml proteinase K; made up from stocks just before use.

Protocol - A single yeast colony from a fresh Casamino agar (-Ura, -Trp) plate was

used to inoculate 10 ml of Casamino broth (-Ura, -Trp). This was incubated overnight
at 30°C shaking at 200 rpm. The following day, this culture was added to 90 ml of
YPD broth and incubated for 24 hours under the same conditions. The number of cells

in the culture was determined by counting various dilutions of the culture in a

haemocytometer chamber. The culture was then split between two 50 ml Falcon tubes
and centrifuged in a Sorvall RT6000B at 3000 rpm (taken up to speed and then

stopped). The cells were washed with 50 mM EDTA pH 7.5, centrifuged under the
same conditions and resuspended in a volume which gave -2.5 x 10^ cells per ml of
CPES.

A stock mixture of agarose was prepared by mixing 40 mg of Novo Zym 234

(Novo Industries AS, Denmark) with 10 ml of 1.5% low melting-point (LMP) GTG

grade agarose in CPE. This mixture was melted and then cooled and held at 42°C. The

agarose was added to the cells/CPES in a 1:1 volume ratio, mixed by inversion and
placed in a water bath at 42°C to prevent premature solidification. 100 pi aliquots were

pipetted into block formers sealed with tape and placed on aluminium foil on ice (the
block formers were stored in 0.1 M HC1 and were washed with copious amounts of
deionised water prior to use). After they had set, the blocks were removed from the
formers using a small sterile loop. The agarose blocks were then incubated at 30°C for
1 hour in CPE (about 1 ml CPE per block, without shaking). The CPE was replaced
with 1 ml/plug of Solution 3 and the blocks were incubated overnight at 50°C. The

following day, the CPE was removed and the blocks were stored at 4°C in 0.5 M EDTA

pH 9.0.
Prior to use for PFGE or restriction enzyme digestion, blocks were washed four

times in TE buffer pH 8.0 and then treated with PMSF. A 1000X stock of PMSF was

made by dissolving 40 mg of PMSF in 1 ml of 98% ethanol. The agarose blocks were

incubated in a final concentration of 0.04 mg/ml PMSF in TE8 at 50°C for 30 minutes
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(1 plug/ml). The blocks were then washed four times with TE8 and stored in TE8 until
required for use (short-term storage only).

2.4.2 - Small scale preparation of plasmid DNA (minipreps)

Rapid boiling method, after Holmes and Quigley (1981). A single colony from a

fresh agar plate was used to inoculate a 10 ml overnight culture of L-broth containing
the appropriate antibiotic (ampicillin was used at a final concentration of 60 g/ml and

kanamycin at a final concentration of 50 g/ml). The culture was harvested by

centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 10 minutes in a Sorvall RT6000B. The cells were

resuspended in 500 pi STET (8% w/v sucrose, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM Na2EDTA,
0.5% v/v Triton X-100, pH 8.0) and transferred to a 1.5 ml microfuge tube. The cells
were lysed by adding 15 pi of lysozyme solution (10 mg/ml lysozyme in STET) and

placing the microfuge tube in a boiling water bath for 40 seconds. The lysate was

centrifuged for 10 minutes at 12,000 rpm, and the supernatant decanted into a clean
tube. The volume of the supernatant was made up to 0.5 ml with sterile deionised water

and extracted with an equal volume of phenokchloroform: isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1
v/v). The aqueous layer was removed and extracted with an equal volume of
chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (24:1 v/v). The aqueous layer was removed, and the
nucleic acids were precipitated with 0.1 volumes 3M sodium acetate (pH 6.0) and 2
volumes of ice cold ethanol, and collected by centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 20
minutes at 4°C. The resulting pellet was washed with 70% ethanol, dried and

resuspended in 30 pi TE8 and RNase A (10 pg/ml). Between 1 and 5 pi of this

miniprep solution was usually sufficient for restriction enzyme analysis.
Plasmid DNA was also prepared using a MAGIC^M Miniprep DNA Purification Kit

from Promega. The kit was used according to the Manufacturer's instructions.

2.4.3 - Preparation of DNA for sequencing
DNA sequencing of plasmid DNA was carried out using an Automated Laser

Fluorescent sequencer (ALF) from Pharmacia. The plasmid DNA was made using the
MAGICTM Miniprep kit described above, which uses an alkaline lysis extraction
method, followed by purification on an ion-exchange chromatography column.

2.4.4 - Small scale preparation of Cosmid DNA
Cosmid DNA was prepared from a 10 ml overnight culture according to the alkali

lysis miniprep method described by Sambrook et al. (1989), after Birnboim and Doly
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(1979) and Ish-Horowicz and Burke (1981). The protocol was followed as described

by Sambrook et al, (1989) except that a 10 ml overnight culture was used.

2.5 - TRANSFORMATIONS

2.5.1 - Preparation of competent DH5a cells
A single colony of DH5a cells from a fresh agar plate was used to inoculate 10 ml

of L-broth, which was cultured overnight. On the following day, 0.5 ml of this culture
was used to inoculate a fresh 10 ml of L-broth, which was grown for 11/2 hours. This
culture was centrifuged at 12,500 rpm in a microcentrifuge at 4°C for 10 minutes, the
supernatant removed and the cells resuspended in 1 ml of ice-cold 100 mM CaCl2

(filter-sterilised) and placed on ice for 5 minutes. This solution was spun in a

microcentrifuge at 4°C for 20 seconds, the supernatant was removed and another 1 ml
of ice cold CaClj added and the centrifugation repeated. After this third
centrifugation, the cells were resuspended in 200 pi 100 mM CaCl2, ready for
transformation.

Alternatively, competent DH5a cells were purchased from Gibco BRL and used
according to the manufacturer's instructions.

2.5.2 - Transformation of DH5a cells

200 pi aliquots of competent DH5a cells were freshly made (as described above) or

50 pi aliquots of Gibco BRL cells were thawed, and left on ice for 10 minutes. 3-5 pi
of ligation mix was added to the cells and the tube was left on ice for a further 30
minutes. The cells and ligation mix were heat shocked at 42°C for 90 seconds and then

placed on ice for 2 minutes. Three volumes of SOC (L-broth for Gibco BRL cells)
were added to the cells which were then incubated with shaking at 37°C for 1 hour.
The cells were then spun down for 30 seconds in a microfuge and resuspended in 200
pi SOC (or L-broth for Gibco BRL cells). 100 pi of this stock of cells was plated on L-

agar plates spread with the appropriate antibiotic and incubated at 37°C overnight.

Ampicillin was spread on the plates to give a final concentration of 60 pg/ml of agar

used or 50 pg/ml of kanamycin. The histochemical identification of recombinant pUC
based plasmids was used and 40 pi of 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-D-galactoside
(Xgal, 20 mg/ml in dimethylformamide) and 4 1 of isopropylthio-D-galactoside (IPTG,
200 mg/ml in H2O, filter-sterilised) were added to plates (which were 90 mm in
diameter and contained 20 ml of agar) on which these transformants were grown
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(giving final concentrations of 40 pg/ml and 0.17 mM respectively). All agar plates

spread with transformed cells were incubated at 37°C overnight.

2.5.3 - Transformation of YPH857 yeast cells with Y263
This protocol modified from Burgers and Percival (1987). A single colony of

YPH857 was picked from a fresh YPD plate into 50 ml of YPD broth and grown

overnight at 30°C with shaking at 200 rpm. The following morning the A600 °f the
culture was taken from which it was calculated how much of the culture was required to

give 50 ml of culture with an A^qO °f 1-0- This 50 ml culture was then grown at 30°C
with shaking at 200 rpm until the A^qq was 4 which corresponds to ~3 x 10^ cells/ml.

The cells were transferred to a 50 ml falcon tube and centrifuged at 3000 rpm in a

Sorvall RT6000B for 5 minutes at room temperature. The supernatant was poured off
and the cells were washed with 20 ml of sterile distilled water. This step was repeated
but washing the cells in 20 ml of 1 M sorbitol. After the supernatant had been poured
off the pellet was mixed with 15 ml SCE, 200 mg of Yeast Lytic Enzyme (1000 units)
and 30 pi of 28 mM 2-Mercaptoethanol (this solution dissolves if left at room

temperature for 10-15 minutes). The cells were incubated in this solution for 30
minutes at 30°C with slow shaking.

Two 100 pi aliquots of the spheroplasted cells were transferred into 900 pi of 1 M
sorbitol and 900 pi distilled water respectively. The optical density (Aggq) of these two

aliquots was determined against a water blank. Spheroplasting was measured by the
differential lysis in water versus sorbitol [1 - A6g()(water)/A660(sorbitol)]- The

percentage of spheroplasted cells needs to be <60%, if it was less than this the cells
were resusupended and incubated for longer (if the spheroplasting is greater than 80%
then the culture should be abandoned). Once spheroplasting was acheived, the cells
were centrifuged for 4 minutes at 1200 rpm.

The pellet was gently washed by resuspending the cells in 15 ml of STC using a

wide tipped pastette and then centrifuging for 4 minutes at 12 rpm. The pellet was

finally resuspended in 2 ml of STC.
Half of a Y263 agarose block (which corresponds to -50 pi in volume) was dialysed

against 50 ml of 30 mM NaCl, 0.5X polyamines (0.15 mM spermine and 0.35 mM
spermidine) at room temperature for 90 minutes with slow rotation. The agarose block
was then placed in an eppendorf tube and melted at 68°C for 10 minutes. 10 pi of this
melted plug, which corresponds to -5 ng of Y263 DNA, was placed in a round
bottomed boiling tube with 100 pi of the spheroplasted cells and 1 pi (of 10 mg/ml)
carrier calf thymus DNA. This mix was left at room temperature for precisely 10
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minutes and then 1 ml of polyethylene glycol (PEG) solution was added [20% PEG
8000, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 10 mM CaCl2 - the PEG and Tris (in water) were

autoclaved, the calcium was then added and the final solution filter sterilised]. The tube
was left for a further 10 minutes at room temperature and the cells were pelleted by

centrifugation at room temperature for 4 minutes at 1200 rpm. The supernatant was

carefully removed using a pipette and the cells were gently resuspended in 150p 1 of
SOS and incubated at 30°C for 40 minutes.

The cells were mixed with 6.25 ml of Sorb (-ura) Top Agar (2.5%), melted and
held at 50°C, and poured onto Sorb (-ura) plates. The plates were incubated at 30°C
for 4 days.

2.5.4 - Targeting of Y263 with pLJ6 in YPH857 cells
N.B. The preparation of electrocompetent cells and the method for transformation

by electroporation were adapted from the methods of Becker D.M. and Gusrante L.

(personal communication).

2.5.4.1 - Preparation of Electrocompetent cells
A YPH857 colony growing on Casamino agar (-Ura, -Trp), which had been

transformed with Y263, was taken from a fresh plate and used to inoculate 500 ml of
YPD in a 2 L sterile flask. This was cultured overnight at 30°C with vigorous shaking
until the ODgQO was ~l-4 which corresponds to ~1 x 10^ cells. This culture was

divided between two 250 ml centrifuge bottles and centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 5
minutes at 4°C with a Sorvall GSA rotor. The cells were resuspended in a total of 500
ml ice-cold sterile H2O and centrifuged under the same conditions for a further 5
minutes. The two aliquots were then resuspended in a total volume of 250 ml of ice
cold sterile H2O and pooled into a single bottle. This was centrifuged under the same

conditions and the pellet resuspended in 20 ml of ice-cold 1 M sorbitol. The culture
was centrifuged at 4°C in a chilled 30 ml centrifuge tube for 25 minutes at 5000 rpm

using a Sorvall SS-34 rotor. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet resuspended
in 0.5 ml of ice-cold 1 M sorbitol. The cells were then stored on ice until they were

aliquoted, ready for electroporation.

2.5.4.2 - Electroporation
For each transformation a 40 pi aliquot of the yeast suspension was put into a sterile

eppendorf tube. 5 pi of pLJ6 corresponding to ~5 pg of DNA which had been
linearised, by partial digestion, with Kpn I was added to the cells. The cells and DNA
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were mixed gently and incubated on ice for 5 minutes. The mixture was then
transferred to a cold 0.2 cm sterile electroporation cuvette - the mix was tapped to the
bottom of the cuvette. The cells were electroporated with a pulse of 1.5 kV, 25 F and
200 ohms. 1 ml of ice cold 1M sorbitol was then added to the cuvette using a sterile
pasteur pipette, mixed gently, and transferred to a culture tube. Aliquots of the
transformation were spread on SD -Leu/Sorbitol agar. The plates were incubated at
30°C for 7 days. Growing colonies were picked and used to make agarose blocks from
which the targeted YAC could be mapped using rare cutting restriction enzymes and

pulsed field gel electrophoresis.

2.6 - LINKAGE ANALYSIS

2.6.1 - xIRP Families

xlRP families were ascertained through the genetic clinics at Moorfields Eye

Hospital, London and other UK hospitals. Blood samples from these families had been
collected previously by others.

2.6.2 - Extraction of DNA from blood

Microsatellite analysis of patient DNA was carried out on DNA extracted from

EDTA-anticoagulated frozen blood. This extraction was carried out by Mrs. M. Deans
as described by Wright et al. (1987). DNA samples were stored at -70°C in TE buffer

(10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA pH 8).

2.6.3 - Markers used in linkage analysis
The new CA repeat polymorphism JL152 is described in Chapter 5 and in Hardwick

et al. (1993). Other markers included in these results were analysed by others and have
been described in Teague et al. (1994).

2.6.4 - Programs used for linkage analysis

Two-point linkage results were analysed using the MLINK pedigree analysis option
of the LINKAGE program package version 5.03 (Lathrop et al., 1984) - UNIX
version.
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2.7 - POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION

2.7.1 - Extraction of PCR primers
Primers were either made within the Unit or supplied by Oswel DNA services

Edinburgh. Those made within the Unit (Medical Research Council Human Genetics
Unit, Edinburgh), had to be precipitated from the deprotected ammonium hydroxide
mixture using the following protocol. A 0.1 volume of 3M sodium acetate pH6 and 2
volumes of absolute ethanol were added to 350 pi of the oligonucleotide mix. This
mix was placed at -20°C for 30 minutes to allow the oligonucleotides to precipitate and
the precipitate was collected by centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 15 minutes at 4°C.
The supernatant was carefully removed and the pellet washed twice using 70% ethanol.
The pellet was dried under vacuum to remove any traces of ethanol. The pellet was

then resuspended in 200 pi TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA - pH7.5). The
absorbence of light at 260 nm (A260) was measured, and the concentration of primer
calculated according to the following formula:-

Concentration (M) = A260/ml
[nA x 16,000]+[nG x 12,000]+[nC x 7,000]+[nT x 9,600]

where n = the number of bases (A, G, C and T) present in the oligonucleotide.
Biotinylated primers and primers fluorescently labelled with FITC at the 5' end (for

visualisation of the PCR product on an automated sequencer) were obtained from
Oswel DNA Services Ltd., University of Edinburgh, and were HPLC purified and
delivered ready for use.

2.7.2 - PCR amplification of catch-linkered YAC material
962L - 5'-GTCAAGAATTCGGTACCGTCGAC-3'

963L - 5'-GATCGTCGACGGTACCGAATTCT-3' (5' Phosphorylated)
A 1:1 molar mix of primers 962L and 963L in TE were heated to 95°C for 10

minutes and then allowed to cool to 10°C over a period of 4 hours in a Perkin Elmer
Cetus thermal Cycler. This allows the two primers to anneal and form double-stranded
catch-linkers. Once the catch-linkers are ligated to the PFGE-purified and digested
YAC material (see section 2.16), the ligation mix was PCR-amplified using the 962L
master primer (see section 2.7.2). These primers were designed by Dr. J. Brown (MRC,
HGU).

962L reactions - For 50 fj.\ reactions; 200 pM dNTPs, 0.8 pM of primer 962L, 2
units of Promega Taq polymerase and IX Promega PCR Buffer (1 mM MgCl2, 0.05
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M KC1, 0.1 % Triton X-100, and 0.01 M Tris-HCl pH9.0) and MgCL2 concentration
made to 1.5 mM final.

These conditions are for a Hybaid TR2 thermal cycler.

2.7.3 - PCR amplification of (the new) microsatellite JL152
JL152 Forward Primer - 5'-GAACCTATAATATTGTGCTTGCGCACA

JL152 Reverse Primer - 5 '-GAGGCACAGCGTGATGACAACTC

These primers were designed with the aid of the PRIMER (version 0.5) computer

programme. For visualisation on an automated sequencer one primer was FITC-
labelled at the 5' end.

JL152 reactions - For 25 fi 1 reactions containing -100 ng of genomic DNA or

-40 ng of plasmid DNA; 200 gM dNTPs, 0.8 pM of each primer, 0.3 units of Taq
polymerase (Promega) and IX Promega PCR buffer (1 mM MgCl2, 0.05 M KC1, 0.1
% Triton X-100, and 0.01 M Tris-HCl pH9.0) and MgCL2 concentration made to 1.5
mM final.

94°C x 5' 94°C x 1' 94°C x 1'

55°C x 2' 1 cycle 55°C x 2' 24 cycles 55°C x 2' 1 cycle
72°C x 2'30" 72°C x 2'30' 72°C x 10'

These conditions are for a Perkin Elmer Cetus thermal cycler.
The reaction mix was stored at 4°C until the formamide loading buffer was added.

0.25 /ul of the reaction products can normally be visualised on an Automated Laser
Fluorescent (ALF) Sequencer (Pharmacia LKB). Conditions and amounts of sample
run on a gel may have to be varied if a different method of visualisation is used.

2.8 - ANALYSIS OF THE JL152 POLYMORPHISM

2.8.1 - JL152 sample preparation
Genomic DNA was amplified as described in 2.7.3 above. The 25 pi PCR reaction

was mixed with 75 pi of loading dye (0.1 M EDTA and 80% formamide coloured
with -600 ng per 100 ml of Dextran Blue). 1 pi of this mixture was usually enough to
be detectable on an ALF sequencing gel. PCR amplified products from M13 DNA that
were 125 bp and 172 bp in length were added (designed and made by

94°C x 2'30'

64°C x 30"

72°C x 1'30"

1 cycle

94°C x 30"

64°C x 30"

72°C x 1'30"

30 cycles
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Dr. D Mansfield, MRC HGU) and the mixture was loaded onto a 0 5 mm water-cooled
ALF gel.

2.8.2 - ALF gels for analysis of microsatellite repeats

The gels were made by mixing 33.6 g of Urea (Ultrapure from Gibco BRL), 9.6 g

of Long Ranger (an acrylamide mixture from AT Biochem) and 4.8 ml of 10X TBE

[0.9 M Tris base (Boehringer Mannheim), 0.9 M Boric acid (Fisons) and 20 mM

EDTA]. This mix was made up to 800 ml with deionised water, filtered and then
polymerised with 52.5 pi of TEMED (Ultrapure, Gibco BRL) and 210 1 of 10%
ammonium persulphate (Sigma). The gels were run in 0.6X TBE with settings at 2000
V, 70 mA, and at a constant power of 55 W. The temperature was set at 50°C and the
laser power at 3 mW with a sampling interval of 1.75 seconds. Under these running
conditions, the samples and markers were visible after 2 hours.

2.9 - DNA MANIPULATIONS

2.9.1 - Digestion of DNA
All enzymes used were obtained from Boehringer Mannheim except for Sfi I which

was purchased from New England Biolabs. Digests were performed in a total volume
of 20 pi, with 2 pi of the appropriate 10X restriction enzyme buffer and an appropriate
amount of enzyme. YAC blocks were treated with PMSF, washed in TE8 and

equilibrated with IX buffer prior to the addition of enzyme. YAC blocks were digested
in a volume of 100 pi overnight with 20 units of enzyme. A further 10 units of

enzyme were added the following morning and the blocks were then digested for a

further 3 hours. Gelatin was added to the Not I digests at a final concentration of 0.1

mg/ml to increase the efficacy of digestion (aliquots of a 10X stock solution were

autoclaved and frozen at -20°C ready for use).

2.9.2 - Ligation reactions
Unless otherwise stated, ligations were performed in a total volume of 10 pi with 1

unit T4 DNA ligase (Boehringer Mannheim), 100 ng of digested (and, if required,

phosphatased) plasmid and an excess of insert. Since all fragments had cohesive ends,

ligations were carried out overnight at 12°C, using the manufacturer's buffer.
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2.9.3 - DNA sequencing of plasmids

Sequencing reactions using the dideoxy-mediated chain-termination method were

prepared using an AutoRead^M Sequencing Kit from Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology

(After Sanger and Coulson, 1975). The sequencing reaction protocol provided with the
AutoRead^M Kit was followed and the standard procedure for annealing the primer to

the denatured double-stranded template was used:
10 pg of template DNA was denatured by mixing with 0.4 M (final) sodium

hydroxide. The denatured DNA was then precipitated with sodium acetate (pH 4.8)
and 100% ethanol, washed in 70% ethanol, re-suspended and mixed with 0.15 mM of
M13 Universal or Reverse primer and IX annealing buffer (contains 100 mM MgCl2
and is supplied by the manufacturer).

{Universal Primer - 5'-Fluorescein-d[CGACGTTGTAAAACGACGGCCAGT]-3'
in aqueous solution, 1.5 mM (2.1 pmol/1; 0.55 A26O unit/ml.

Reverse Primer - 5'-Fluorescein-d[CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC]-3'
in aqueous solution, 2.1 mM (2.1 pmol/1; 0.42 A26O unit/ml}.

The mixture of template DNA, sequencing primer and annealing buffer was

preheated at 65°C for 5 minutes and then incubated at 37°C for 10 minutes to allow
the primer to anneal to the template. Extension buffer containing dithiothreitol and

dimethyl sulphoxide was then added (for a 14 pi reaction 1 pi and 3 pi were added

respectively). The reaction mix was allowed to cool to room temperature and then 3
units of T7 DNA polymerase was added (supplied by the manufacturer and buffered
in glycerol). 4.5 pi of this mix (prewarmed to 37°C) was added to each of four
labelled tubes containing 2.5 pi of A, C, G and T mix.

Each of the four sequencing reactions was incubated for 5 minutes at 37°C. The
reactions were then stopped by the addition of 5 pi of stop solution/loading dye (0.1 M
EDTA and 80% formamide coloured with Dextran Blue ~600 ng per 100 ml). Each
reaction was then heated to 94°C for 2 minutes and quenched on ice before loading
onto a sequencing gel. 5 pi of each reaction was run on a 0.5 mm ALF sequencing gel
made by mixing 21 g of urea (Ultrapure from Gibco BRL) with 10 ml of 30%

acrylamide (BDH Acrylogel 3 premix) and 3 ml of 10X TBE [1 M Tris (Boehringer
Mannheim), 0.9 M Boric acid (Fisons) and 0.02 M Na2EDTA (BDH)] this was made

up to 50 ml with deionised water and then filter sterilised. To this solution 160 pi of
10% ammonium persulphate (Sigma) and 40 pi of Temed (Ultrapure from Gibco
BRL) were added. The gel was then poured and left to set. The gel was run in 0.6X
TBE buffer at 40°C, using constant power of 45 W, set at 2000 V, 45 mA, and 3 mW
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laser power. The sampling interval was set at 1.25 seconds. Under these conditions a

running time of 250 minutes will allow -640 bases to be sequenced.

2.10 - CONSTRUCTION OF pLJ6
pLJ6 is the pHR.PNSjqpRj vector containing a 3.7 kb genomic insert of CYBB at

one of the multiple cloning sites. Construction of this vector involved subcloning a 4.0
kb fragment from the X-CGD vector into the pK18 vector and then subcloning 3.7 kb
of this insert into the Bluescript KS vector before it was finally cloned into the PNS
vector. These intermediate subcloning steps were carried out with a view to subcloning
another 8 kb fragment of X-CGD into the other multiple cloning site of the PNS vector

(via pK18) as a Bam HI fragment.

pLJ6 was constructed as follows: the X-CGD plasmid, containing a 12 kb genomic
insert for the CYBB locus (see section 2.1) was digested with Sac I, extracted with

phenokchloroform, and chloroform:isoamyl alcohol, precipitated and resuspended.
The Sac I digested material was then digested with Sal I and again extracted and

precipitated. The same procedure was carried out with pK18 DNA. Both sets of Sac
\ISal I digested DNA were ligated as described, transformed into DH5 a and the cells
plated on kanamycin plates with IPTG and Xgal for colour selection. Any white
recombinant colonies were tested for ampicillin sensitivity to ensure that the pUC19
vector from X-CGD had not been subcloned. Six recombinant clones that were

kanamycin resistant and ampicillin sensitive were chosen at random and rapid-boiling

minipreps were made from them. The DNA from these subclones was mapped with
various restriction enzymes to identify the required construct - pLJ2.

pLJ2 was cut with Pst I and Eco RI to release the X-CGD insert as a 3.7 kb
fragment. This fragment was separated, by electrophoresis on a 0.7% TAE agarose gel,
the band was the excised and the DNA extracted by binding it to a silica matrix using
the GenecleanTM protocol. This DNA was then subcloned into the Bluescript KS+
vector which had also been digested with Pst I and Eco RI. This construct was pLJ3.

pLJ3 was digested with Sal I and Bam HI to release the X-CGD insert. This was then
subcloned into the Bgl U/Sal I digested PNS vector to produce pLJ6. The restriction
enzymes Bam HI and Bgl II produce compatible ends and when DNA from these two

digests is ligated together, both restriction enzyme sites are destroyed. This means that
pLJ6 only has one Bam HI site, in the multiple cloning site between the HPRT and the

neomycin resistance gene, which could be used to subclone the 8 kb fragment of X-
CGD into pLJ6 (via pK18). This final step was not carried out however, since the 3.7
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kb X-CGD insert in pLJ6, was sufficient for introduction into the Y263 YAC (see
section 2.5.4).

2.11 - SOUTHERN TRANSFER

After electrophoresis in agarose gels, DNA was transferred to Hybond-N4"
membranes (Amersham) by the alkali blotting method as follows. A capillary blot was

set up using 0.4 M NaOH as the transfer buffer, and transfer allowed to proceed
overnight. The filter was rinsed in 2X SSC, neutralised in 50 mM Tris (pH7.2) for 15
minutes and was then ready for hybridisation.

2.12 - HYBRIDISATION PROTOCOL

All hybridisations were based on the following protocols, and any changes are

noted in the relevant sections.

Filters were prehybridised at 65°C for 3 hours in double sealed plastic bags with 10-
20 ml hybridisation fluid 1 [A final concentration of 5X SSC, 5X Denhardt's solution

(2% bovine serum albumin, 2% FicoH^M and 2% polyvinylpyrolidone) 0.5% sodium
dodecylsulphate (SDS) and 0.02 mg/ml of sonicated denatured salmon sperm DNA]

or, where specifically mentioned, hybridisation fluid 2 [0.5 M sodium phosphate (1 M
sodium phosphate pH 7.2 stock is composed of 134 g of Na2HP04"7H20 and 4 ml of
85% H3PO4 per litre) and 7% SDS - after Church and Gilbert, 1984], Probes (25-50

ng of DNA) were labelled with [a-^-^P] dCTP specific activity 3000Ci/mmol;
Amersham) by random priming (Feinberg and Vogelstein, 1983 and 1984:

Boehringer Mannheim kit), and unincorporated counts were removed using a

Sephadex^ NICK^M ge] filtration column (Pharmacia) by elution with TE buffer (10
mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 and ImM EDTA). Filters were hybridised in the same mixture
with 1 x 10*> cpm of labelled probe per ml of hybridisation buffer used (i.e. ~l-2

ng/ml). After overnight hybridisation at 65°C, filters were washed in 2X SSC/0.1% SDS
down to a final stringency of 0.1X SSC/0.1% SDS at 65°C. Filters were used to expose

Kodak XAR-5 films in cassettes with double intensifier screens for 3 hrs-14 days

(depending on intensity of signal) at -80°C. Alternatively, the filters were placed in

Phospho Storage Screens from Molecular Dynamics for 30 minutes to 3 days at room

temperature and were visualised using the Image Quant^M phosphoimager from
Molecular Dynamics.

Filters were stripped of probe by immersion in a boiling solution of 0.5% (w/v) SDS
which was allowed to cool to room temperature.
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2.13 - ZOO BLOT

A zoo blot containing DNA digested with Eco RI from a number of species was a

kind gift from Dr. S. Raymond (MRC, HGU). This blot, on Hybond N membrane, was

probed with cosmid DB5 in accordance with the hybridisation protocol described
above, using hybridisation buffer 1. However, this hybridisation was carried out at

60°C.

2.14 - SCREENING OF THE ADULT RETINAL cDNA LIBRARY WITH THE

COSMID DB5

2.14.1 - Adult retinal cDNA library
The adult human retinal cDNA library was a kind gift from Dr. J. Nathans, Johns

Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, USA. It was constructed in lambda gtlO and
has 2 x 1()6 recombinants. The host cells used were the C600 strain of E. coli.

2.14.2 - Preparation and probing of adult retinal cDNA library filters
The first stage was to prepare a stock of C600 cells of known concentration. A fresh

C600 colony was used to inoculate 50 ml of L-broth supplemented with 10 mM

magnesium sulphate and 0.2% sterile maltose (E. coli cells grown in the presence of
maltose show induction of phage receptors). This was cultured overnight at 37°C with
shaking. The following morning, the culture was centrifuged in a Sorvall RT6000B at

3000 rpm at room temperature for 10 minutes. The pellet was resuspended in 10 ml of
sterile 0.01 M MgSCAp To determine the concentration of this culture, known dilutions
were spread on L-agar plates. The concentration of the culture, which had been stored
at 4°C, was then adjusted to -1.6 x 10^ cells/ml of MgSOq (this known concentration
of host cells can be stored at 4°C for up to 3 weeks).

The next stage was to titre the cDNA library. Serial dilutions of the library were

prepared in SM buffer. These were mixed with 0.3 ml of the previously prepared C600
cells and allowed to sit at room temperature for 15 minutes and then incubated at 37°C
for 5 minutes (this was to try and synchronise the insertion of the phage into the host

cells). This mixture of cells and phage was then mixed with molten L-agarose cooled
to 42°C and poured onto two day old L-agar plates (both the L-agarose and L-agar
were supplemented with 0.2% maltose and 10 mM MgS04). A swirling action ensured
that the agarose was overlaid evenly. Once the plates had set they were incubated
overnight at 37°C. On the following day, the plaques were counted and the titre of the

library determined from the known dilutions used.
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Once the library titre had been determined, the above stages were repeated using
four 23.5 cm^ agar plates and plating 0.5 x 10^ p.f.u. and the appropriate number of
C600 cells on each plate. For this stage, the plates were incubated at 37°C during the

day and removed from the incubator and placed at 4°C when the plaques were just

touching each other and gave the appearance of 'fine lace' when held to the light. By

using agarose in the top layer of the plates, any membrane used was less likely to stick
to the medium. Two lifts were made of each plate onto Hybond N+ membranes and
each blot was labelled and given orientation marks by stabbing a needle dipped in
permanent ink through the blot and agar to form an asymmetrical pattern. For the first
lift, the membrane was in contact with the plaques for 1 minute and, for the duplicate
lift, the membrane was in contact with the plaques for 2 minutes. Each blot was placed
on denaturing solution (1.5M NaCl and 0.5M NaOH) for 5 minutes, placed on dry
3MM Whatman paper for a few seconds and then placed on neutralising solution
(1.5M NaCl, 0.5M Tris HC1 pH 7.2 and 0.001M EDTA) for 5 minutes. The blots were

then rinsed in 2X SSC, fixed in 0.4M NaOH for -30 minutes, rinsed in 5X SSC and

then neutralised in 0.1M Tris HC1 pH 7.5 for -20 minutes. Except for the rinse in SSC,
the blot was placed on 3MM Whatman paper soaked in the appropriate solution.

The blots were hybridised and probed with cosmid DB5 according to the protocols
described above. No duplicate positive plaques were identified.

2.15 - PULSED FIELD GEL ELECTROPHORESIS (PFGE)

2.15.1 - Apparatus
All PFGE was done using a Pharmacia LKB 2015 CHEF electrophoresis unit, an

LKB 2015 pulsaphor plus control unit and LKB 2301 macrodrive 1 power supply,
cooled with a LKB Multitemp II thermostatic circulator.

2.15.2 - Separation of yeast chromosomes
Whole YAC blocks were placed on the comb, and a 1.2% agarose gel poured

around them so that they were fully submerged. AB1380 blocks were used as a yeast

control. The chromosomes were separated using the following parameters
- 165 V (5.9 V/cm) - constant voltage
- N/S 30 sec, E/W 30 sec for 14 hours followed by N/S 50 sec, E/W 50 sec for
14 hours

followed by N/S 70 sec, E/W 70 sec for 14 hours
- running temperature 12°C
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The gel was visualised under UV light following ethidium bromide staining.

2.15.3 - Separation of Y263 digests and preparation of blots for map construction
PMSF treated blocks were taken and 1 plug per eppendorf tube was equilibrated

with 200 1 of IX restriction enzyme buffer on ice for 30 minutes. The buffer was

removed and replaced with 100 1 fresh buffer plus 20 units of restriction enzyme.

Blocks were digested overnight at the temperature appropriate to each enzyme, as

described in section 2.9.1, a further 10 units of restriction enzyme were added and the
blocks were allowed to digest for a further 3 hours. After cooling on ice, rinsing in TE
and equilibrating in 0.5X TBE buffer [44.5 mM Tris base (Boehringer Mannheim),
44.5 mM Boric acid (Fisons) and 1 mM EDTA] the blocks were loaded on a 1.2%

agarose gel. The fragments were separated by PFGE using the following programs:-

For gel number 1
- 165 V (5.9 V/cm) - constant voltage
- N/S 15 sec, E/W 15 sec for 12 hours followed by N/S 20 sec, E/W 20 sec for
12 hours

followed by N/S 25 sec, E/W 25 sec for 12 hours
- running temperature 12°C
For gel number 2
- 200 V (7.1 V/cm) - constant voltage
- N/S 15 sec, E/W 15 sec for 12 hours followed by N/S 20 sec, E/W 20 sec for
12 hours

followed by N/S 25 sec, E/W 25 sec for 12 hours
- running temperature 12°C
For gel number 3
- 125 V (4.5 V/cm) - constant voltage
- N/S 20 sec, E/W 20 sec for 8 hours followed by N/S 30 sec, E/W 30 sec for 8
hours

followed by N/S 40 sec, E/W 40 sec for 8 hours
- running temperature 12°C

The gels were visualised by ethidium bromide staining. The DNA was depurinated
by treating it with 0.25 M HC1 for 15 minutes or nicked by exposure to a UV lamp for
110 seconds (this time had been calibrated by Dr. J. Brown). The DNA was then
transferred to a Hybond-N+ filter using the alkali blotting technique described above.
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2.15.4 - Probes used on the PFGE Southern blots

pBluescript - which corresponds to the left arm of the YAC
A 774 bp fragment of pBR322 - which corresponds to the right arm of the YAC.

pBR322 was digested with Ava I and then with Sal I. The products were separated on a

1.5% agarose gel. The 774 bp fragment was excised, treated with agarase (New
England Biolabs), precipitated and resuspended according to the manufacturer's
instructions. It was then ready for labelling with [a-^^P] dCTP.
CYBB gene - the X-CGD plasmid was digested with Sac I to release the 12 kb genomic
CYBB insert. The digested DNA was electrophoresed on a 0.7% agarose gel and the 12
kb fragment was excised, treated with agarase (New England Biolabs), precipitated and

resuspended to be ready for labelling with [a-32p] dCTP. This probe does not need to
be pre-competed as it is repeat free.

Mini-prep DNA of the X-CGD clone was also used as a probe.
Cot-1 DNA - 30 ng of Cot-1 DNA (Gibco BRL) was labelled with [a-^^p] dCTP and
used as a probe to visualise human DNA fragments. Cot-1 DNA is highly enriched for
human repetitive sequences and should therefore contain sequences in common with
the fragments of human DNA.
A fragment containing JBB (the proximal deletion breakpoint of the patient BB) - a

10 kb Hind III fragment containing JBB was subcloned in our laboratory by Ms. F. E.

Pryde. Genomic DNA from deletion patient BB was digested to completion with Hind
III and subcloned into bacteriophage lambda DASH. PCR screening had revealed that
JBB lies proximal to exon 31 of the Dystrophin gene. A 10 kb Hind III clone was

identified and PCR screening showed that this contained exons 31 to 33 of the

Dystrophin gene. Eco RI was used to divide this 10 kb fragment into subfragments of
6 kb and 4 kb. Exons 31 to 33 of the Dystrophin gene lay on the 6 kb fragment and
the more proximal 4 kb fragment contained JBB. The 4 kb fragment was isolated from
an 0.8 % agarose gel and purified using GenecleanTM The probe was labelled with
[a-32p] dCTP and pre-competed with sheared human placental DNA - 100 ng of
probe being pre-competed with 1 mg of placental DNA for 4 hours. A single 5 kb
Hind III band was detected in genomic DNA from normal individuals. A 5 kb band
was also detected in normal individuals by Musarella et al. (1991). The 4 kb fragment
was pre-competed under the conditions used to obtain a single band in genomic DNA
and used to probe a blot of a pulsed field gel of Y263.
X1.8 probe - the 1.8 kb Xba I fragment, which maps 10 kb proximal to JBB and is
described in section 1.6, was provided by Dr. M. Musarella.
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DB5 - a Y263-positive cosmid clone, which Dr. D. Lester identified from a 49,XXXXY
cosmid library constructed by Holland et al. (1993). DNA from a cosmid prep of this
clone was used for labelling. DB5 was cloned in Lorist-6, which showed homology to

the lambda DNA marker on the pulsed field gels.
Lambda DNA - Lambda DNA cut with Eco RI and Hind III and supplied by

Boehringer Mannheim as molecular weight marker III was labelled with [a-^^P] dCTP
and used to reveal the lambda marker run on the pulsed field gels.

Probes were labelled by random priming and hybridisation was carried out as

described above. Filters were used to expose Kodak XAR-5 films overnight at -80°C;
the films and filters having been placed in cassettes with double intensifier screens.

Alternatively, the filters were placed in Phospho Storage Screens from Molecular
Dynamics for between 30 minutes and 3 days at room temperature. These images were

visualised using the Image Quant^M phosphoimager from Molecular Dynamics.

2.15.5 - Isolation of Y263 for attachment of catch-linkers

A 1% agarose gel was poured, the centre of which was then cut out. YAC blocks
were stacked 3 deep against the comb and a 1% LMP agarose gel poured around them.

Co-migrating Y263 and yeast chromosome III were separated from the other yeast

chromosomes and run into the LMP agarose using the conditions described in section
2.15.2, except that the running temperature was 4°C. The gel was visualised by
ethidium bromide staining. The Y263/yeast chromosome III bands were cut out

quickly with a sterile scalpel and stored in TE (pH 8.0) at 4°C.

2.16 - ATTACHMENT OF CATCH-LINKERS TO Y263 AND OTC YACs

Catch linkers with Sau3 A I cohesive ends were designed by Dr. J. Brown (MRC,

HGU).
962L 5'-GTC AAG AAT TCG GTA CCG TCG AC- 3'

963L 5'-GAT CGT CGA CGG TAC CGA ATT CT- 3'

962L/963L 5'-GTCAAGAATTCGGTACCGTCGAC-3'

3 '-TCTTAAGCCATGGCAGCTGCTAG-5' P

963L is the Sau3Al compatible complement of the 962L primer. Once the two

primers have annealed to give Sau3A I compatible ends, as shown, then any fragments
to which the linkers are ligated can be PCR amplified using the 962L primer. In
addition to Sau3A I the catch-linkers contain three other restriction enzyme sites

Eco RI (5' GjAATT 3'), Kpn I (5' GGTACjC 3') and Sal I (5' GjTCGA 3')



A 1:1 molar mix of the 962L and 963L (25 pM 963L/25 pM 962L) in TE was

heated to 95°C for 10 minutes. The linkers anneal to each other, as shown above, as

they are cooled to 10 °C over a period of 4 hours (in a Perkin Elmer Cetus Thermal
Cycler). A stock solution can be stored at -20°C.

Y263 was band isolated from an LMP pulsed-field electrophoresis gel, in which it

co-migrated with yeast chromosome III. The band isolated material was dialysed

against Sau3A I restriction buffer (Boehringer), melted at 68°C for 10 minutes and
then digested at 37°C with Sau3A I(BCL). The agarose slice was re-solidified on ice,

digested with agarase (NEB) and then the DNA was precipitated according to the
manufacturer's instructions with the addition of glycogen to a final concentration of 1

ng/1 (obtained from Boehringer Mannheim at 20 mg/ml) to optimise the precipitation
of such small quantities of DNA. The DNA was resuspended in 10 /il of TE (10 mM
Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA - pH7.5), 5/il of which was added to a 50-fold molar excess of
double stranded catch-linkers (962L/963L; see above). Ligation was carried out in a

final volume of 10 pi using 3 units of T4 ligase and IX ligase buffer (Boehringer) at

16°C overnight and the reaction was stopped by heating the tube to 65°C for 15
minutes. The ligation mix was diluted to 200 /u\ in sterile distilled H2O. 1 /u 1 of this
diluted mixture (~0.25 ng) was PCR amplified using the 962L primer in a final volume
of 50 iu 1 with Promega Taq polymerase and buffer using the PCR conditions described
above (see section 2.7.2).

The same procedure was followed for the OTC YACs 30B (280 kb) and 27D (360
kb), both of which contain the 5' end of the OTC gene, and overlie yeast chromosomes
VI and III respectively. These were catch linkered by Dr. K. Dry. A Southern blot of
the PCR amplified products from this experiment was probed with mixed length
CA/GT oligonucleotides (Pharmacia) to check that the amplified material contained
CA repeats.

2.17 - HYBRID SELECTION OF (CA)N CONTAINING YAC FRAGMENTS

2.17.1 - Isolation of CA containing fragments
50-100 ng of the PCR amplified YAC material was added to 50 /il of IX Promega

PCR buffer [10X Reaction Buffer: 500mM KC1, 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH9.0 (at 25°C)
and 1.0% Triton X-100], 1.5 mM MgCl2, 2/iM 962L primer and biotinylated (CA)j 2

oligonucleotide to give a final concentration of 0.1 /rM. The 962L primer was

included to minimise "hairpin" and "bubble" formation of the linker sequences. A drop
of mineral oil was placed on top and the mixture was heated to 95°C for 5 minutes and
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allowed to anneal at 60°C for 15 minutes. 45 yU 1 of this mix was removed from under
the oil and added to 250 ng of streptavadin-coated magnetic beads (Dynal) that had
been pre-washed twice in 50/il of binding/washing buffer and then resuspended in 500

fj.\ of binding/washing buffer (binding/washing buffer; 10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 1 mM
EDTA and 2 M NaCl). The beads were allowed to bind at room temperature, with slow
rotation, for 30 minutes.

After being allowed to bind, the beads were collected by magnet (Dynal magnetic

particle concentrator) and the buffer discarded. They were then resuspended in 1 ml of
pre-warmed wash buffer (0.1 M NaCl, 0.1% SDS) and incubated at 60°C for 10
minutes. This washing procedure was repeated twice and after the final wash and
magnetic collection, the beads were resuspended in 100 /u 1 of 2X Promega PCR buffer
and eluted at 95°C for 10 minutes. Following magnetic separation an equal volume of
distilled water was added to the eluted mix to give a IX dilution of PCR buffer, l^tl of
this mix was then PCR amplified in a 50 yul volume.

When the catch-linkered YAC material was PCR amplified, a smear of-300 bp was

obtained; corresponding to the fragments expected from digestion with Sau3A I. After
the enrichment procedure, the PCR product contains distinct bands that can be seen

following agarose gel electrophoresis (on a 4% agarose gel). A control experiment was

carried out in which the biotinylated (CA) oligonucleotide was absent. Only faint
bands were seen with undiluted control reactions, whereas serial dilution of the

experimental samples identified specific and consistent bands that were absent from the
controls.

2.17.2 - Cloning CA repeat-containing fragments
The PCR products from the selection procedure were extracted with Geneclean^M

(BiolOl) as described (see section 2.10) and ligated into the vector pCRlOOO

(Invitrogen). DH5 competent cells (Gibco BRL) were transformed with the ligation
mixture and plated out on medium containing Xgal (40g/ml) and ampicillin (50g/ml).

Mini-preps of selected colonies were made using a MAGIC^M Miniprep kit
(Promega) and were sequenced with M13 primers using an Autoread Kit (Pharmacia
LKB) and analysed on an Automated Laser Fluorescent (ALF) Sequencer (Pharmacia
LKB) using the sequencing conditions described in section 2.9.3.
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CHAPTER 3

PHYSICAL MAPPING OF THE RP3 REGION

3.1 - OBTAINING A CYBB POSITIVE YAC

As described in the Introduction, the region of search for RP3 has been narrowed
down to ~170 kb. Subcloning this region would facilitate the identification and

cloning of candidate genes and the construction of a more detailed physical map.

Yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) are a means of isolating and studying
fragments of DNA which are from several hundred to over a thousand kilobases in
length. The YAC vector is composed of the basic functional units of a yeast
chromosome - centromere, telomeres and autonomous-replicating sequences -

together with genes for selecting recombinant clones and restriction enzyme cloning
sites. These components are contained within the right and left "arms" of the YAC
vector. The exogenous DNA is cloned into the region between these two arms to

produce linear DNA molecules which can be transformed and maintained in yeast cells
as artificial chromosomes or YACs (Burke et al., 1987). A YAC contig spanning a

region of interest bridges the gap between genetic maps derived from linkage analysis
and physical maps derived from genomic Southern blot analysis, or from the small
DNA fragments that can be cloned in E. coli based vectors (Hieter et al.. 1990).

Analysis of deletion patients and physical mapping in the region have shown that
CYBB is within 250 kb of RP3 and can therefore be used as a "handle" to obtain YACs

from the RP3 candidate region. If a CYBB positive YAC extends far enough

proximally, it should contain at least part of the putative RP3 region.
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) primers to introns 8 and 9 of the CYBB gene were

designed by Dr. K. Dry and used to screen various publicly available YAC libraries. A
number of CYBB positive YACs were obtained and one of these, Y263, which was

isolated from the Centre d'Etude du Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH) library in Paris,
looked particularly interesting, since it was at least 350 kb in size and therefore
potentially large enough to span the region of interest. When used as a fluorescent in
situ hybridisation probe against normal human metaphases, Y263 only gave a signal in
band Xp21.1 of the X chromosome, indicating that it is both from the region of
interest and non-chimeric. Dr. Dry confirmed that Y263 contained CYBB by probing
a Southern blot of a pulsed field gel of the YAC with a 0.98 kb fragment from intron
9 of CYBB. In addition, the YAC was shown to contain at least part of the tctex-1 like

gene, since it gave a positive signal when probed with an 864 bp fragment from the 3'
untranslated region of this gene (a gift from Dr. M. Musarella) and produced a PCR
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product in the expected size range with primers from a microsatellite repeat

(DXS1110) from exon 4 of the gene (Roux et al., 1993; Roux et al., 1994). Finally,
Dr. Dry made a Southern blot of Y263 digested with Hind III. When this was probed
with the proximal deletion breakpoint junction from patient BB (JBB) DNA, a 5 kb
fragment was seen. In the light of the data published by Musarella et al. (1991), which
is described in section 1.6, this result indicates that Y263 spans JBB and, therefore, the
proximal limit of RP3.

In summary, Y263 contains the proximal and distal limits of RP3. It should
therefore be useful for physical analysis of this region and for the cloning of
candidate RP3 genes. The first stage in this process was the construction of a detailed
physical map of Y263 to confirm that it spans the region of interest and to identify
any clusters of rare-cutting restriction enzyme sites which could be CpG islands and, as

such, could serve as "landmarks" for gene isolation.

3.2 - A PHYSICAL MAP OF Y263

3.2.1 - Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis
DNA from Y263 yeast cells was used to prepare agarose blocks. These were

digested with seven rare-cutting restriction enzymes and the resulting fragments were

separated using pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE).
PFGE was first described by Schwartz and Cantor (1982) and is used for separating

fragments of DNA which are larger than 100 kb, such as those contained within YACs.
Since PFGE was first described, many variations have been developed and DNA in the
10 Mb range can now be separated. It has therefore been invaluable in mapping
numerous human disease genes and even whole genomes, e.g. E. coli (Smith et al.,
1987). Yeast chromosomes are easily separated using PFGE, which means that YACs
can be sized and analysed.

Conventional electrophoresis using agarose gels is usually carried out in basic or

neutral buffer and, as the DNA has a negative charge, it migrates towards the anode.
However, there are limits to the size of the fragments which can be separated on an

ordinary agarose gel; even on a low percentage agarose gel it is difficult to separate

fragments above -50 kb in size. In PFGE, the electrical field applied to the gel
continually changes direction, which means that the DNA fragments must also change
direction. Although the separation mechanism in PFGE is not fully understood it is

thought that the continual alteration in direction of the current causes the DNA to
weave its way through the pores of the gel (reptation), with only very large molecules
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moving independently of their molecular weight (Andrews, 1993). It is postulated that
if some of the molecules re-orientate in the same amount of time as the field moves in

any one direction, then there is an increase in the weight-dependant separation of these

fragments. The gel hysteresis theory takes into account the influence of DNA-gel
interactions and proposes that if a given length of DNA has enough time to stretch and
orientate when one directional field is applied, then there is little change in orientation
when the field is reversed (Serwer, 1988). However, if there has been insufficient time
for the DNA to orientate and stretch by the time the field is reversed, there is
substantial disorientation and complicated reorientation patterns are observed.
Although such theories go some way towards explaining how pulsed field gels work,
the technique is still poorly understood. For example, it is not known why expanded
regions of separation exist in which DNA of a particular size range exhibits greater

mobility than other size ranges under the same conditions (Andrews, 1993).
As a general rule, the field switching or pulse time is directly proportional to the

length of the DNA fragments which are optimally separated. However, the rate of DNA
migration does not just depend on the pulse time, but also on the agarose

concentration, voltage, temperature, and the three dimensional structure of the DNA
molecule e.g. one very large yeast chromosome runs faster than a smaller one. These

interdependent factors must be taken into account to achieve the maximum separation
of fragments of a given size. To achieve separation over a broad range of DNA sizes,
the pulse time is often ramped throughout the experiment.

3.2.1.1 - Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis of Y263
When DNA prepared from the yeast cells containing Y263 is run undigested on a

PFG it overlies chromosome III of the host yeast strain, AB1380 (see figure 3.1).
Various PFGE conditions have failed to separate Y263 from this yeast chromosome
and so, within the limits of PFGE, Y263 is thought to be approximately the same size
as yeast chromosome III. Although the sizes of the AB1380 chromosomes have not

been determined accurately, the chromosome sizes of a very similar yeast strain,
AB972, are known and in this strain chromosome III is 350 kb (Link and Olsen,

1990). Y263 was therefore estimated to be about 350 kb in length. However, sizing the
various restriction enzyme fragments generated from Y263 (see section 3.3 below)
indicated that the YAC is about 380 kb. This size was confirmed when AB1380

chromosomes were run on a pulsed field gel alongside chromosomes from the yeast
YNN295 strain. The AB1380 chromosome III ran above the YNN295 chromosome

III, calculated to be 370 kb (obtained from Clonetech), and measurements from this
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gel showed that the AB1380 chromosome III was about 380 kb. However, it is
generally accepted that the most accurate size estimate by PFGE is plus or minus 10%
of the fragment size. Y263 was cloned in the pYAC4 vector, the right and left arms of
which are 3.4 kb and 5.7 kb respectively. Consequently, Y263 has an insert of

approximately 370 kb.

3.2.2 - Constructing a Physical Map of Y263
The physical map of Y263 was constructed using seven rare-cutting restriction

enzymes: Bss HII, Sal I, Not I, Mlu I, Nru I, Sfi I and Ksp I (Ksp I has the same

recognition sequence as Sac II but is not sensitive to 5-methylcytosine). Although
methylation sensitivity is irrelevant when mapping human DNA in a yeast background,
it is noteworthy that except for Nru I, Sfi I, and Ksp I, all of the above enzymes are

sensitive to inhibition by 5-methylcytosine. In addition, all seven enzymes contain CG

recognition sequences, which are found clustered in CpG islands. Consequently, a

cluster of these restriction enzyme sites could suggest the presence of a CpG island.
However, in order to prove that there is a CpG island at any given site, the same sites
would have to be shown to be unmethylated in genomic DNA.

Different pulsed field conditions were used in attempting to optimise the separation
of a wide range of fragment sizes and thereby size the fragments as accurately as

possible (see section 2.15.3). Following PFGE, the gel was stained with ethidium
bromide and photographed under UV illumination - for example, see figure 3.2.
Southern blots of the pulsed field gels were probed with the left and right arms of
Y263 and with "internal" markers from the RP3 region so that the various fragment
sizes could be determined and the physical map constructed (all the probes are

described in section 2.15.4). The blot prepared from one of the pulsed field gels
contained only a limited number of restriction digests (see figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9) as

it was prepared primarily to map a derivative of Y263 - as outlined in Chapter 4. Some
of the probes used showed sequence homology with the DNA size marker which was

derived from a lambda vector (which was invaluable in determining fragment sizes).
Before being probed with the JBB fragment the blot shown in figure 3.6 had been

probed with lambda DNA labelled with 32p to identify the marker bands. Photographs
of the Southern blots probed with eight different probes are presented in figures 3.3 to
3.10 inclusive (pages 61 to 68 inclusive).

A physical map of Y263 for each of the probes and restriction enzymes described
is presented in figure 3.11 (see page 72) and a composite map of Y263 is presented in
figure 3.12 (see page 73).
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3.2.2.1 - Not I digested Y263
A band of 70 kb was seen when Not I digested Y263 was probed with the YAC right

arm probe (figure 3.3). A 310 kb band was observed with the left arm probe (figure
3.4). No additional bands were seen when this blot was probed with human repetitive
Cot-1 DNA (figure 3.5). Consequently, there is only one Not I site in Y263.

The CYBB gene must lie in the 310 kb band since this was the only band observed
when a Not I digest of Y263 was probed with the CYBB genomic insert (figure 3.9).
The 310 kb band was also the only fragment observed when Not I digests were probed
with the CYBB clone, which combines the left arm with a 12 kb genomic fragment of
CYBB (figure 3.10).

A 70 kb fragment was also observed when the Not I digest of Y263 was probed with
the XI.8 probe (figure 3.8) which is known to lie proximal to CYBB (Musarella et al.,
1991). Therefore, the results from the Not I digests orientate Y263 with the right arm

being proximal to the left arm.

The DB5 cosmid must lie distal to the Y263 Not I site since this probe identified the
310 kb band (figure 3.7). Finally, the 4 kb JBB probe (described in section 2.15.4)
identified the 70 kb band (figure 3.6).

3.2.2.2 - Bss HII digested Y263
When Bss HII digested Y263 was probed with the YAC right arm probe a band of

70 kb was observed (figure 3.3). On re-probing this blot with the YAC left arm probe
a fragment of 35 kb was observed (figure 3.4).

The CYBB/YAC left arm probe revealed a band of 165 kb in addition to the 35 kb
left arm fragment (figure 3.10). This 165 kb fragment was also seen when the CYBB
genomic fragment was used as a probe (figure 3.9).

Two bands were seen when Y263/Bss HII digests were probed with the cosmid DB5
these were the 165 kb band observed with the CYBB probe and another band of 110
kb (figure 3.7). The DB5 cosmid must therefore span the Bss HII site that lies distal to

the 165 kb fragment in which CYBB gene lies.
When the Bss HII digested DNA was probed with Cot-1 human repetitive DNA a

fragment of 120 kb was seen in addition to the four fragments described above (figure
3.5). This fragment is too small to be the result of partial digestion and must therefore
be the result of non-specific hybridisation to the yeast DNA.

Finally, the JBB and XI.8 probes can be placed on the 70 kb right arm fragment

(figures 3.6 and 3.8).
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Figure 3.7 - A Southern blot of pulsed field gel number 2 (see section 2.15.3). This blot
contains Y263 DNA which was digested with the named restriction enzymes and probed
with the cosmid DB5.
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Figure 3.8 - A Southern blot ofpulsed field gel number 2 (see section 2.15.3). This blot
contains Y263 DNA which was digested with the named restriction enzymes and probed
with XI.8, a 1.8 kb Xba I fragment which maps approximately 10 kb proximal to JBB.
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Figure 3.9 - A Southern blot of pulsed field gel number 2 (see section 2.15.3). This blot
contains Y263 DNA which was digested with the named restriction enzymes and probed
with a 12 kb genomic fragment from the CYBB gene.
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3.2.2.3 - Sal I digested Y263
When probed with the right and left arm YAC vector fragments, Sal I digested Y263

revealed bands of about 67 kb and 290 kb respectively (figures 3.3 and 3.4). As there
is a Sal I site in the right arm of the YAC vector, a 3 kb band corresponding to this
band should be visible, but has probably run off the gel. Consequently, the most

proximal site in the Y263 insert is about 70 kb from the end of the right arm.

The CYBB gene maps to the 290 kb band because this band was observed with the
CYBB/left arm YAC clone and the CYBB genomic fragment (figures 3.10 and 3.9).
The JBB and XI.8 probes map to the 67 kb band (figures 3.6 and 3.8) and the DB5
cosmid maps to the 290 kb band (figure 3.7).

When Y263 DNA digested with Sal I was probed with Cot-1 DNA an additional,
very small band of about 20 kb was seen (see figure 3.5). Although this band could be
the result of some non-specific yeast hybridisation, this seems unlikely as the band is
very intense. This band can only lie distal to the most proximal Sal I site on Y263 as it
was not revealed by any of the other probes. Neither of the previously published
genomic maps of this region show a Sal I restriction site 20 kb distal to the most

proximal Sal I site on Y263 (Musarella et al., 1991; Ho et al., 1992). Sal I is sensitive
to 5-methylcytosine - if this previously undetected Sal I site is methylated in genomic
DNA the restriction enzyme would fail to cut it. This Sal I site does not seem to be
associated with other CG rich restriction enzyme recognition sequences in the region.

Consequently, it does not seem to be part of a CpG island and is therefore likely to be

methylated in genomic DNA. In view of the fact that a 12 kb Sal I genomic clone
from the CYBB gene was provided by Dr. S. Orkin, it is possible that there is at least
one Sal I site in CYBB (see Chapter 4 and figure 4.4). This X-CGD vector contains
exons 6 to 12 inclusive of CYBB and had been subcloned in phage before being
subcloned in the pUC j 9 vector. However, it is not known if the Sal I sites were from
CYBB or from the phage and/or plasmid vectors in which the fragment had been
cloned (S. Orkin, personal communication). If there is a Sal I site in this region of
CYBB it could produce the 20 kb Sal I fragment seen with Cot-1 DNA. This fragment
would not necessarily show homology to the X-CGD vector because the 20 kb band
could contain exons proximal and 5' to exon 12 of CYBB. The presence of such a

Sal I site could be confirmed by partially digesting Y263 DNA with Sal I. The
resulting fragments should be run under pulsed field conditions that give optimal
separation of fragments in the 10 kb to 75 kb range. Finally, a blot of this gel could be

probed with Cot-1 DNA, the CYBB gene and any other probes available from the most

proximal cluster of sites on the YAC.
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3.2.2.4 - Mlu I digested Y263
Bands of 220 kb and 35 kb were revealed by the right and left arm probes on Mlu I

digested Y263 (figures 3.3 and 3.4). When probed with the CYBB/left arm clone, the
same two bands were revealed (figure 3.10). As the 35 kb band corresponds to the left
arm fragment, the 220 kb band must contain at least part of the CYBB gene.

Three further bands were observed when the Mlu I digest of Y263 was probed with
Cot-1 DNA (figure 3.5). These were about 95 kb, 80 kb and 45 kb in size. The 80 kb
band is very strong and therefore looks as if it is a human band rather than the result
of non-specific yeast hybridisation. This 80 kb band must lie between the Mlu I

fragment containing CYBB and the 35 kb left arm fragment.
As the total YAC size is 380 kb, fragment(s) of about 45 kb are unaccounted for.

Consequently, the 45 kb band must be the result of an Mlu I site on Y263 either 45 kb

proximal to the most telomeric Mlu I site or 45 kb distal to the most centromeric Mlu I
site. The 95 kb band revealed with Cot-1 DNA could be the result of non-specific
hybridisation to the yeast DNA or a product of partial digestion. For this band to be
the result of partial digestion it must have been inaccurately sized; partial digestion of
the 35 kb and 80 kb fragments would produce a 115 kb band and partial digestion of
the 45 kb and 80 kb Mlu I fragments would produce a 125 kb fragment. It is
noteworthy that the most intense Mlu I band revealed with Cot-1 DNA is the 80 kb
band. It is possible that two 80 kb fragments are being observed simultaneously; one

being the result of partial digestion of the 45 kb and 35 kb fragments and the other
being the result of complete digestion of Y263 with Mlu I. If this is the case, the 45 kb
Mlu I fragment must lie distal to the 80 kb fragment. On this basis, the Mlu I fragments
in the map of Y263 have been placed in the following order: telomere/left arm, 35 kb
fragment, 45 kb fragment, 80 kb fragment, 220 kb fragment, right arm/centromere.
The 95 kb fragment is presumed to be the result of non-specific hybridisation to the
yeast DNA.

The JBB fragment maps to the 220 kb Mlu I band (figure 3.6). However, XI.8 and
DB5 were not used as probes against Mlu I digested Y263.

3.2.2.5 - Sfi I digested Y263
Bands of 40 kb and 155 kb were revealed by the right and left arm YAC probes

respectively (figures 3.3 and 3.4). When this blot was re-probed with Cot-1 DNA an

additional band of 185 kb was revealed (figure 3.5) There is also some hybridisation
to undigested Y263 and undigested yeast DNA.
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The XI.8 clone maps to the 185 kb band and cosmid DB5 maps to the 155 kb
band (figures 3.8 and 3.7). However, two additional faint bands were revealed when
SJl I digested Y263 was probed with the XI.8 clone (figure 3.8). These bands were

340 kb and 225 kb in size and correspond to partial digests that have only cut at the
most proximal or distal Sfi I sites respectively.

The JBB probe maps to the 187 kb band which also contains the CYBB gene

(figure 3.6).

3.2.2.6 - Ksp I digested Y263

Ksp I digests of Y263 revealed bands of about 65 kb and 30 kb respectively when
probed with the right arm and left arm YAC fragments (figures 3.3 and 3.4). The Ksp
I site known to lie in the left arm of the YAC vector should produce a band of 5 kb.
However, this band was not seen with the left arm YAC probe and has either run off the

gel or the Y263 DNA has not been completely digested. The ethidium bromide stained

gel looked as if the DNA had digested when compared with uncut plugs. Assuming
that the 5 kb band has run off the end of the gel, the most distal Ksp I site on the YAC
lies 35 kb from the end of the left arm (30 kb band plus the 5 kb left arm fragment).

When Y263 digested with Ksp I was probed with the CYBB/left arm YAC clone, a

280 kb band was seen in addition to the left arm band of 30 kb (figure 3.10).

Consequently, at least part of the CYBB gene maps to the 280 kb band.
When Y263 digested with Ksp I was probed with Cot-1 DNA all three fragments

were revealed (30 kb, 280 kb and 65 kb - figure 3.5). A very faint band of about 100
kb can also be seen. This is due to non-specific hybridisation to the yeast DNA.

The JBB probe maps to the 65 kb band (figure 3.6).

3.2.2.7 - Nru I digested Y263
Only uncut Y263 was seen when Nru I digested Y263 was probed with the right and

left arm YAC fragments and the JBB probe (figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6). Uncut Y263 was

also the only band revealed when Nru I digested Y263 was probed with the CYBB/left
arm clone (figure 3.10). Although an extra band of about 55 kb was seen with Cot-1
DNA this must result from non-specific hybridisation with the yeast DNA (figure 3.5).
If not, fragments other than uncut Y263 would have been seen with the other probes.

A possible explanation for these observations is that, in each case, the Nru I enzyme

failed to digest the Y263 DNA. This theory is supported by the fact that the right arm

vector band, which is known to be about 3 kb, was not seen when the YAC right arm

fragment was used as a probe (figure 3.3). However, a band of this size was not seen in
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Figure 3.11 - Physical maps of Y263 for the six rare-cutting restriction enzymes shown.
These maps were construed using the information obtained from the Southern blots
presented in figures 3.3-3.10 above. All of the numbers shown denote the size of the given
fragments in kilobase pairs.
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the Sal I digest because it had probably run off the gel. In addition, the photograph of
the ethidium bromide stained pulsed field gel shows that the yeast DNA in the Nru I

digested plug has digested when compared to DNA from the uncut Y263 block (see
figure 3.2). On this basis it appears more likely that these results indicate that there is
no Nru I site in Y263.

3.3 - SUMMARY

The foregoing information can be used to produce the physical map of Y263
shown in figure 3.12. Broadly speaking, this agrees with physical maps of the region
published by Musarella et al. (1991) and Ho et al. (1992), which means that, within
the limits of PFGE, Y263 appears to be a faithful representation of the genomic DNA
in this region. As discussed in section 3.2.2.3, this map could be further refined using
partial digests and double digests. However, in the meantime, it suffices for mapping
cosmids, phage and plasmid subclones to the RP3 region.

The physical map of Y263 shows that it is a useful clone for analysing the RP3

region. It spans CYBB, the proximal limits of which represent the distal limit of the
RP3 region as defined by deletion patients OM and NF (described in section 1.4). It
contains at least intron 4 and the 3' untranslated region of the tctex-1 like candidate

gene isolated by Roux et al. (1994). Y263 also contains JBB and therefore spans the

proximal region of search for the RP3 gene. Subject to any microdeletions which are

undetectable by PFGE, or the BB and SB deletion patients having RP due to a position
effect or a complex deletion, Y263 should contain at least part of the RP3 gene.

There are three clusters of rare-cutting restriction enzyme sites on the YAC (see
figure 3.12). As the majority of these enzymes have CG rich recognition sequences,

these clusters could represent under-methylated CpG islands which often include the 5'
end of genes (Bird, 1987). However, as the YAC is cloned in a yeast host in which
there is no methylation, a comparison with the relative genomic blots is required to
determine whether or not these clusters of sites are 'true' CpG islands. The most

proximal cluster is of particular interest as it lies within the RP3 region. All four of the

enzyme sites in this cluster are sensitive to inhibition by 5-methylcytosine and all were

present in the genomic samples analysed by Musarella et al. (1992). This cluster is a

'real' island as it is now known to be the CpG island associated with the tctex-1 like

gene (Roux et al., 1994). As such it is an important landmark in the RP3 region.
Y263 is a useful tool, from which candidate RP3 genes can be cloned. A

representation of the YAC in the form of cosmid clones or PCR amplified catch-
linkered material, could be used to isolate cDNAs by a hybrid selection technique
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e.g. by immobilising the clones onto nylon membrane before they are hybridised with
an amplified cDNA library (Lovett et al., 1991). Repeat sequences such as Alus could
be suppressed using repeat-rich DNA such as Cot-1. Cosmid, phage, or plasmid clones
could also be isolated from the RP3 region by constructing libraries from the YAC, or

by using the YAC to screen existing libraries (e.g. the 49,XXXXY cosmid library
constructed by Holland et al., 1993). Any clones which are isolated from the region
can then be used to isolate cDNAs by directly screening cDNA libraries or by exon

amplification (Buckler et al., 1991).
The cosmid DB5, which was isolated from Y263, illustrates how cosmid clones from

the YAC can be used to isolate cDNAs. Dr. D. Lester isolated DB5 from the

49,XXXXY cosmid library by directly probing with 32p_iabelled Y263. Each of these
cosmids was tested by Ms. J. Broadbent, a student in our laboratory, who used PCR

primers derived from partial sequence of the XI.8 probe, designed by Dr. D. Lester.
DB5 was thought to have come from the putative RP3 region because it appeared to be
positive by PCR and revealed a 1.8 kb fragment when digested with Xba I. In addition,
bands were observed when DB5 was used to probe chick, sheep and orang-utan

genomic DNA, which indicates that it contains evolutionarily conserved sequences and
should therefore contain a gene. However, a Southern blot of DB5, which had been

digested with Xba I and probed with XI.8, showed that DB5 did not contain the XI.8

sequence (Y263 was used as a positive control). Furthermore, when DB5 was mapped
back to Y263 it was found to have come from the cluster of sites distal to CYBB (see
section 3.2 above). One gene known to map to this region of the X chromosome is
that responsible for the McLeod phenotype, which gives rise to anaemia associated
with acanthocytosis, and causes neurological defects, splenomegaly and late onset

myopathy (Marsh et al., 1992; Ho et al., 1994). DB5 was used to screen a retinal
cDNA library to see if any genes could be isolated from Y263. Unfortunately, no

positive clones were identified. However, if DB5 contains the McLeod gene it is
unlikely to be expressed in a retinal cDNA library as patients with this phenotype do
not exhibit retinal defects. This experiment shows how useful the physical map of
Y263 is when trying to isolate cosmid, phage or plasmid clones from the RP3 region
rather than from other regions of the YAC.
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CHAPTER 4

GENE TARGETING CYBB IN Y263

4.1 - GENE TARGETING CYBB

Gene targeting can be defined as the introduction of genetically engineered DNA
into a target locus through homologous recombination. This technique has been used
to introduce mutations into a number of genes in ES (embryo-derived stem) cells and
to study their effects in transgenic mice. The effects of such mutations have been

reported for various mammalian genes e.g. insulin-like growth factor II (DeChiara et

al., 1990) and GATA-1 (Pevny et al., 1991). The technique is also being used to

produce animal models of human diseases with which to evaluate various forms of
gene therapy (e.g. Dorin et al., 1992).

The original aim of this project was to obtain CYBB-positive YACs. As discussed in
section 1.7, if such a YAC extends far enough proximally to include JBB, it should
contain at least part of the RP3 gene. Since at the time YAC libraries were private
resources, unavailable for general screening, two general strategies were devised to
achieve this. The introduction of selectable markers into CYBB in an appropriate cell-
line should enable targeted fragments generated by rare-cutting restriction enzymes, to
be recovered as YAC clones under appropriate selection. Alternatively, CYBB could
have been targeted in yeast during the transformation stage of YAC library
construction. Selectable markers would therefore be introduced into CYBB, which
would have facilitated the isolation of CYBB YACs.

With these targeting strategies in mind, the Positive Negative Selection (PNS) vector
and the 12 kb CYBB genomic clone shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2 were obtained from
Dr A. Brookes and Dr. S. Orkin respectively. Figure 4.3 shows that when a PNS vector
is used, the targeting DNA is separated in the vector by positive selectable markers. The
first positive selectable marker is neo, a bacterial gene which provides G418-resistance
and the second is the yeast LEU2 gene, which enables a leucine auxotrophic host to

grow without leucine supplementation. There is also a negative selectable marker at the
end of the exogenous targeting DNA: the gene for hypoxanthine guanine
phosphoribosyl transferase (HPRT). As outlined in figure 4.3, only non-homologous
recombination events result in the integration of the HPRT gene. Somatic cell hybrids
containing the endogenous target DNA are HPRT negative and are therefore sensitive
to hypoxanthine-aminopterin-thymidine (HAT) and resistant to 6-thioguanine (6-TG).
If the HPRT gene is integrated into these cells, they become resistant to HAT and
sensitive to 6-TG. It follows that the presence of such a negative selectable marker in a
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Non-homologous integration of a PNS vector
- the whole vector is integrated, including the HPRT gene.

neo

X X

Homologous integration of a PNS vector
- the selection genes are integrated but the negative

selectable marker, HPRT, is excluded.

Figure 4.3
Illustration of non-homologous and homologous integration of
a positive-negative selection (PNS) vector.
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PNS vector enables homologous recombination to be selectively enriched for and can

produce a 2 to 2000 fold enrichment (Mansour et al., 1988; Zijlstra et al., 1989).
Alternatively, homologous recombination into a partially digested CYBB genomic

fragment could, in principle, occur during co-transformation into yeast cells with the

CYBB-containing PNS vector, relying on the LEU2 selectable marker to identify
recombinants. The frequency of homologous recombination is several orders of

magnitude higher in yeast cells than it is in mammalian cells which is why this

approach was considered as an alternative "targeting" approach for isolation of specific
YACs.

A scheme was devised for subcloning the 12 kb genomic CYBB fragment into the
PNS vector in 8 kb and 4 kb fragments at the two cloning sites. Some studies have
found a positive correlation between targeting efficiency (i.e. the proportion of cells
originally treated that are correctly targeted) and the length of homology between the

exogenous and endogenous target DNA (Thomas and Capecchi, 1987; Hasty et al.,

1991). Consequently, it was thought better to try to subclone all 12 kb of the CYBB

genomic DNA into the PNS vector. However, there are relatively few unique cloning
sites in the PNS vector which are compatible with the sites in the CYBB clone. A

subcloning scheme was devised which involved taking the CYBB fragments "through"
other cloning vectors en route to the PNS vector so that restriction enzyme sites which
were compatible with the unique cloning sites in the PNS vector were acquired.

Several of these "intermediate" vectors had been constructed when CYBB positive
YACs became available as a result of the PCR screening of YAC libraries by Dr. K.

Dry. As discussed in Chapter 3, one of these YACs, Y263, looked particularly
promising since it spans the RP3 region (as defined by deletion patients) and was

therefore thought to contain at least part of the RP3 gene. Consequently, a decision was

made to re-orientate this targeting work and to use one of the intermediate vectors

constructed, pLJ6, to target Y263. As shown in figure 4.4, pLJ6 consists of the PNS
vector with a 3.7 kb genomic CYBB fragment inserted at one of the multiple cloning
sites. The aim of this strategy was to introduce a mammalian selectable marker into a

CYBB YAC with a view to YAC genes being expressed in a retinal cell line. The PNS
vector selectable markers were therefore introduced into Y263 by targeting pLJ6 into
the CYBB gene in the YAC. Retinal specific cDNAs from the YAC could then be
isolated from this cell line using the technique described by Corbo et al., 1990 and
outlined below.

The first stage in this approach is to transform the targeted YAC into one of the
available cell lines. One of the appropriately expressing cell lines which was suitable,
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Figure 4.4 - The pLJ6 vector which was constructed by cloning a 3.7 kb genomic fragment
of the CYBB gene into the pHR.PNSHPRT vector.
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and was available in the laboratory, is a mouse neuroblastoma embryonic retinal cell

hybrid (N18RE-103). This cell line forms neurites and pre-synaptic terminals and it
therefore appears to have retained some neural properties and is known to express

retinal genes. Once transformed into a cell line, G418 selection would ensure that the
targeted YAC is present and retained in the cells. Introduction of the targeted YAC into
the mouse cell line could be approached by micro-injection, but this often results in
shearing of the DNA. A possible alternative is cell fusion, in which spheroplasts of the

yeast cells containing the YAC are fused with the mammalian mouse cells in the

presence of polyethylene glycol (Huxley et al., 1991).
Once the targeted YAC is stably maintained in the mouse cell line it should be

possible to prime human cDNAs from it by using oligonuleotides specific to the
human Alu repetitive elements (Corbo et al., 1990). In this method, heterogeneous
nuclear (hn) RNA extracted from purified nuclei is used as a template to synthesise the
first strand of the hncDNA using human-specific Alu primers and reverse transcriptase.
On average, Alu repeats are found every 4 kb in humans and it is thought that many

cDNAs could be primed in this way (see section 4.5 below).

4.2 - CONSTRUCTING Y263+

The first stage in this approach for isolating cDNAs is to target Y263 with selectable
markers. As described above, the vector used for this was the pLJ6 construct shown in

figure 4.4. The ends of linear fragments of DNA are thought to recombine more

efficiently so pLJ6 was linearised within the CYBB gene to optimise homologous
recombination with the CYBB gene in Y263. Therefore, a unique restriction enzyme

site was sought in the CYBB fragment of pLJ6 and a number of restriction enzymes

were tested, none of which were found to be unique to the CYBB fragment. However,
there are only two Kpn I sites in pLJ6; one in the CYBB fragment and one in the LEU2
gene of the PNS vector, which meant that pLJ6 could be linearised by a partial Kpn I
digest. The linearised pLJ6 was extracted from an agarose gel using Geneclean and
then introduced into the Y263 yeast cells by electroporation. After being allowed to

recover, these cells were plated on a synthetic medium which did not contain leucine to
select for the presence of the pLJ6 vector. The pLJ6 vector cannot replicate stably in
yeast cells without being integrated into the YAC, which provides the centromere,

telomeres and autonomous-replicating sequences necessary for stable propagation. To
ensure that the YAC was present in the transformants, any positives from the initial
selection were re-selected for the presence of the YAC by growing them on a medium
which did not contain uracil and tryptophan.
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Twenty colonies were recovered from the electroporation experiment. Four of these
were chosen at random, cultured and used to prepare DNA in agarose blocks. A

sample from each of these blocks was run on a PFG alongside Y263 and the AB1380
host cells (details of the methods for preparing the agarose blocks and running the
PFG are given in Chapter 2). Figure 4.5 shows that the chromosome pattern produced
by the DNA from each of the four colonies is different from that observed in AB1380
or Y263. Y263 overlies yeast chromosome III and is therefore evident only as a more

intensely stained band at the position of yeast chromosome III. In the blocks

containing DNA from the four targeted colonies there is an extra band above yeast

chromosome III. However, all of the yeast chromosome bands visible at this range of
separation seem to have migrated faster in the targeted clones compared with AB1380
or Y263. This is particularly noticeable with chromosome III and is probably due to

the different amounts of DNA present in the agarose blocks; Y263 and AB1380

having a greater concentration of DNA. When a blot of this gel was probed with the 12
kb CYBB genomic clone (presented in figure 4.2), hybridisation in the targeted clones
was only observed with the band which runs above Yeast chromosome III. Since this
was the only chromosomal band to show homology to CYBB it seemed most likely that
the pLJ6 vector had integrated homologously into the YAC which has made it
separable from yeast chromosome III on a pulsed-field gel.

A physical map of the YAC contained in cells from colony 20 confirmed that the

pLJ6 vector had integrated into Y263 in the region known to contain the CYBB gene -

see section 4.3 below. This derivative YAC is called Y263+.

4.3 - PHYSICAL MAPPING OF Y263+

Agarose blocks containing DNA from Y263 and Y263+ cells were digested with the
following rare-cutting restriction enzymes:- SJi I, Ksp I, Sal I, Not I and Bss HII. The

digested DNA was separated using PFGE and a Southern blot of the gel was analysed
using various probes to construct a map of Y263+.

Details of the pulsed field gel running conditions are given in section 2.15.3. The
probes used are described in section 2.15.4. Following stringent washes, the blots were

visualised using ImageQuant^M phosphor image screens. Computer prints from these
screens are presented in figures 4.7 to 4.9 inclusive. The blot was stripped of probe
between each of the above stages.

Physical maps of Y263+ for each of the restriction enzymes used are presented in

figure 4.10 and a composite physical map of Y263+ is presented in figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.7 - Southern blot of the pulsed field gel presented in figure 4.6 which has been
probed with the X1.8 probe, a 1.8 kb Xba 1 fragment which lies 10 kb centromeric to JBB.
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65 kb
45 kb

Y263 Y263+ Y263^V?«qUncut Y263+ - 390 kb

HII Not[
Y263 Y263+ Y263 Y263+

Figure 4.8 - Southern blot of the pulsed field gel presented in figure 4.6 which has been
probed with the 12 kb insert from the CYBB genomic clone. The CYBB genomic clone
contains exons 6 to 10 inclusive and is presented in figure 4.2.
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Sal I Sfi I 6ss HI I Not I

Y263 Y263+ Y263 Y263+ Y263 Y263+ Y263 Y263+

388.0-

339.5- |
291.0-

Uncut Y263+ - 390 kb

Partial Sft I digests of
350 kb and
340 kb

110 kb

Figure 4.1 - Southern blot of the pulsed field gel presented in figure 4.6 which has been
probed with DB5, a Y263-positive cosmid clone.
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4.3.1 - Sfi I digested Y263+
There is no Sfi I site in pLJ6. Consequently, only one band was visible when the Sfi

I digest of Y263+ was probed with CYBB. At approximately 195 kb this band is about
10 kb larger than that seen in Y263 (see figure 4.8). This corresponds to the increase
in size expected following the integration of one copy of the 12.7 kb pLJ6 vector.

However, as the fragments are so large, it is possible that this size estimate corresponds
to the integration of two or three copies of pLJ6. Sizing large fragments using PFGE is

only accurate to within about 10 %. If there had been an Sfi I site in pLJ6 then the
integration of multiple copies of the pLJ6 vector would result in additional Sfi I sites
being introduced into Y263+, these would result in the generation of small restriction
enzyme fragments which would not be visible on a pulsed field gel.

An Sf I site has not been introduced into Y263+. This is confirmed by the absence
of any bands other than those seen in Y263 when an Sf I digest was probed with the
XI.8 fragment (see figure 4.7). However, as is the case with the CYBB genomic probe,
the band in Y263+ does appear to be larger than that seen in Y263. For the reasons

given in the preceding paragraph it is difficult to determine the increase in size,
although it is estimated to be 10 kb (see figures 4.10 and 4.11) - see section 4.3 below.

DB5 maps distal to the most distal Sfi I site on the YAC and, consequently, maps

distal to CYBB and the Sfi I fragment containing pLJ6. Therefore, a band of about 155
kb was revealed when Sf I digests of Y263 and Y263+ were probed with DB5 (see

figure 4.9). Not all of the DNA in the Y263 and Y263+ blocks had been completely

digested by Sf I and faint bands of undigested (only visible in Y263+) and partially

digested YAC can be seen in the blots probed with CYBB and DB5 (see figures 4.8 and
4.9).

4.3.2 - Not I digested Y263+
The only Not I site in Y263 lies 310 kb proximal to the left arm (see figure 3.11).

The pLJ6 vector also contains a Not I site and when Y263+ was probed with the CYBB

genomic fragment two bands of about 255 kb and 65 kb were visible (see figure 4.8).
The 255 kb band is the more distal fragment and contains the left arm of the YAC (see

figures 4.10 and 4.11). The 65 kb band corresponds to the fragment which extends
from the Not I site in pLJ6 to the original Not I site in the YAC (see figures 4.10 and
4.11).

The XI.8 probe maps proximal to the Not I site in Y263 (see figure 3.11).

Consequently, only the most proximal 70 kb band was visible when a Not I digest of
Y263+ was probed with the XI.8 fragment (see figure 4.7).
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A 255 kb band was revealed when a Not I digest of Y263+ was probed with cosmid
DB5; compared with a fragment of 310 kb in Y263 (see figures 3.9 and 4.9). The
band in Y263+ corresponds to a Not I site in the pLJ6 vector, which must lie 255 kb
from the end of the left arm of Y263+ (see figures 4.10 and 4.11).

Within the limits of accuracy of pulsed field gel electrophoresis, the Y263+
construct appears to be about 10 kb larger than Y263. As described above, the pLJ6
vector was 12.7 kb. Therefore, the results from the Not I digests indicate that one copy

of the pLJ6 vector has integrated into Y263 to produce Y263+.

4.3.3 - Sal I digested Y263+
As the pLJ6 vector contains a Sal I site, successful integration of this vector should

introduce an additional Sal I site into Y263. Two bands were visible when Sal I digests
of Y263+ were probed with the CYBB genomic fragment (figure 4.8). These were

about 255 kb and 45 kb. From the physical map of Y263, which was presented in

Chapter 3, we know that there are Sal I sites 70 kb and 90 kb distal to the right arm of
the YAC. The sizes of the bands shown in figure 4.8 indicate that a Sal I site has been
introduced into Y263. This site is either 45 kb from the left arm of the YAC or 45 kb

distal to the most distal Sal I site in the Y263 insert. The physical map of Y263 (see

figure 3.12) shows that the CYBB gene lies at least 155 kb from the left arm of Y263 -

this is proved by the fact that the left arm fragment of the Sfi I digest is 155 kb and
does not show homology with CYBB. Consequently, the 45 kb fragment observed
when CYBB was used to probe a Sal I digest of Y263+ must lie 45 kb distal to the most
distal Y263 Sal I site.

The X1.8 probe maps proximal to the most proximal Sal I site in the Y263 insert
(see figures 3.7 and 3.11). Bands of the same size (67 kb) were revealed when Sal I

digests of Y263 and Y263+ were probed with the XI.8 fragment (see figure 4.7). This
means that the pLJ6 vector has integrated into the 290 kb Sal I fragment of Y263
which does not hybridise to the XI.8 probe. Therefore, there are no changes in size or

number of restriction fragments which hybridise to the XI.8 probe.
DB5 maps to the Bss HII site in the CpG island which lies distal to CYBB - see

Chapter 3, figure 3.11. When a Sal I digest of Y263+ was probed with DB5 a band of
255 kb was seen (see figure 4.9). This band corresponds to the fragment of DNA
extending from the left arm of the YAC to the next proximal Sal I site. Therefore, with
the pLJ6 vector a Sal I site has been introduced in Y263 255 kb from the left arm (see

figures 4.10 and 4.11). This means that the distance from the Sal I site in the pLJ6
vector to the Sal I site distal to JBB is approximately 65 kb (see figures 4.10 and 4.11
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Figure 4.10 - Physical maps of Y263+ for the four rare-cutting restriction enzymes

shown. These maps were constructed using the information obtained from the Southern
blots presented in figures 4.7-4.9 above.
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and section 4.3 below). This 65 kb fragment appears to be split into Sal I fragments of
45 kb and 20 kb, the latter only being visible with Cot-1 DNA (see section 3.2.2.3 and

figure 4.8). As outlined in section 3.2.2.3, further experiments would be required to

confirm that the 20 kb band is 'real' and not the result of non-homologous
hybridisation to the yeast DNA.

4.3.4 - Bss HII digested Y263+

Integration of the pLJ6 vector into Y263 introduces an additional Bss HII site,
which lies in the neomycin resistance gene. When Bss HII digests of Y263+ were

probed with the CYBB genomic fragment two bands of 110 kb and 65 kb were seen

(see figure 4.8). These fragments can be oriented with respect to each other by using
the information obtained from the Sal I and Not I digests; the 110 kb fragment is most

likely to be distal to the 65 kb fragment (see figure 4.10).
When Bss HII digests are probed with XI.8, fragments of 82 kb are observed in

both Y263 and Y263+. This is because XI.8 maps proximal to the most proximal Bss
HII site on Y263. Therefore, the fragment that XI.8 reveals does not contain any of
the integrated pLJ6.

As outlined in Chapter 3, DB5 contains the most distal Bss HII site on Y263 and
when it is used as a probe on Bss HII digested Y263, two fragments of 110 kb and 165
kb are revealed (see figures 3.9 and 3.11). Only the 110 kb band is visible when Bss
HII digested Y263+ is probed with DB5 (see figure 4.9). However, this band is more

intense and probably corresponds to two bands of the same size; one being that
observed in Y263 and the other corresponding to the 165 kb band which has been
"shortened" to 110 kb by the introduction of the new Bss HII site that is present in
pLJ6 (see figure 4.10).

4.3.5 - Ksp I digested Y263+
Unfortunately, the Ksp I digests of Y263 and Y263+ were uninformative as the

DNA had degraded.

4.4 - DEFINING THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF KNOWN GENES IN THE RP3

REGION

The above blots, which compare Y263 and Y263+, suggest that the pLJ6 vector has
integrated into Y263 to produce Y263+. However, as it is difficult to size fragments

accurately using PFGE, it is not clear whether or not more than one copy has
integrated. From the size of the restriction fragments generated (see section 4.2 above)
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there does not appear to be more than four copies of pLJ6 in Y263+. Furthermore, the
physical map of Y263+ indicates that the pLJ6 vector has integrated into the region of
Y263 known to contain the CYBB gene (see figure 3.12).

As outlined in section 1.6, the region which contains at least part of the RP3 gene is
still best defined as being between JBB and the proximal end of CYBB. The tctex-1
like gene and its CpG island are found in this region (Roux et al., 1994). This island

corresponds to the most proximal group of rare-cutting restriction enzyme sites on

Y263. Another gene, or an enhancer of the tctex-1 like gene, could lie between the
distal 3' end of the tctex-1 like gene and the proximal 5' end of CYBB. Alternatively, at
least part of the RP3 gene could lie between the most proximal island on Y263 and
JBB. It would therefore be useful to know the physical distance between the proximal
end of CYBB and the CpG island associated with the tctex-1 like gene, as well as the
physical distance between the proximal end of CYBB and JBB which defines the RP3

region.
The exact distance from exon 6 of CYBB to the 5' end of the gene is 14.01 kb (S.

Orkin, personal communication). If we knew exactly how many copies of pLJ6 had

integrated into Y263+, and could prove that they had integrated at exon 6 of CYBB,
then the physical map of Y263+ could be used to estimate the distance from the 5' end
of CYBB to JBB and to the 3' end of the tctex-1 like gene. This would then better
define the relative positions of the known genes in the region.

The pLJ6 vector could have integrated into Y263 in various ways to produce
Y263+. Prior to targeting, pLJ6 was linearised as a partial Kpn I digest (see figure 4.4).
There are two Kpn I sites in pLJ6; one in the LEU2 gene and one in the CYBB insert.
Medium lacking in leucine was used to select against YACs in which copies of pLJ6
linearised in the LEU2 gene were present. However, if a copy of the pLJ6 vector
linearised in the LEU2 gene co-ligated with a copy which had been linearised in the
CYBB gene it could be maintained in Y263+. In addition, following linearisation of
pLJ6 at either Kpn I site, the "sticky" ends generated orientate the vector. A copy of
pLJ6 linearised in the CYBB fragment generates two Kpn I "sticky" ends. A copy of
pLJ6 linearised within the LEU2 gene generates a Kpn I "sticky" end next to the neo

gene and another next to the subcloned CYBB fragment. Therefore, when considering
co-ligation products that could have integrated into Y263 to create Y263+, there are

numerous possibilities, as the two distinct ends from pLJ6 linearised at either of the two
sites could have co-ligated in various orientations and combinations prior to

integrating into Y263 to produce 263+.
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From section 4.3 above that at least one copy of pLJ6 is present in Y263+ and that
no more than four copies appear to have integrated. In theory, it should be possible to

determine exactly how many copies of pLJ6 are present in Y263+. This could be
achieved by making Southern blots of complete and partial digests of Y263 and
Y263+ (run on agarose gels to accurately size smaller fragments) and probing with
exons 6 and 7 of CYBB, which are found in pLJ6. The enzymes of choice for this
experiment would produce fragments of known size(s) in pLJ6 e.g. Sac I. If there are

concatamers of pLJ6 in Y263+ then fragments in addition to internal pLJ6 fragments
will be generated i.e. fragments that span two concatamers. The number of sites present

in Y263+, and consequently the number of copies of pLJ6 present, could be
determined from the partial digests.

As part of this study an experiment was devised to try to determine if pLJ6 had
been targeted into the CYBB gene in Y263. For simplicity, the experiment devised
assumed that only one copy of pLJ6 is present in Y263+ and, as LEU2 selection was

used, it was assumed that this copy had been linearised at the Kpn I site in the CYBB

fragment. The assumed mode of targeted integration is outlined in figure 4.12. Y263
and Y263+ agarose blocks were digested with Sal I and Sac I and the products run on

a standard 0.6% agarose gel.
When designing this experiment it was assumed that the 12 kb CYBB genomic clone

containing exons 6 and 7, obtained from S. Orkin, was the result of a total Sal I digest.

Consequently, the nearest proximal and distal Sal I sites from the assumed point of

integration are known. The next Sac I site distally can also be determined from the

map of the 12 kb CYBB clone. This means that two Sal I fragments of 20.3 kb and
4.36 kb and a Sac I fragment of 9.43 kb should be generated (see figure 4.13). The
next proximal Sac I site generates another fragment of unknown size. This fragment
should still be visible on a 0.6% agarose gel as Sac I sites occur on average every 4.8
kb in genomic DNA (Goodbourn et al,, 1983). Moreover, as can be seen from figure
4.13, whatever the size of this fragment, it should be the same size as that seen in a

comparable digest and blot of Y263, as in both cases the next Sac I site distally is that
next to exon 7 of CYBB. In addition to assuming that only one copy of pLJ6 has

integrated in to Y263+, these size prediction assume that the point of integration of
pLJ6 is at the Kpn I site between exons 6 and 7 of CYBB (see figure 4.12). Such

assumptions provide a basis for the experimental design and running conditions.
The above experiment was carried out by other workers in the laboratory. None of

the fragment sizes predicted if one or more copies of pLJ6 had integrated into the Kpn
I site of CYBB were seen (blot not shown). However, fragments containing exons 6 and
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7 of CYBB, that were generated from Y263+ were different sizes to those found in
Y263. This means that however many copies of pLJ6 are present in Y263+ the point of

integration must have been in the CYBB gene. This means that the physical map of
Y263+ can be used to estimate the physical limits of RP3 as defined by deletion
patients. The distance from the Not I and Bss HII sites in pLJ6 to the corresponding
sites in the CpG island associated with the tctex-1 like gene is 65 kb. It is not known
where in CYBB pLJ6 has integrated consequently, as the CYBB gene is 29.5 kb in
length the distance from the proximal 5' end of CYBB to the CpG island associated
with the tctex-1 like gene must be between 35.5 kb and 65 kb. Furthermore, from the
map of Y263 we know that JBB lies between the CpG island associated with the tctex-1
like gene and the most proximal SJl I site; a distance of 30 kb. Consequently, the
physical limits of the RJP3 region, as defined by deletion patients, is no greater than 95
kb.

It is interesting to note that Sal I digests of Y263 did not produce a 12 kb CYBB

fragment. Consequently, one of the Sal I sites used to clone the 12 kb CYBB fragment
in X-CGD must be from the plasmid or phage vector in which the fragment was

originally cloned (see section 3.2.2.3)

4.5 - SUMMARY

The CYBB vector was targeted into Y263 as part of the general targeting strategy of
this study. The resultant construct, Y263+, confers a leucine prototrophy and contains
various restriction enzyme sites not found in the original YAC but present in the
targeting vector, pLJ6. The mapping experiments described in sections 4.3 and 4.4
above show that pLJ6 has integrated into the CYBB gene of Y263 to produce Y263+.
However, the exact position of integration and the number of copies which have
integrated have not yet been determined. As outlined in section 4.4, these questions
could be answered by analysing Southern blots of partial digests.

From the physical mapping information presented above it appears that there are no

more than 4 copies of pLJ6 in Y263+. This means that the physical map of Y263+
shown in figure 4.11 and the information on CYBB obtained from S. Orkin can be
used to better define the relative position of known genes in the RP3 region. As
outlined in sections 1.6, the region which contains at least part of the RP3 gene is still
best defined by deletion patients as being between the proximal 5' end of the CYBB
gene and JBB (the proximal breakpoint of the deletion patient BB). Although the

genomic structure of the CYBB gene is now known (S. Orkin, personal
communication) its exact physical location relative to the CpG islands that flank it and
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relative to JBB is still unknown (see figure 1.8). This meant that the region from the
proximal 5' end of CYBB to JBB, which should contain at least part of the RP3 gene,

could only be estimated as up to ~170 kb. As described in section 4.4 above, the

physical map of Y263 and Y263+ can be used to make a more accurate assessment of
this distance which can now be said to be no greater than 95 kb. Thus the physical

region encompassing at least part of the RP3 gene (as defined by deletion patients) is

effectively reduced by at least 44%.
The distance from the 5' end of CYBB to the next proximal Not I site is no more

than 65 kb (see sections 4.3 and 4.4). The tctex-1 like gene extends 9 kb distal to this
Not I site (Roux et al., 1994; see section 1.6 above). This means that the distance
between the 3' distal end of the tctex-1 like gene and the 5' proximal end of CYBB is
no more than about 56 kb. The informative crossover documented by Roux et al.

(1994) places the RP3 gene proximal to intron 4 of the tctex-1 like gene (see section
1.6 above). However, part of the RP3 gene or an enhancer element of RP3 could
extend distally from intron 4 of the tctex-1 like gene and could therefore lie in this 56
kb "gap" between CYBB and the tctex-1 like gene (see section 1.6).

This targeting experiment has been useful in providing a more detailed physical
map of the RP3 region. Obviously, the accuracy of this map would be improved if the
exact point of integration and number of copies of pLJ6 present in Y263+ were

established. Nevertheless, with the information available, the physical limits of the RP3

region can now be defined as being approximately 95 kb. A region of this size could
easily be represented by three cosmid clones and mapping such cosmids to the RP3
region will be much easier using Southern blots of Y263+ in combination with its
physical map. These cosmids could then be used in one of many strategies now

available for isolating cDNAs from a region. For example, they could be hybridised
against zoo blots to see if they contain evolutionarily conserved sequences and, if they
do, be used to screen an appropriate cDNA library. Alternatively, such cosmids could
be used in one of the more recently developed techniques for the isolation of cDNAs
for example, exon trapping. A review of the various techniques now available for
cloning genes is presented by Monaco (1994). The physical map of Y263+, with the
additional restriction enzyme sites introduced as a result of the integration of pLJ6,

may enable the RP3 region to be subcloned. Furthermore, as shown in figure 4.5,
Y263+ is easily separated from the host yeast chromosomes by PFGE. Since various
PFGE conditions failed to separate the original YAC from yeast chromosome III, the
ability to isolate this derivative YAC from yeast chromosomes could be useful in a
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number of experiments in which Y263 needs to be subcloned, e.g. for constructing a

cosmid or phage library.

Finally, the reason for targeting Y263 was to introduce the resulting Y263+
construct into the hybrid mouse neuroblastoma and embryonic retinal cell line
N18RE-103. As described in section 4.1, it is thought that this introduction would be
best achieved by fusing the mammalian mouse cells with spheroplasts of the YAC

containing yeast cells in the presence of polyethylene glycol (Huxley et al., 1991). As
the targeted YAC contains the neo gene neomycin resistance could be used to ensure

that the YAC is both present and retained in the mouse cell line. Once it is stably
maintained in the mouse cell line, human cDNAs could be isolated from the targeted

region. This would be undertaken using the method described by Corbo et al. (1990)
which involves priming cDNAs from the YAC using primers specific to human Alu
repetitive elements. The first strand is synthesised using hnRNA, extracted from the
nuclei of the targeted cells, Alu specific primers and reverse transcriptase. The second
strand would be synthesised using DNA polymerase I, E. coli RNase H, and DNA

ligase, which is used in standard cDNA cloning (Duguid et al., 1989). The double-
stranded hncDNA can then be digested and subcloned. Corbo et al. (1990) reported
that 80% of the subclones obtained contained human sequences. Any double stranded
cDNAs isolated in this way could then be digested and subcloned ready for analysis.
However, it is now known if all the necessary transcription factors are expressed in this
cell line not is there any guarantee that the mouse transcription factors would work

effectively on the human promoters.
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CHAPTER 5

ISOLATION OF A MICROSATELLITE REPEAT FROM THE RP3 REGION

FOR USE IN LINKAGE ANALYSIS

5.1 - A NEW METHOD FOR RAPID ISOLATION OF MICROSATELLITES

FROM YEAST ARTIFICIAL CHROMOSOMES

As described in Chapter 3, the CYBB positive YAC, Y263, should contain at least

part of the RP3 gene. Although the physical mapping and cloning of genes from this
YAC was important, it was also thought that highly informative microsatellite repeats
could be isolated from the YAC in order to improve the genetic mapping of RP3.

Chapter 1 explains how microsatellite repeats have become established as

polymorphic markers, being used to provide high resolution linkage maps in man,

mouse and rat (Weissenbach et al., 1992; Dietrich et al., 1992; Serikawa et al., 1992).

They are also invaluable for the genetic fine mapping of a region of interest. A wide

range of procedures for identifying microsatellites from regions of interest have

already been described by other workers (e.g. Stallings et al., 1991; Cornelis et al.,
1992; Feener et al., 1991; Taylor et al., 1992; Ostrander et al., 1992; Rojas et al.,
1992; Edwards et al., 1991). These methods usually involve constructing a library and
then screening it with radiolabelled oligonucleotides. A new method was developed
with Dr. J. Brown which is faster and simpler than those previously described. This

requires minimal subcloning, does not use radioactive isotopes and uses catch-linkered
YAC material, which is useful in a number of other applications. This technique was

used to isolate a CA^g microsatellite repeat from Y263. An outline of the technique is

given in figure 5.1 and a detailed description of the method and the primers used is
given in Chapter 2.

5.2 - CATCH-LINKERING OF YAC MATERIAL

The 360 kb YAC, Y263, was band isolated from a pulsed-field electrophoresis gel,
in which it co-migrated with yeast chromosome III.

The band isolated material was dialysed against Sau3A I restriction buffer, melted
and then digested with Sau3 A I. The agarose slice was digested with agarase and the
DNA was precipitated, resuspended and ligated to a 50-fold molar excess of double
stranded PCR-amplifiable catch-linkers (962L/963L - see section 2.7.2). The ligation
mix was diluted and an aliquot of this was PCR amplified using the 962L master

primer (see section 2.7.2).
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5.3 - HYBRID SELECTION OF YAC FRAGMENTS CONTAINING (CA)N
REPEATS

Experimental details of this procedure are given in section 2.16. In summary, PCR
amplified YAC material was extracted with Geneclean^ to remove any excess 962L
primer and then mixed in the appropriate buffer with the biotinylated (CA) j j

oligonucleotide. This mixture was heated to 95°C to melt the DNA strands and allowed
to anneal at 60°C for 15 minutes, after which a sample of the mixture was added to

streptavidin-coated magnetic beads (Dynal) in buffer and incubated at room

temperature for 15 minutes with occasional mixing.
After being allowed to bind, the beads were collected by magnet and the buffer was

discarded. They were then washed twice at 60°C before being eluted in PCR buffer,
aliquots of which were PCR amplified.

Figure 5.2.1 shows that when the catch-linkered YAC material was PCR amplified, a

smear of -300 bp was obtained, which corresponds to the expected size of fragments

produced by a Sau3A I digest of genomic DNA (Drmanac et al., 1986). After
enrichment, the PCR product contains distinct bands, which can be seen on an agarose

gel (see figure 5.2.2). Only faint bands were seen in a control experiment in which the

biotinylated (CA) oligonucleotide was absent, whereas serial dilution of the

experimental samples identified specific and consistent bands that were absent from the
controls.

5.4 - CLONING FRAGMENTS CONTAINING (CA)N REPEATS
The PCR products from the selection procedure were extracted with Geneclean^

and ligated into the vector pCRlOOO (Invitrogen). This is a pUC based vector which
contains the M13 primer sequences and takes advantage of the terminal transferase

activity exhibited by Taq polymerase (this results in the addition of a single adenine
residue to the 3' end of PCR products). DH5 competent cells were transformed with the
ligation mixture and plated on selective medium. Mini-preps of selected colonies were

made and sequenced using Ml3 primers.
Five recombinant clones were chosen at random after the enrichment procedure and

sequenced using an automated laser fluorescent sequencer (ALF, Pharmacia). One
clone did not contain a CA repeat, one contained an interrupted CA repeat and three
contained the same CAjg repeat in different orientations. Examples of the CA and GT

sequences which were isolated are shown in figure 5.3.
PCR primers were designed to the unique sequence on either side of the CA] g

repeat (EMBL accession number X73900; Hardwick et al., 1993 - see figure 5.4). The
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267bp -

Figure 5.2.1 - Catch-linkered Y263 which had been amplified using the 962L master
primer. Y263 was digested with Sau3 AI and catch-linkered before PCR amplification.
This photograph of a 4% agarose gel, stained with ethidium bromide, shows marker V
(pBR322 • Hae III) in lane 1, catch-linkered and PCR amplified Y263 in lane 2 and the
PCR negative control in lane 3.
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Figure 5.2.2 - Catch-linkered Y263 after enrichment for microsatellite repeats. PCR
amplified and run on a 4% ethidium bromide stained agarose gel (lane 2) along with
marker V (pBR322 ■ Hae III) in lane 1.
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Figure5.3-ExamplesofCAandGTrepeatssequencedon theALF(Pharmacia).Thesequencesshownareoppositestrands oftheclonefromwhichtheJL152PCRprimersweredesigned.



SEQUENCE FROM THE JL152 CLONE

5'
ACCGTTT3CiTC AAGAATTCGG TACCGTCGAC TATCTATTGT 40

Vector Master Primer

TCTATACATT GGACACTTTA TAATAGTCCT GCATTTGAGA so

ACCTATAATA TTGTGCTTGC GCACATGTGT GTGTGTGTGT 120

JL152 PRIMER 7

GTGTGTGTGT GTGTGTGTGT GTTTATATTT TACAG 155

IAACCCTGAAG GAGGCCTGTA CCTGGCTGTG ACCCTGTTGGI 195
lExon 6 of CYBBI

ICAGGCATCAC TGGAGTTGTC ATCACGCTGT GCCTCATATT I 235
CTCAACAG TAGTGCGACA CGGAG

^JL152 PRIMER

A G
I ATTATCACT TCCTCCACCA AAACCATCCG AAGGTCTTAC I 275

I
I TIT'GAAGTCT TTTGG-ACACA CATCATCTCT TTGTGATC I 313

GTCGACGGTA CCGAATTCTT GAC AbA4CCCT TCTCACC
_ 350

Master Primer Vector 3'

Figure 5.4 - Sequence from one strand of the JL152 clone (both strands were sequenced). The
primers designed to amplify the dinucleotide repeat are indicated, as are the master primer
sequences used to clone this fragment of DNA. From base 156 to 314 the sequence shows
homology to exon 6 of the CYBB gene. Differences were found at the three positions indicated.
At position 1 the guanine is an adenine residue in CYBB, at position 2 the adenine is a guanine
in CYBB and at position 3 a thymine residue has been deleted when compared with the CYBB
sequence. The A and T residues (a and b) are the result of subcloning the fragment, following
PCR amplification, into the pCRlOOO vector which utilises the adenine residue added to the 3'
end of PCR products.
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different alleles were assigned by amplifying genomic DNA from 36 different
individuals and sizing them with two internal standards, one being larger and the other

being smaller than the expected allele size range. The alleles in each lane were aligned
relative to each other by using these size markers - see figure 5.5. One of the samples
was electrophoresed in every gel as a positive control and this allowed all of the alleles
to be assigned relative to each other.

The JL152 primers were designed to amplify 152 bp of the sequence obtained from
the CAjg clone and initial sizing using the ALF seemed to confirm that the
microsatellite thus amplified was in this size range. However, more accurate internal
markers have now been developed for use on the ALF sequencer and these indicate
that the size of the PCR product on Y263 is 164 bp. This means that all of the alleles
identified to date are 12 bp larger than they were originally thought to be.

The JL152 primers were used to amplify DNA from Y263 and, as a control, to

amplify yeast AB1380 DNA. No product was obtained from the yeast, but a fragment
which was accurately sized at 164 bp was obtained from Y263. Since the YAC

fragment was 12 bp larger than the amplified JL152 clone, it appears that 12 bp had
been deleted in the clone from which the sequence was obtained. The cloned and

sequenced fragment was PCR amplified prior to subcloning into a vector which was

propagated in E. coli. This size difference could be the result of a partial deletion of
the dinucleotide repeat sequence during PCR amplification and/or when propagated in
the E. coli host (E. coli does not always stably maintain dinucleotide repeats).

Notwithstanding the size discrepancy, the unique sequence flanking the
dinucleotide repeat appears to be a faithful representation of the genomic sequence.

The fact that the unique sequence from one side of the repeat was found to show

sequence homology with exon 6 of the CYBB gene also supports this assumption (see
figure 5.4). Over the 159 bp sequence from the start of exon 6 in CYBB there is 98%

sequence homology with the JL152 clone. Three mismatches were found: two were

substitutions and one was a base deletion. These lie 100 bp, 111 bp and 136 bp from
the start of exon 6 respectively. The first substitution changes an Asparagine residue
(encoded for by AAT) to an Aspartic acid residue (encoded for by GAT). The second
substitution changes a Glutamic acid residue (encoded for by GAG) to a Lysine
residue (encoded for by AAG). The two substitutions also resulted in the loss of
restriction enzyme sites: Tsp EI, Vsp I and Mse I sites being lost as a result of the first
substitution and an Hpa II site being lost as a result of the second. Finally, the second
substitution resulted in the gain of Bcc I and Bsl I sites. Although the deletion results in
a "frame-shift", it does not alter any restriction enzyme site recognition sequences. It
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Figure5.5-ThreeoftheCYBB(JL152)allelesrun,withinternalsizemarkers,
ontheALF.
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should be possible to ascertain whether these changes are polymorphisms, rather than
sequencing errors, or PCR/cloning artefacts. This could be achieved by designing PCR

primers that amplify across this region and then trying to digest this PCR product from
a number of normal individuals with one of the restriction enzymes sites which would
be gained or lost as a result of the substitutions described above. As all of the
mismatches are non-conservative they are unlikely to be polymorphisms. However, it is

thought that any polymorphisms which are present could be useful in linkage analysis
if a key female in an xlRP family is uninformative for the JL152 microsatellite repeat.

Consequently, other workers in the laboratory are investigating whether or not these
sites are polymorphic.

Since all three of the mismatches described above are outside the region used to

design the PCR primers, it seems reasonable to assume that the microsatellite cloned
from Y263 is in intron 5 of the CYBB gene.

5.5 - A NEW MICROSATELLITE REPEAT CLONED FROM THE CYBB GENE

To date, the JL152 microsatellite has been shown to identify 8 alleles in the general

population and to have a heterozygosity of 0.76 (Hardwick et al., 1993). The
frequencies of various JL152 alleles found in the general population are shown below:

Allele Size (bp) Frequency
Al 166 0.29

A2 162 0.03

A3 168 0.34

A4 160 0.02

A5 170 0.15

A6 164 0.03

A7 158 0.12

A8 172 0.02

Table 5.1 - The frequency of the JL152 alleles found in the general population
(estimated from 36 unrelated Caucasian individuals - 23 females and 13 males).
Observed heterozygosity = 0.76
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5.6 - CLONING DINUCLEOTIDE REPEATS FROM OTC YACS

Two OTC positive YACs, 27D (360 kb) and 30D (280 kb), which had been isolated
by Dr. K. Dry, were used for isolating dinucleotide repeats by the method described
above. Following enrichment for CA repeats, the material was PCR amplified and a

number of distinct bands were observed; these being between about 100 bp and 400

bp in size (see figure 5.6). A Southern blot of these bands was prepared and the insert
from JL152 was used as a positive control. This blot was probed with a CA repeat

(Pharmacia) which confirmed that the material from the OTC YACs does contain CA

repeats (see figure 5.7). This material is now being subcloned and sequenced so that
primers can be designed to amplify these dinucleotide repeats. This experiment should
yield new microsatellite repeats from the OTC region which, like the JL152 repeat, will
be useful in analysing xlRP families.

5.7 - LINKAGE ANALYSIS USING THE JL152 MICROSATELLITE REPEAT

SUB-CLONED FROM THE CYBB GENE

Key to xlRP pedigrees:

Affected male

Obligate carrier female
Female shown to be a carrier on testing
A non-obligate carrier of unknown status

Inferred allele

Once it had been established that the JL152 microsatellite repeat was ffom the
CYBB gene it was expected to be linked to RP3 and RP2. This assumption was

confirmed by observing the segregation of JL152 alleles with respect to the disease in
10 xlRP families, which gave 39 informative meioses. The data thus obtained is

presented in pedigree form in figures 5.8.1 to 5.8.10 inclusive. Two point linkage
analysis between the CYBB microsatellite and xlRP produced a lod score of 10.09 at a

value of 6 = 0.01 (see table 5.2). The lod score of -oo produced at a value of Q = 0 is
due to recombination events occurring between CYBB and the disease in family 11

(see section 5.7.1 below). Confidence limits of approximately 95% were found for
values of 6 between 0 and 0.08.

As this microsatellite repeat is thought to be within 500 kb (potentially <1 cM) of
RP3, families in which previous analysis had revealed a crossover in the RP3 region

o

®

©

()
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ca
3 4 5 6 7

Figure 5.6 - A photograph of the ethidium bromide stained gel used for the Southern blot
which is presented in figure 5.7. Lanes 1 and 2 are from Y263 and contain CA repeats.
These were present as positive controls. Lanes 3 to 5 inclusive are catch-linkered OTC
YACs enriched for CA repeats and PCR amplified. Lanes 6 and 7 are subclones of some
of the enriched bands which had been digested with Sal I to release the cloned fragment.
The Southern blot of this gel was probed with CA/GT oligonucleotides to determine
whether or not any of the enriched or cloned bands contained dinucleotide repeats (see
figure 5.7).
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marker V 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 5.7 - A photograph of the Southern blot of the gel presented in figure 5.6 which has
been probed with CA/GT oligonucleotides labelled with 32p This Southern blot shows
that there are CA/GT repeats in lanes 3, 4, and 5 which contained catch-linkered OTC
YACs enriched for microsatellites. Lanes 6 and 7 contained subclones of some of the
enriched bands which had been digested with Sal I to release the cloned fragment. As can
be seen from this blot neither of these two clones contained microsatellites. Lanes 1 and 2
contained bands from Y263 which have CA/GT repeats and were present as positive
controls.
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F«gure 5.8.1 - Segregation of the CYBB microsatellite (JL152) in family F3
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F'gUr* 5.8.2 - Segregation of the CYBB microsatellite (JL152) in family F4
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Figure 5.83 - Segregation of the CYBB microsatellite (JL152) in family F11
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Figure 5.8.4 - Segregation of the CYBB microsatellite (JL152) in family F19
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Figure 5.8.5 - Segregation of the CYBB microsatellite (JL152) in family F25

Figure 5.8.6 - Segregation of the CYBB microsatellite (JL152) in family F26
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Figure 5.8.7 - Segregation of the CYBB microsalellite (JL152) in family F47
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Figure 5.8.8 - Segregation of the CYBB microsatellite (JL152) in family F51
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0.00

0.01

0.05

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

FamilyF3

2.00

1.96

1.81

1.60

1.16

0.68

0.24

FamilyF4

1.20

1.18

1.09

0.98

0.72

0.44

0.15

FamilyFll

-oo

0.38

0.95

1.09

1.03

0.80

0.46

FamilyF19

1.77

1.72

1.54

1.31

0.87

0.50

0.20

FamilyF25

0.30

0.30

0.28

0.26

0.20

0.15

0.08

FamilyF26

0.60

0.59

0.56

0.51

0.41

0.29

0.16

FamilyF47

1.70

1.66

1.51

1.32

0.93

0.54

0.20

FamilyF55

1.22

1.18

1.03

0.85

0.49

0.21

0.06

FamilyF64

0.90

0.89

0.81

0.72

0.52

0.32

0.13

FamilyF68

0.24

0.23

0.20

0.17

0.10

0.05

0.01

TOTAL

-OO

10.09

9.78

8.81

6.43

3.98

1.69

TABLE5.2-Twopointlodscoresatthevaluesofrecombinationfraction(6)betweentheCYBBmicrosatellite repeatJL152andretinitispigmentosainelevenRP3typefamilies.DuetoacrossoverinfamilyF11 (seetext)thelodscoreatrecombinationfraction0.00is-0QUnfortunately,theCYBBmicrosatellite wasuninformativeinfamilyF51.



were of particular interest for the purpose of identifying rare recombinants. This CYBB
polymorphism has proved to be very useful in determining the status of females who
are at risk of being xlRP carriers and in satisfying requests for prenatal diagnosis (see
sections 5.8 and 5.9 below).

A detailed discussion of the analysis of five xlRP families of particular interest is

presented below. In these families two other microsatellite repeats were used: DXS1110
(isolated from intron 4 of the tctex-1 like gene by Roux et al., 1993) and DXS1068 (a
microsatellite repeat from Genethon which is thought to lie < 2 cM proximal to OTC -

T. Meitinger, personal communication). These additional markers made it easier to
create a more accurate picture of the haplotypes in the RP2 and RP3 regions of these
families.

5.7.1 - Analysis of family F51 (a haplotype of this family is presented in figure 5.9)
Prior to this study family F51 was classified as being RP2 with a posterior

probability of 0.98 (Aldred M.A., 1992).
In the linkage analysis which was carried out for this study a crossover in the

unaffected male monozygotic twins, IV-3 and IV-4, placed the disease gene proximal
to DXS1110, which supports the RP2 classification.

Another branch of this family was examined by the East Anglia Regional Genetics
Service (EARGS) in response to a request for a prenatal diagnosis. When compared
with the haplotype of the obligate carrier female III 3, their results showed that a

crossover in the disease chromosome had been inherited by the obligate carrier female
III-1. This crossover placed the disease gene which is segregating in this family distal
to the monoamine oxidase B gene, MAOB, at Xpll.3.

In this study the CYBB, DXS1110 and DXS1068 microsatellites were used on DNA
from the 10 individuals for which haplotypes are shown in figure 5.9. These markers
are located in the Xp21.1 region as follows:

Telomere - CYBB - DXS1110 - OTC - DXS1068 - DXS7 - Centromere

(see figure 5.10)

Unfortunately, it was impossible to obtain results for individual IV-5 with DXS1110
and DXS1068.

The results obtained for this study and the findings of the EARGS show that the
disease gene which is segregating in this family probably lies between DXS1110 and
MAOB. This is consistent with an RP3 locus mutation. However, as discussed in

Chapters 3 and 4 DXS1110 lies within the tctex-1 like gene which is about 50 kb distal
to JBB (the proximal deletion break point in patient BB). It is therefore important that
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markers lying around OTC, on the proximal side of RP3, are shown to be non-

recombinant in males IV-3 and IV-4. The microsatellite marker DXS1068 is believed

to lie close to OTC (Meitinger, personal communication) and both IV-3 and IV-4 have
inherited chromosomes in which a recombination has occurred between DXS1068 and

DXS1110. As more markers become available from the OTC region they can be used
to confirm this recombination event. However, localisation of an RP3 mutation

proximal to DXS1110 confirms the localisation made by Roux et al., 1994 (see
section 1.6).

5.7.2 - Analysis of family Fll (a haplotype of this family is presented in figure 5.11)
Prior to the linkage analysis carried out for this study it was difficult to determine

exactly where crossovers had occurred and whether the RP2 or RP3 gene was

segregating in this family.
The disease chromosome inherited by the left-hand branch of this family from

affected male II-1 had different alleles from those inherited by affected male II-2 in
the right-hand branch.

For the purposes of this study, eight individuals in family 11, whose haplotypes are

shown, were analysed using CYBB, DXS1110 and DXS1068. In generations III and IV
these markers have made it possible to infer the haplotypes of the two affected males in

generation II and the founder female in generation I (it was impossible to obtain DNA

samples from any of these individuals). These inferred results make it possible to

determine where crossovers have occurred in this family.
The disease chromosome inherited by affected male II-2 appears to contain a

double crossover when compared with male II-1. Double crossovers are usually rare,

but this one is not unlikely as it occurs over a relatively large genetic distance (between
DXS110 and DXS255, which are about 20 cM apart) and is confirmed by several
markers. These crossovers place the disease gene proximal to DXS1110 and distal to
DXS255 and account for the different disease haplotypes in the left and right-hand
branches of generation IV. However, in all generations the disease is associated with the
same alleles in OTC and DXS1068. The various values of 0 between RP and CYBB;
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Figure 5.11 - Haplotype analysis of family Fl 1.
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between RP and DXS1110; and between RP and DXS1068 are presented in the table
below:

0 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.4

CYBB -00 0.38 0.95 1.09 1.03 0.80 0.46

DXS1110 -oo

1.78 1.07 0.78 0.54 0.41 0.25

DXS1068 2.07 2.03 1.89 1.71 1.34 0.93 0.49

TABLE 5.3 - Two point lod scores at the values of recombination fractions (0)
shown between the three microsatellite repeat markers and X-linked retinitis

pigmentosa in members of family F11.

When the lod score data is considered together with the haplotypes of family F11

(figure 5.11) it is possible to confirm that the disease gene which is segregating in this
family lies distal to DXS7 (according to the haplotype information from affected male
IV-7) and proximal to DXS1110 (according to the inferred haplotype information
from affected male II-2). This is consistent with a mutation in the RP3 region and with
the crossover identified by Roux et al., (1994) which placed an RP3 mutation proximal
to DXS1110. Such a position is also supported by the crossover identified in family
F11. The results from the genetic mapping of families Fll and F51 are summarised in
Figure 5.10.

5.7.3 - Analysis of family F47 (a haplotype of this family is presented in figure 5.12)
Prior to the linkage analysis carried out in this study, family F47 was classified as

being RP2 with a posterior probability of 0.96 (Aldred M.A., 1992).
A crossover has occurred at some point in the first three generations and has

resulted in the two obligate carrier females in generation IV having different alleles on

the disease chromosome for DXS84, which is distal to CYBB.

In generation V, tight linkage is observed between CYBB, DXS1110, DXS 1068 and
the disease, although DXS 1068 is uninformative in the branch on the left. A crossover

in the chromosome inherited by unaffected male V-2 places the mutation which is

segregating in this family distal to DXS426. Results from previous studies indicate that
a double crossover has occurred at the OTC locus in individual V-2. The distance

between DXS1110 and DXS7 is estimated at ~9 cM. Although a double crossover over

such a small distance seems unlikely, a double crossover in the same region has been
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Figure 5.13 - Haplotype analysis of family F15



confirmed in another xlRP family (data not shown). If the double recombination could
be confirmed with another marker, the haplotype analysis from individual V-l, in
combination with that from V-2, should place the mutation either between DXS426
and DXS1068, or distal to OTC and proximal to the marker DXS85 (L782). This
means that RP2, RP3 or xlRP6 could be the disease gene which is segregating in this

family.

5.7.4 - Analysis of family F15 (a haplotype of this family is presented in figure 5.13)

Linkage data from family F15 has already been published by Wright et al., (1991)
and illustrates the segregation of a mutation at the RP2 locus. The posterior probability
of this family being RP2 was calculated to be 0.99 before this study (Aldred M.A.,

1992).
A crossover which has been inherited by affected male IV-1 places the disease gene

below DXS84 and therefore rules out the xlRP6 gene as being responsible for the
disease in this family.

Crossovers were observed in the disease chromosomes inherited by females III-9
and III-13. In female III-9 the crossover is between DXS7 and TIMP; in female III-13

there is an inferred crossover between DXS7 and DXS1110. If these two females are

heterozygous for the disease then the RP2 locus must be segregating in this family.
However, as the diagnosis in carrier females is less clear-cut than in males, it is possible
that these individuals were misclassified, in which case the disease locus segregating in
this family lies above TIMP and must therefore be RP3. These females were examined
in 1983, when III-9 was 38 years of age and III-3 was 31 years old. Both were thought
to be disease heterozygotes, although the only clinical signs indicative of carrier status
were peripheral pigmentary changes. If these females do carry xlRP the haplotype
analysis is consistent with a disease localisation between DXS7 and DXS14 (RP2).
There has been no independent confirmation of the diagnosis and, unfortunately, it has
not been possible to have these females re-examined. It is unfortunate that the key
recombinants in this family occur in non-obligate carrier females in whom diagnosis is
less certain than in males. Consequently, all that can be deduced from the haplotype

analysis is that either the RP2 or RP3 loci could be segregating in this family.

5.7.5 - Analysis of family F5 (a haplotype of this family is presented in figure 5.14)
This family is very similar to family F15 in that a key recombination has occurred

in the disease chromosome inherited by a non-obligate carrier female. The female in
question is III-7 and the recombination has occurred between CYBB and DXS228(1).
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This means that she has inherited the normal chromosome above DXS228(1) and the
disease chromosome below DXS993. Consequently, if this female is a heterozygous
carrier for the disease, then the disease gene which is segregating in this family is RP2;

conversely, if she is not a heterozygote carrier then the RP3 gene is segregating in this

family. However, it is impossible to diagnose any non-obligate carrier female as

clinically normal as the phenotype may be so mild as to be clinically undetectable. The
female III-7 was thought to be a carrier but a more recent examination brought the

original diagnosis into question and there is now no reliable evidence that she is

heterozygous for xlRP.

Only two other recombination events have been found in family F5. One of these is
in female IV-1, who was shown to be a carrier on testing. A recombination in the
disease chromosome inherited by her places the disease gene distal to DXS255. The
other recombination event has occurred in the X-chromosome inherited by the
affected male IV-5, which places the disease gene proximal to DXS84. Obviously,
neither of these two recombinant events allow the family to be classified as RP2 or

RP3. In the absence of a firm clinical diagnosis for the female III-7 this family cannot

now be classified as RP2 or RP3.

5.8 - USING HAPLOTYPE ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE CARRIER STATUS

As xlRP heterozygous females can be asymptomatic, or exhibit varying degrees of
clinical manifestation, haplotype analysis is sometimes requested to determine carrier
status. Obviously, the availability of tightly linked and informative markers makes such
tests more accurate.

As outlined in section 5.7.2, haplotype analysis, particularly that in the affected
male IV-7, shows that an RP3 mutation could be segregating in family Fll. Five
females in generation IV are potential carriers of the disease as their mothers are

obligate carriers. For this study, DNA was available from three of these females. It is

relatively easy to establish that female IV-11 is probably not a carrier of the disease as

she has inherited the unaffected haplotype for all of the six informative markers tested
between DXS84 and DXS255, for this branch of the family. The female IV-10 has
inherited the same haplotype as her sister, IV-11, in the region from DXS41 to DXS7.
However, a crossover has occurred in the disease chromosome inherited by IV-10
between TIMP and DXS1068, where the RP2 gene is thought to lie (see section 1.4).
The informative markers in the RP3 region show that this female is not a carrier for an

RP3 mutation. In addition, a far more accurate prenatal diagnosis test can now be
provided if one is requested. Finally, the female IV-13 can also be classified as
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unaffected so far as an RP3 mutation is concerned because the crossover which has

occurred in her maternal X-chromosome has only resulted in her inheriting the disease
chromosome distal to DXS41.

Statistical risk values for a female being heterozygous for the disease gene can be
calculated in the same way as risk calculations are made for prenatal diagnosis (see
section 5.9 below and Holloway et al, 1991). However, in this case haplotype analysis
shows that the disease gene segregating in this family is RP3 and for each of the three

non-obligate carriers described informative markers spanning the disease gene region
show that they are highly unlikely to be carriers of the disease gene.

5.9 - USE OF THE NEW CYBB MICROSATELLITE IN A REQUEST FOR
PRENATAL DIAGNOSIS

When a disease gene has not been cloned, haplotype analysis in combination with

probability calculations can be used to provide prenatal diagnosis. Figure 5.15 shows
the haplotype of a family requesting prenatal diagnosis. Although the expectant

mother, II-1, was not clinically examined, she has a 50% chance of being a carrier as

she is the daughter of an obligate carrier of xlRP. Unfortunately, the family is too

small to determine whether RP2 or RP3 is segregating. Haplotype analysis revealed that
individual 1-2 is informative for five markers between 5' dystrophin and TIMP, which

span both RP2 and RP3 loci, and no crossovers have occurred in any of the siblings in

generation II. Two markers (DXS228(1) and MAOA) were uninformative in individual
II-1 and no results could be obtained from the foetal DNA sample with 5'-dystrophin
(DYS-1) or DXS426. From the haplotype information presented in figure 5.15 it is
immediately apparent that, unless a rare double recombination involving the disease
gene has occurred, the expectant mother is a carrier of the disease.

As can be seen in figure 5.15, the foetus had inherited all of the alleles associated
with the unaffected chromosome. However, a double cross-over could have occurred

which involved the disease gene, be this RP2 or RP3, and such an undetectable event

would mean that the foetus was in fact affected. The risk due to single or double
recombinations having occurred is calculated using what appear to be likely flanking
markers; CYBB to DXS1003 probably includes both RP3 and RP2. The probability of
error due to double recombinations was therefore calculated using the following
equation:

2PC]X(0-x) + 2(l-P)c2y(0-y)
(From Aldred, 1992).
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Where 1 and 2 are the different disease loci (here RP3 and RP2), P is the probability
of having a type 1 mutation, 0 is the recombination fraction between the respective

flanking markers, x and y are the recombination fractions from the closest marker to
loci 1 and 2 respectively and the coincidence coefficient Cj = 20j

The prior probabilities for which of the disease genes was segregating in this family
were 0.3 for RP2 and 0.7 for RP3 (for details of the estimated proportions of RP2 and
RP3 families see section 1.4 above). RP3 was estimated to be 0.5 cM from CYBB and
the maximum distance between RP2 and DXS1003 was estimated to be 8 cM.

Consequently, x = 0.005 (RP3-CYBB), and 0-x = 0.175. For RP2, y = 0.08 (RP2-
DXS1003), and 0-y = 0.1.

The foetus is therefore said to be unaffected with a probability of error due to
double recombinants of 0.2% (0.000441 + 0.001728 = 0.002169). However, there is
no firm evidence that allows us to position DXS1003 proximal or distal to RP2. The
possibility that RP2 is below DXS1003 was estimated to be about 5% i.e.

0RP2-DXS1OO3 ~ 5%. The total error is largely due to this latter 5% and the patient
was therefore counselled that the margin for error was about 5%.

This case illustrates how useful microsatellites such as the one isolated from CYBB

can be when dealing with such requests for prenatal diagnosis and shows that an

acceptable result can be obtained when using such markers, even if it is impossible to

determine whether an RP2 or RP3 mutation is segregating in a family.

5.10 - LINKAGE DISEQUILIBRIUM AND THE NEW CYBB MICROSATELLITE
As the new CYBB microsatellite is so tightly linked to RP3 it was possible that

linkage disequilibrium would be observed. A total of 16 xlRP families have been

analysed to date, none of which can be definitively classified as RP2. Families F47, F5
and F15 could be RP2 families and the CYBB disease alleles which are segregating in
these families are A5, A3 and A5 respectively. The allele associated with the disease in
each family can be used to compile table 5.4, which shows the distribution of alleles.
The table also shows the results from the original heterozygosity study in which DNA
from 36 normal individuals was analysed (Hardwick et al., 1993). This normal

population consisted of 23 females and 13 males and was therefore comprised of 59 X
chromosomes. The DNA for this population was provided by the Blood Transfusion
Service and therefore although it is not from the same populations as the patients used
it was, as far as can be achieved, a random sample from the UK Caucasian population
and in this sense it is the same as the patient population.
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Allele

NormalPopulation- N=59 (Frequency)

xlRPIndividuals- N=16 (Frequency)

TotalNumberof IndividualsAnalysed

A1

17(0.29)

6(0.38)

23

A3

20(0.34)

4(0.25)

24

AllelesA2,andA4to A9inclusive

22(0.37)

6(0.37)

28

Totals

59

16

75

Tabic5.4-ComparisonsofthenumberofJL152allelesobservedinnormalandxlRPindividuals.ThenumberofXchromosomesforeach allelecatagoryareshown.Forthenormalpopulationstudy59Xchromosomeswereanalysed;forthexlRPstudy16Xchromosomeswere analysed.qdf)=0.621whichisnotsignificant.



Given that the sample size for the xlRP patients is relatively small, it is difficult to
make direct comparisons. However, all of the alleles, except for allele 1, were found to

be present at similar and smaller proportions in the xlRP population than were found
in the normal population. Therefore these alleles show no evidence of linkage

disequilibrium. Allele 1 is the only allele that appears to be slightly more frequent in
the xlRP population than in the normal population: 38% in the xlRP population
compared with 29% in the normal population. This difference is not statistically

significant and comparison of the two populations for this allele in a chi-squared test

produced a X2 value of 0.32.
This data shows no evidence for linkage disequilibrium between CYBB and RP3.

Bearing in mind how tightly linked the CYBB microsatellite is to RP3 (0 = 0.01; Table

5.2), the fact that there is no evidence of linkage disequilibrium indicates that the
mutation rate in RP3 may be relatively high and that the majority of families studied
do not share common ancestry or common mutations.

However, it is accepted that the sample size of the xlRP individuals is very small and
that the normal population with which the xlRP data is compared should come from a

population that is as directly comparable to the affected individuals as is practicable.

Consequently, more xlRP families are being typed and spouses who have not

contributed to the disease haplotype are being analysed. Eventually, it is hoped that it
will be possible to compare the proportion of the various alleles from a larger number
of males who are likely to be carrying a mutation in the RP3 gene with a statistically
comparable number of normal individuals from a similar genetic background. This
should provide a more satisfactory answer to the question of whether or not there is
any linkage disequilibrium between CYBB and RP3.

5.11 - SUMMARY

5.11.1 - A new technique for isolating microsatellite repeats from YACs
The method described above is quicker and simpler than the laborious approaches

which have previously been used for isolating microsatellites from YACs. In the first of
these conventional methods, the screening of large-insert libraries with a CA

oligonucleotide minimises the number of clones in the primary screen, but subsequent
sequencing of positives requires tedious subcloning and the performance of further
filter hybridisations (e.g. Rojas et al., 1992; Taylor et al., 1992). Feener et al. (1991)
and Edwards et al. (1991) have developed PCR-based screening and subcloning

strategies to avoid the last two steps. The method described by Edwards et al. (1991)
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includes the direct determination of the flanking sequences. An alternative approach is
to construct and screen a small insert library (200-500 bp) which requires no further
subcloning (Kwiatkowski et al., 1992; Luty et al., 1990; Fairweather et al., 1993).

However, an in vivo or in vitro enrichment step must still be included to avoid

screening large numbers of clones and filters in order to recover the few positives.
Fairweather et al. (1993) described a two stage approach in which cosmids are isolated
from a YAC of interest and screened with a CA oligonucleotide. Any positives are

subcloned into plasmids, re-screened with the CA oligonucleotide and sequenced to

obtain the flanking sequences, which are then used to design PCR primers.
The method presented here is believed to combine the best features of the existing

techniques. It utilises PFGE-purified YAC material which has been "immortalised" by

ligation to synthetic PCR-amplifiable catch-linkers. Cloning the YAC as a "PCR-

library" requires only minimal amounts of starting material and circumvents the usual
need for cloning and subcloning prior to the selection process. The physical
enrichment of fragments containing microsatellites substantially reduces the eventual
number of subclones which must be subjected to final screening prior to sequencing.
Finally, the small starting size of the fragments makes sequencing more straightforward
than in the other approaches.

This method also works well if the YAC cannot be fully separated from the native

yeast chromosomes and should be useful for material which has been cloned in
lambda, cosmids, flow-sorted chromosomal material, or DNA from cell hybrids. Vooijs
et al. (1993) have produced libraries for each human chromosome by digesting flow-
sorted chromosomal material and attaching amplifiable catch-linkers. Flow-sorted
material appears to be particularly suitable for use with the new technique and should
enable microsatellites to be cloned along the full length of the particular chromosome.

This method may also facilitate the identification of more than one microsatellite
from a given YAC, which would allow longer, more polymorphic repeats to be selected
for further study (a heterozygosity of >0.7 is usually observed if n >20 - Weber,

1990). Alternatively, increasing the annealing temperature or the length of the
biotinylated (CA) oligonucleotide may facilitate the isolation of longer CA repeats. As
is the case with the existing techniques (e.g. Stallings et al., 1991; Cornelis et al., 1992;
Feener et al., 1991; Taylor et al., 1992; Ostrander et al., 1992; Rojas et al., 1992;
Edwards et al., 1991) it is possible to clone a repeat fragment which does not have
sufficient unique sequence on either side to allow unique PCR primers to be designed.
This problem could be overcome by repeating the experiment with another frequent-

cutting restriction endonuclease, which would generate different catch-linkered
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fragments. However, as long as there is sufficient sequence on either side of the repeat

from which to design both PCR primers, it is only necessary to determine the sequence

of one clone for each microsatellite repeat.

In the PCR methods which have been described previously, the sequence flanking
one side of a microsatellite has to be determined independently of the other (Taylor et

al., 1992; Edwards et al., 1991). Should the source DNA contain more than one

repeat, further analysis is required to match the cognate halves. Although De Souza et

al. (1994) have isolated new markers following inter-Alu PCR of YACs, it is thought
that this method will only recover a fraction of the microsatellites present because of
the non-random distribution of Alu sequences.

In 1992 Ito et al. described a technique which is similar to the one presented here.
However, there are two differences. The first is that a biotinylated oligonucleotide
anneals with double stranded DNA in the Ito technique. The second difference is that
the material used by Ito et al. is not "immortalised" using catch-linkers. Whilst the first
difference is immaterial, the second is important because it means that the selected

fragments cannot be PCR amplified. In turn, this means that subcloning to obtain

sequence information may prove difficult unless there are large amounts of starting
material.

In summary, the method of using a biotinylated oligonucleotide and

"immortalising" material with amplifiable catch-linkers should facilitate the isolation of
microsatellite repeats from cosmids, phage, and YAC clones. This method should also
assist in the rapid isolation of microsatellites from larger genomic regions such as flow-
sorted chromosomal material and cell hybrids. This novel method for isolating
microsatellite repeats has been published (Brown, Hardwick and Wright, 1995).

5.11.2 - Linkage analysis using the new microsatellite from the CYBB gene

The linkage analysis carried out for this study illustrates some of the difficulties in

working with an X-linked disorder that appears to be heterogeneous. For example,
although haplotype analysis can often be used to indicate which disease gene is
segregating in a family, some key individuals can be non-obligate carrier females. If
definitive diagnoses are not available for such females it is not always possible to be
sure which disease gene is segregating, even when tightly linked and highly
informative markers are used. Families F15 and F5 demonstrate this point.

Even if the classification of a family as RP2 or RP3 does not depend on the carrier
status of a non-obligate female, it is often difficult to classify families if tightly linked
microsatellite repeats are unavailable. As shown in section 5.7, the linkage analysis
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carried out for this study showed that the disease gene which is segregating in families
F5 and F15 could be RP2 or RP3. In family F47 the disease gene could be RP2, RP3
or xlRP6.

The results of this study have changed previous assessments of the number of RP2
and RP3 families in this laboratory. From a world-wide perspective, nine xlRP families
described in the literature can be classified as RP2 (Friedrich et al., 1985 and 1992;
Dahl et al., 1991; Meitinger et al., 1989; Kaplan et al., 1992; Wirth et al., 1988; Litt et

al., 1987; Bergen et al. - in press). Eight of these families are of European origin and
one was from North America (Litt et al., 1987). This discrepancy has led to

speculation as to whether or not RP2 is most common in Europe (Aldred M.A., 1992).
However, it is difficult to comment further in light of the difficulties that frequently
arise in assigning xlRP families as RP2 or RP3, particularly if tightly linked
microsatellites are not available.

The genetic position of RP3 needs to be refined more precisely to facilitate cloning
of the gene. This objective can only be achieved by using tightly linked and highly
informative markers such JL152, which was isolated as part of this study. This new

marker in the CYBB gene is highly informative and is closely linked to RP3. Using any

marker which is closely linked to a disease gene does, of course, mean that few
recombinants will be found. However, appropriate analysis of the previously identified
recombinants in the data set should make it possible to refine further the position of
the RP3 gene. In families Fll and F51 the JL152 marker was used in conjunction with
DXS1110 and DXS1068. As shown in figure 5.10, these and other markers used
before this study place the RP3 gene distal to DXS7 and proximal to DXS1110. The

technique which was used to isolate JL152 from Y263 is now being used to isolate
other markers between DXS1110 and OTC. These markers should make it possible to

precisely localise any recombinants in the region and exclude any candidate genes.

The use of JL152, in association with other microsatellites in the region and marker

analysis carried out before this study, has been invaluable for determining the carrier
status of some females and in dealing with requests for prenatal diagnosis.
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION

X-linked retinitis pigmentosa (xlRP) is one of the severest forms of RP and there are

estimated to be more than 10,000 cases of xlRP in the United Kingdom alone (Bundey
and Crews, 1984a and 1984b).

Although this study has concentrated on physical and genetic mapping in the RP3

region at Xp21.1, evidence has been presented in support of two other xlRP loci: RP2
at Xpll.4-11.3 and RP6 at Xp21.3-21.2 (Ott et al., 1990; Musarella et al., 1988).
However, both RP2 and RP6 have been localised solely on the basis of genetic

mapping. Multilocus homogeneity tests provide evidence in favour of two genes being

responsible for xlRP: RP2 and RP3 (Ott et al., 1990). The same statistical study found
a likelihood ratio of 293:1 in favour of three rather than two xlRP loci. Only one

informative crossover has been presented as evidence for RP6. This lies between
DXS28 (C7) and DXS164 (pERT87) (Musarella et al., 1988). Furthermore, there have
been reports of patients with deletions in this region who do not have RP (Clarke et al.,
1986; van Ommen et al., 1986).

Prior to this study, the region of search for the RP3 locus had been narrowed down
to less than 170 kb with the aid of deletion patients and physical maps of the region
(Musarella et al., 1991; Ho et al., 1992; Roux et al., 1994). On the basis of the
deletion patients described in Chapter 1, the distal limit of the RP3 gene is defined by
the proximal end of the CYBB gene. The proximal limit of the RP3 gene is defined by
JBB - the proximal deletion breakpoint of patient BB. As BB showed signs of RP at
such an early age it is assumed that he had xlRP but as he was an orphan there is no

family history to support this and he could have actually had adRP or arRP. Even if BB
did have xlRP it is possible that the RP3 gene lies proximal to JBB and that BB had RP
as a result of another deletion which was cytogenetically undetectable or a point
mutation in the RP3

Alternatively, bearing in mind that patient BB had such a large cytogenetically
detectable deletion, he could have had RP as the result of a position effect. Position
effects have been studied in Drosophila, where chromosomal rearrangements can lead
to position effect variegation (Eissenberg, 1989). Position effects are thought to be the
result of chromosomal rearrangements which allow heterochromatin to spread into
euchromatic DNA. Unlike heterochromatin, euchromatin decondenses after mitosis
and this facilitates the transcription of genes within it. A position effect of this nature is
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unlikely to account for RP in BB. Although his deletion spans Xp21.3 to Xp21.1 and
therefore includes two Giemsa dark staining bands which are thought to contain
regions of cryptic heterochromatin (Craig and Bickmore, 1993), the heterochromatin
position model predicts mosaicism. However, the severity of BB's RP suggests that it
was the non-leaky phenotype typical of that observed in hemizygous xlRP males.

Another possible explanation of how a position effect could have caused xlRP in
BB is that the deletion displaced an RP3 enhancer element or brought into close

proximity a transcription suppresser element. Enhancers lie upstream or downstream
of a promoter and can act over tens of kilobases of DNA. Examples of well
characterised enhancers in man are those controlling the -globin gene cluster.

Although each gene in this complex has its own enhancer, which gives rise to specific

expression, the whole complex also requires a set of enhancers that lie 50-65 kb

upstream and 20 kb downstream of the -globin gene (Tuan et al., 1985 and Townes
and Behringer, 1990). These enhancer elements cause tissue specific activity which is
consistent with the type of expression observed in RP. As such an enhancer element
could be upstream or downstream of the RP3 promoter, the RP3 gene could be
telomeric or centromeric to JBB and, if associated with a CpG island, its island could be
the one associated with the tctex-1 like gene. Enhancers lying in a given region can be
found by looking for DNase hypersensitivity in an appropriately expressing
background. It is probably impractical to search for the RP3 gene by looking for
enhancers in the RP3 region because functional assays are usually needed to prove that
an enhancer is present.

There have been many advances in the field of human molecular genetics since the
start of this study. These have included the development and refinement of genetic and
physical mapping techniques; a second-generation linkage map and a first generation
physical map of the human genome have recently been published (Weissenbach et al.,
1992; Cohen et al., 1993). The number of chromosome specific libraries that are

available for screening has also increased. The relatively new technique of using PCR
primers to screen such libraries has had a profound influence on the course of this

project. The availability of YAC libraries and sequence from the CYBB gene, which is
tightly linked to RP3, soon resulted in YACs from the RP3 region being isolated.
Although these YACs could have contained deletions or have been chimeric, it was

thought to be more logical at this stage to abandon the time consuming approach of

isolating a YAC from the RP3 region using gene targeting (described in section 4.1)
and concentrate on the characterisation of the YACs then available.
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The physical characterisation of YACs facilitates the fine mapping of a given region
and often provides information which enables researchers to subclone the specific

region of interest as cosmid or phage clones. Although a YAC(s) can often be isolated
from a region known to contain at least part of a specific disease gene, that disease

gene could be one of many on the YAC(s) and the available genetic and physical
mapping information may not be sufficient to pinpoint the region of interest. In these
circumstances the YAC(s) can be used to isolate further markers in the region, which

may result in the identification of informative crossovers and a reduction in the size of
the region of search. Even when the gene has been isolated, such markers are

invaluable for the purposes of genetic counselling. The following methods can be
employed to speed up the process by which new markers, which have been isolated
from YAC(s), are used to identify key recombinants:-

1. Limiting the study to those families in which recombinants in the region have
already been identified. Further genotyping is then carried out to try and pinpoint the
crossover.

2. Using an automated laser fluorescent sequencer to assign the alleles of the
microsatellite markers.

Although a new microsatellite was isolated as part of this study, other microsatellite

repeats from the region, which had been isolated by other groups, were also used
(DXS1110 and DXS1068). As more microsatellites are isolated the potential for fine-

mapping any region of interest increases; a second generation linkage map of the
human genome has recently been published by Genethon (Weissenbach et al., 1992).
However, in many cases it will still be necessary to clone new microsatellites from a

specific region of interest and any technique which makes this task easier is invaluable.
The technique for isolating new microsatellites from YACs, which was developed as

part of this study, avoids the need for conventional library construction and screening
with radiolabelled oligonucleotides. The new technique utilises catch-linkered PCR-

amplifiable material, which has also proved to be useful in a number of other
techniques e.g. in situ hybridisation studies. It is hoped that this new technique will
prove invaluable for isolating microsatellites from specific regions of interest contained
within YAC, cosmid or phage clones and from larger regions of interest, such as flow-
sorted chromosomes.

It is often impossible to classify a family as RP2 or RP3 unless tightly linked
informative markers such as the microsatellite repeat isolated as part of this study are

available. Even when informative markers are available, defining a family as RP2 or
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RP3 may still be impossible or may depend on the clinical diagnosis of non-obligate
carrier females which is less reliable than diagnosing affected males.

In 1992 Dr. M. Aldred reviewed the proportion of RP2 and RP3 families reported
in the literature. In all, 43 families could be classified as either RP2 or RP3. Of these,
17 were defined as RP2 and 26 as RP3. It is impossible to classify every xlRP family as

either RP2 or RP3 because informative crossovers between the two genes may not have
occurred or cannot always be detected if they have. Although the use of more tightly
linked informative markers increases the probability of finding such crossovers, it will

only be possible to establish the definitive proportions of RP2 and RP3 families when
both of these genes have been cloned and mutational analysis can be undertaken.
Furthermore, as this study has shown, the use of tightly linked informative markers
may reveal a previously undetected recombinational event, which can change a family's
classification from RP2 to RP3 and vice versa.

Similar considerations apply when trying to establish the proportion of xlRP6
families and it will probably be necessary to clone an xlRP gene at Xp21.3-21.2 to

prove that xlRP6 exists.

Unfortunately, the time limits imposed on a PhD project meant that this study

stopped short of a full-scale effort at gene isolation. The work which was undertaken
used the physical map of a YAC from the region of interest, Y263, to identify cosmids
from the RP3 region. These cosmids were identified by looking for combinations of
rare-cutting restriction enzyme sites which are associated with the CpG island

immediately distal to JBB. Other workers had shown that one Y263-positive cosmid,
DB5, contains a restriction enzyme site associated with this CpG island. DB5 was also

thought to be positive for the XI.8 probe in the region and was shown to contain
evolutionarily conserved sequences when used to probe zoo blots. It was therefore used
as a probe against a cDNA library. This technique for identifying expressed sequences

from a region of interest is fairly well established. However, its main drawback is that
the cDNA being sought may not be present in the library being screened and in this
experiment no positive cDNAs were recovered.

Since this project was begun many new techniques for isolating genes from plasmid,
lambda, cosmid and even YAC clones have been described. The most noteworthy of
these are exon amplification (or exon trapping) and methods based on hybrid
selection techniques. Other workers in this laboratory are presently using versions of
both of these techniques with a view to isolating the RP3 gene.

Exon amplification is based on a plasmid vector containing RNA splicing
sequences. The DNA cloned from the region of interest is sub-cloned into this vector
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and then transformed into a mammalian cell culture. After expression, mRNA is made
from the cells. Only those fragments which contain the requisite splice sites can form
mRNA and, by their very nature, only fragments containing exons will contain these

splice sites. Initially, experiments conducted using this technique resulted in the

cloning of false positives which contained cryptic splice sites. The original vector was

therefore modified so that both splice donor and acceptor sites in the exon being

trapped are now required, which means that even complex genetic material can now be
used (Buckler et al., 1991; Hamaguchi et al., 1992; Church et al., 1994).

Various methods for isolating genes based on cDNA selection have been described
in the literature. For example, YAC or cosmid clones from a region of interest may be
immobilised onto a nylon membrane before being hybridised with an amplified cDNA

library (Lovett et al., 1991). Repeat sequences (e.g. Alus) are suppressed by using
repeat-rich DNA such as Cot-1. Several rounds of hybridisation and elution are

undertaken before a relatively small number of specifically hybridising cDNAs
remain. Invariably, some non-specific clones are selected and cDNAs from the region
of interest have to be sorted from the extraneous material before any candidate genes

can be analysed in detail. This sorting procedure is the most time-consuming stage.

YAC material which has been immortalised with PCR-amplifiable catch-linkers is
suitable for use in both exon amplification and hybrid selection techniques. The
choice of a technique for gene cloning depends upon the resources and skills that are

available. Exon amplification circumvents the need for an appropriately expressing
cDNA library - there is no guarantee that any single cDNA library will contain the
cDNA of interest. However, both the exon amplification and the cDNA selection
methods often generate non-specific clone(s) and identification of the clone(s) of
interest can be time-consuming.

Chapter 4 describes another approach to cloning cDNAs from a YAC. With this
technique in mind, Y263+ was constructed by targeting the CYBB gene in Y263. The
physical map of this targeted YAC has proved useful in further defining the physical
limits of the RP3 region and it is hoped that transforming this construct into an

appropriately expressing cell line would enable cDNAs to be primed from Alu
sequences in the region by using the method outlined in sections 4.1 and 4.5 and
described by Corbo et al. (1990). However, this technique suffers the same

disadvantage as the traditional approach of screening a cDNA library in that one has to

guess what tissue the gene of interest would be expressed in. In addition, this is a new

technique and, as such, it will be necessary to define the technical parameters before
full-scale experimental work can be undertaken.
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Results from the experiment described in section 4.4 indicate that pLJ6 has
integrated into the region known to contain the CYBB gene. Consequently, the
physical map of Y263+ provides a more detailed picture of the RP3 region and has
reduced the region which should contain at least part of the RP3 gene by more than
40% to a distance of about 95 kb. Furthermore, the Y263+ construct allows the CYBB

positive YAC to isolated from the native yeast chromosomes on a pulsed field gel. This
could be useful for preparing catch-linkered YAC material or constructing a cosmid or

phage library.
The region of search for the RP3 gene has now been narrowed down to between

intron 4 of the tctex-1 like gene and JBB (Roux et al., 1994). Localisation of the RP3

gene proximal to intron 4 of the tctex-1 like gene is confirmed by the crossovers

identified in families F51 and Fll presented in sections 5.7.1 and 5.7.2. It is therefore
possible that an element affecting the RP3 gene could be found in this region. From
the physical maps of the region, including the map of Y263+ presented in Chapter 4,
this distance cannot be more than about 60 kb. Various groups are now employing a

variety of techniques to try and isolate candidate genes from this region. The majority
of these methods involve sub-cloning the region of interest in YAC, cosmid, phage or

plasmid clones. This study has produced a detailed physical map of a YAC which
should be invaluable in rapidly positioning cosmid, phage, or plasmid clones to the

particular region of interest. It should also be possible to use clones associated with the
tctex-1 like gene and its CpG island to identify other clones in the region and thereby
"walk" to JBB.

Many of the problems associated with genetic counselling for xlRP will be solved
once an xlRP gene has been cloned. Mutational analysis for that gene will mean that an

accurate service can be provided in response to requests to determine carrier status and
requests for prenatal diagnosis. In the long term, as with any disease gene, it is hoped
that elucidation of the product of the gene and the biochemical pathway(s) in which it
is involved will pave the way for development of an effective treatment or cure.
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An STR polymorphism at the
CYBB locus
L.J. Hardwick, J.Brown and A.F.Wright"
MRC Human Genetics Unit. Western General Hosoital. Crewe Road. Edinburgh
EH4 2XU. UK

Source/Description: A (CA)!8 repeat sequence was isolated by
a biotin-streptavidin selection method (J. Brown et al.. submitted)
froma non-chimaeric 360 kb yeast artificial chromosome (YAC)
that contains the CYBB gene and maps to Xp21.1. A Sau3AI
fragment containing the repeat sequence was subcloned into the
vector pCRlOOO (Invitrogen) and sequenced on an Automated
Laser Fluorescent Sequencer (Pharmacia LKB). Primers were
subsequently designed which specifically amplify the CA repeat.

Primer Sequence:
Forward Primer: 5'-GAACCTATAATATTGTGCI IGCGCACA
Reverse Primer: 5'-GAGGCACAGCGTGATGACAACTC

Frequency: Estimated from 36 unrelated Caucasian individuals
— 23 females and 13 males. Observed heterozygosity = 0.76.
Allele Size (bp) Frequency Allele Size (bp) Frequency
Al 154 0.29 A5 158 0.15
A2 150 0.03 A6 152 0.03
A3 156 0.34 A7 146 0.12
A4 148 0.02 A8 160 0.02

Chromosomal Localization: Xp21.1.
Mendelian Inheritance: X-linked inheritance was observed in 8
informative pedigrees.
PCR Conditions'. Polymerase chain reactions were carried out
in a 25 pi volume containing between 50 and 100 ng of genomic
DNA; 200 pM dNTPs; 0.8 pmole of each primer; 0.3 units of
Taq polymerase (Promega); 1 mM MgCl2, 0.05 M KC1, 0.1%
Triton X-100, 0.01 M Tris-HCl pH 9.
PCR programme'.
94°Cx4 minutes; 57°Cx2 minutes; 72°Cx2 minutes 30
seconds for one cycle.
94°Cx 1 minute; 57°Cx2 minutes; 72°Cx2 minutes 30 seconds
for 35 cycles.
94°Cx 1 minute; 57°Cx2 minutes; 72°Cx 10 minutes for one

cycle.
PCR products were heat denatured in formamide loading buffer
(48% formamide/12.5 mM EDTA/ 4 mg/ml dextran blue) and
analysed using an Automatic Laser Fluorescent Sequencer using
a denaturing 6% polyacrylamide gel, with the forward primer
FITC-labelled.

Other Comments: The dinucleotide repeat locus maps to intron
5 of the CYBB gene since the distal flanking sequence exactly
matched the first 75 nucleotides of CYBB exon 6 (EMBL
Accession no. X73900). This marker is very useful for linkage
studies in X-linked retinitis pigmentosa (RP3) families.
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by the British
Retinitis Pigmentosa Society, the Retinitis Pigmentosa Foundation
Fighting Blindness and George Gund Foundation.
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A simple method for rapid isolation of microsatellites from
yeast artificial chromosomes

J. Brown, L. J. Hardwick and A. F. Wright
MRC Human Genetics Unit, Western General Hospital, Crewe Road,

Edinburgh EH4 2XU

(Received 22 June 1994, Accepted 1 November 1994)

Microsatellites are widely recognised as providing a rich source of polymorphic markers for genetic
mapping.'"3 Consequently, highly polymorphic CA repeats tightly linked to a disease locus are
invaluable tools in linkage studies. We have developed an efficient technique for cloning mi-
crosatellite repeats from a region of interest contained within a yeast artificial chromosome (YAC).
The YAC material is digested with a frequent cutting restriction endonuclease and ligated to
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplifiable catch-linkers. A 5' biotinylated (CA),, oligonucleotide
is then used to select fragments containing a complementary repeat by binding to streptavidin-
coated magnetic beads. The catch-linkers enable these fragments to be PCR amplified, cloned
and sequenced. Primers are then designed to amplify the repeat locus and to confirm its genomic
localization and heterozygosity. We have successfully used this technique to clone a new (CA)18
microsatellite from a 360-kb YAC. The YAC contains the CYBB locus in Xp21 -1 and is thought to
contain at least part of the RP3 gene responsible for X-linked retinitis pigmentosa. This new CA
repeat is highly polymorphic with nine alleles identified so far and a heterozygosity of 0-75.4

KEYWORDS: microsatellite, CA repeat, PCR, biotinylated, polymorphism, YAC, genetic
mapping, RP3, X-linked retinitis pigmentosa.

INTRODUCTION

Microsatellite repeats have become firmly established
as highly informative markers in the primary high-
resolution genetic maps of man, mouse and rat.5"9
Reliable genetic diagnosis or positional cloning, how¬
ever, often require a higher local marker density than
is currently available and many procedures exist for
isolating microsatellites from a region of interest.7"14
These methods usually involve library construction
and/or screening with radiolabeled oligonucleotides.
We have developed a method (see Fig. 1) which is
faster and easier than those previously described,
requires minimal subcloning and uses catch-linkered
YAC material useful in other applications such as
FISH or cDNA selection. The method has been used
to isolate a highly polymorphic dinucleotide repeat
sequence from a YAC containing the CYBB locus in
Xp2M.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligonucleotide 962L—(GTCAAGAATTCGGTACC-
GTCGAC). Oligonucleotide 963L—(5' phosphory-
lated GATCGTCGACGGTACCGAATTCT). Oligo¬
nucleotide JL152F—(5' Fluor-GAACCTATAATATT-
GTGCTTGCGCACA). Oligonucleotide JL152R —(G-
AGGCACAGCGTGATGACAACTC). The above oligo¬
nucleotides and 173N [5' biotinylated (CA),,] were
synthesized by Oswel DNA (Edinburgh). All reagents
were used according to the recommendations of the
supplier unless stated otherwise.

Catch-linkers were prepared by denaturing equi-
molar amounts of primers 962L and 963L in TE at
95°C for 10 min, followed by cooling to 10°C over
a period of 4 h in a Perkin Elmer Cetus Thermal
Cycler. The 360 kb YAC, Y263, was isolated as a low-
melting-point gel slice following PFGE. The slice was
equilibrated with restriction buffer, melted at 68°C
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Fig. 1 Flow diagram illustrating the procedure for isolation of microsatellite-repeat containing clones starting with a
pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFCE) purified yeast artificial chromosome. B, biotinylated; PCR, polymerase chain
reaction.

for 10 mins, cooled to 37°C and digested with 5ac/3A
I (BCL). The gel was resolidified on ice, equilibrated
with agarase buffer, melted at 68°C, cooled to 40°C,
digested with agarase (NEB) and coprecipitated with
glycogen (BCL). The DNA (~100ng) was re-
suspended in 10 pi of TE, 5 pi of which was added
to a 50-fold molar excess of catch-linkers, 2 pi of
10 x ligase buffer and 3U of T4 ligase (BCL) in a
total of 10 pi. Following incubation overnight at 16°C,
the ligation was heated to 70°C for 15 min, diluted
to 200 pi in sterile distilled water and stored frozen
at —20°C. (n.b. The quantity of the YAC DNA re¬
covered will vary from experiment to experiment,

therefore the optimal dilution factor for subsequent
PCR is best determined empirically.)

One microlitre of the above 'PCR-Iibrary'
(~ 0-25 ng) was added to 49 pi of a 1 x PCR reaction
mixture (Promega) containing 200 pM each of dATP,
dGTP, dCTP and dTTP, 1 -5 mM MgCI2, 0-8 pM primer
962 L and 2 U Taq polymerase (Promega) overlayed
with 50 pi of mineral oil and amplified for 30 cycles
in a TR2 thermocycler (Hybaid). Each cycle consisted
of: 94°C for 30s, 64°C for 30s, and 72°C for 90s
except for the first cycle where denaturation at 94°C
was for 2-5 min, and the last cycle when the final
extension was for 10 min at 72°C.
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Microsatellite PCR reactions (25 pi) used 100ng
genomic DNA, 200 pM dNTPs, 1-5mM MgCI2/ 1 x
Promega buffer, 0-3 U Taq polymerase and 0-8 pM
primer JL152R and fluorescein-labelled primer
JL152F. PCR conditions consisted of 26 cycles of 1
min at 94°C, 2 min at 55°C and 2-5 min at 72°C
except for the first cycle when denaturation was for
5 min at 94°C and the final cycle when extension
was for 10 min at 72°C. These conditions are for a

Perkin Elmer Cetus Thermocycler and 1 pi of the
reaction products were sufficient for visualization on
an ALF sequencer (Pharmacia LKB).

Between 50 and lOOng of PCR amplified YAC
DNA was added to 50 pi of 1 x Promega PCR buffer
containing MgCI2 (1-5 mM), primer 962L (2 pM) and
biotinylated oligonucleotide 173N (0-1 pM). Primer
962L was included to minimize 'hairpin' and 'bubble'
formation via linker sequences. Fifty microiitres of
mineral oil was placed on top and the mixture heated
to 95°C for 10 min and then annealed at 60°C for 1

min. Forty-five microiitres was removed from under
the oil and added to 250 ng of streptavidin coated
beads (Dynabeads M-280 streptavidin), previously
washed twice with 50 pi and resuspended in 500 pi
of binding buffer (2m NaCI, 1 mM EDTA, 10mM
Tris-HCI pH 7-5). Following incubation with gentle
rotation for 30 min at room temperature, the beads
were collected by magnet (Dynal magnetic particle
concentrator) and the buffer discarded. The beads
were then resuspended in 1 ml of prewarmed wash
buffer (100 mM NaCI, 0-1 % SDS, 10 mM Tris-HCI pH
7-5) and incubated at 60°C for 10 min. After a further
three such washes, the beads were resuspended in
100 pi of 2 x; Promega PCR buffer and heated to
95°C for 10 min. Following magnetic separation the
eluate was added to an equal volume of sterile dis¬
tilled water and stored frozen at —20°C. A control

experiment omitting the biotinylated oligonucleotide
was performed in parallel and aliquots or serial di¬
lutions from both eluates were PCR amplified with
primer 962L as above. The PCR products from the
hybrid selection procedure were extracted with Gene-
clean (Bio 101), cloned into pCRlOOO (InvitroGen)
and sequenced.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As can be seen in Fig. 2A (Lane S), when the catch-
linkered YAC material is PCR amplified a smear of
~300 bp is obtained corresponding to the fragment
size expected by digestion with Sau3A\. After hybrid
selection, the PCR products contain distinct and con¬
sistent bands after only 20 cycles. A Southern blot of
the gel (Fig. 2B) shows that these bands hybridize

20 25 30 35
A M S + C1 + - + - M

Fig. 2. (A) Amplification products before and after one
round of enrichment, with different numbers of PCR
cycles. Lane M contains a 100-bp ladder size marker
(BRL), Lane S, the PCR-amplified catch-linkered DNA
from YAC Y263 prior to enrichment; other lanes, PCR
amplification products of material obtained after one
round of enrichment are marked by a plus sign and
amplification products from a negative control in which
biotinylated (CA),, was omitted are marked by a minus
sign. Numbers above the lanes show the number of PCR
cycles. (B) Southern blot of gel shown in panel (A)
probed with nick-translated poly(CA/TG) (Pharmacia).

with a (CA) probe and correspond to fragments present
in the starting material (lane S).

Amplification products of the eluate from a negative
control, in which the biotinylated (CA)„ oligo¬
nucleotide had been omitted, only became visible as
a smear after 35 cycles. The track failed to hybridize
with a CA probe (Fig. 2B) suggesting the products
result from 'carry-over' or non-specific binding to the
beads. Five recombinant clones derived from the

experimental samples were chosen at random and
sequenced. One did not contain a CA repeat, one
contained an interrupted CA repeat of the form
(AC)7G(AC)12TT(AC),2 and three contained an identi¬
cal (CA),8 repeat in either orientation. In a parallel
experiment, inserts from 24 randomly chosen re¬
combinant clones were PCR amplified, Southern blot¬
ted and probed with poly (CA/TG) (Pharmacia).
Seventeeen clones hybridized strongly and were clas¬
sifiable by size into a minimum of five distinct species.
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The seven 'negatives' were at least four different sizes
and presumably represent 'unselected' catch-linkered
material which had been randomly amplified. Ana¬
lysis of 98 clones by colony hybridization with a CA
probe yielded 73 positives, a similar ratio to those
above. PCR primers (JL152R and JL152L) were de¬
signed to the unique sequence flanking the (CA)18
repeat (EMBL Accession no. X73900) and used to
amplify DNA from the YAC and yeast host strain
AB1380. No product was obtained from the yeast
alone but a specific 162-bp product was obtained
from YAC Y263 DNA. Subsequent sequence analysis
suggests the (CA)18 repeat is derived from intron 5 of
the CYBB gene present on the YAC. Amplification of
human genomic DNA identified nine alleles in the
general population with a heterozygosity of 0-76.4

Two simple yet time-consuming approaches have
generally been employed in the isolation and char¬
acterization of microsatellites. In the first, screening
of large-insert cosmid or lambda libraries minimises
the number of clones in the primary screen but
subsequent sequencing of positives requires tedious
subcloning and paradoxically, further filter-hy¬
bridizations.3,8"10 To avoid the latter labour-intensive

steps, Feener et a/." and Edwards et a/.12 have de¬
veloped PCR-based screening and subcloning strat¬
egies including, in the latter case, direct determination
of flanking sequence. The second approach is to
construct and screen a small-insert (200-500 bp) lib¬
rary which requires no further subcloning.7,13"15 Con¬
sequently, however, large numbers of clones and
filters must be screened to recover the few positives,
unless an in v/Vo14 or in vitro15 enrichment step is
included.

We believe the magnetic-bead capture of micro-
satellites described here combines the best features
of the previously published techniques. Cloning the
YAC as a 'PCR-library' requires minimal amounts of
starting material and circumvents the tedious in vivo
propagation required of traditional libraries. Secondly,
the physical enrichment of microsatellite containing
fragments reduces the eventual number of clones to
a manageable size. Finally, the small starting size of
the fragments renders sequencing more straight¬
forward than other approaches. In the PCR methods
previously described11,12 the sequence flanking one
side of a microsatellite is determined independently
of the other. If the source DNA contains more than
one repeat, this requires further analysis to match the
cognate halves. More recently, De Souza eta/.16 have
isolated new markers following inter-Alu PCR of YACs.
Due to the non-random distribution of Alu, however,
we would expect this method to recover only a
fraction of the microsatellites potentially present. In¬
deed the authors report the isolation of seven new

markers from 21 YACs, whereas for our 'Alu-poor'
YAC, at least five distinct [CA]n positive bands were
present in the enriched PCR fraction (see above). The
fact that the method can identify more than one
microsatellite from any given YAC, allows the longest
and hence usually most polymorphic, to be developed
as a marker. It may also be possible, with a longer
biotinylated oligonucleotide, to optimise hybrid¬
ization and washing to preferentially select repeats
of a minimum length. The hybrid selection technique
we describe here is reliable (having been used suc¬
cessfully on at least two other YACs—data not shown)
and robust (YAC Y263 probably illustrates the worst
case, being inseparable from yeast chromosome III
by PFGE and consequently half the starting material
was of yeast origin).

In principle, the technique could be extended to
other classes of microsatellites such as trinucleotide

repeats, the expansion of which can precipitate gen¬
etic disease or tetranucleotide repeats which, due
to easier discrimination between alleles, are finding
increasing use in genetic mapping. Similarly, other
sources of input material could be used such as cDNA
or chromosomal17 or subchromosomal libraries, the
higher complexities of which may necessitate more
than one round of enrichment (see Fig. 1). Finally,
the method could be easily incorporated into any ot
the existing strategies as an additional pre- or post-
enrichment step and, being amenable to automation,
may have significant potential in large scale projects
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